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When life gets bori
easy shaker

massage

body to body

Are you ready to shake?
Shake it up is a new and exciting massage gel that can be created in 4 simple steps. After mixing it can
easily be poured out from the shaker (cup) that is included in the packaging. You can decide yourself on the
thickness and amount of the gel; the more water the thinner the gel, so now you can control how slippery
and smooth the physical contact is during the massage. This fun product is now available at your regular
wholesaler and for more information, send an e-mail to sales@cobeco.nl or visit www.cobeco.nl.
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Bianca comes to life

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Pipedream’s third Ultimate Fantasy Doll now shipping

Normally, patents such as US
patent 6.368.268 are there to
protect intellectual property.
After all, if you invest lots of
time and effort, you’d want
to be sure that a competitor
can’t simply sweep in and
copy your idea after you’ve
done all the work. Preventing that is the quintessential
purpose of a patent. However,
the aforementioned patent
6.368.268 – better known as
the teledildonics patent – has
shown that the system is far
from perfect.
The patent was granted on
August 17, 1998, and it describes in very general terms
how sex toys can be controlled via the internet. Of course,
one might wonder if it is even
possible to claim ownership of
such a broad concept. At any
rate, the patent was gathering
dust for a long while, until a
company named Tzu Technologies LLC bought it in the
year 2015. As far as I know,
Tzu Technologies has never
attempted to actually develop
a sex toy. Instead they used
the patent to put pressure
on other companies that do
develop sex toys, threatening
to sue them. Some simply
gave up, others agreed to pay
“licensing fees.”
Fortunately, these days are
over now. Of course, we
shouldn’t expect teledildonics
companies to spring up like
daisies as a result of the new
legal situation – after all, this
is still a very complex matter,
especially with respect to
things such as data protection
-, but it is nonetheless a positive sign and a great motivation
for small, innovative start-up
companies.

Chatsworth, USA – Among Pipedream’s latest releases, which debuted at the ANME
show in July, lies one new item that has arguably stolen the spotlight – Bianca, the fivefoot-four, 38L, strawberry-blonde lifelike love doll.

T

his is Pipedream’s third piece from
Dolls apart from the rest. “We have
their Ultimate Fantasy Dolls collecbeen researching realistic love dolls
tion, which made an enormous splash
for years now,” said Pipedream’s Chief
upon its release during the January
Design Officer, Kristian Broms. “We
ANME show.
invested a ton of time with the commu“While we expected the line to do well,
nity of users who prize these types of
we didn’t exactly expect to sell out our
products in order to learn the desires
pre-orders just as soon as the dolls
and selling points from the consumer
were announced!” said Sales Execuperspective. Now that the potential for
tive Paul Reutershan. “Bianca did not
mass manufactured love dolls has been
disappoint. She didn’t just follow in her
reached, we’re very excited to continue
sisters Kitty and Carmen’s footsteps—
the advancements of innovative and
she absolutely
accessible lifelike
surpassed them
love dolls.” Bianca
and was the center
is now in stock and
of the show.” At 85
shipping right from
pounds, Bianca is
Pipedream’s Chatsthe heartiest Ultiworth headquarmate Fantasy Doll,
ters, where each
featuring the same
Ultimate Fantasy
high-grade mateDoll undergoes
rials and skeletal
thorough quality
structure as her
control and careful
counterparts, while
packaging procesher soft facial feases. Customers
tures demonstrate
can prepare for the
Pipedream’s missiarrival of their dolls
on to elevate each
by taking advantadoll to a higher
ge of Pipedream’s
level of realism. Her
online marketing
extensive care and
collateral at pipeusage guide, maindreamretailersupNow available: Bianca, the five-foot-four, 38L,
strawberry-blonde lifelike love doll
tenance materials,
port.com/bianca,
accessory kit, and
or by utilizing Pipepromotional materials assure the same
dream’s in-house design department
attention to detail and guaranteed value
for custom signage, window clings,
that sets Pipedream’s Ultimate Fantasy
and more.

That‘s it for this month!
Randolph Heil
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Backdoor fun
with the Gplug
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – SCALA announce
that the Gplug is fully in stock now: this means
both sizes (small and large) and both colors (neon
pink and blue) are ready to order.

T

his sleek
anal plug
can excite
design-loving
consumers
looking for premium novelties to match their lifestyle. Made to
thrill: the Gplug by Gvibe is both beautiful and
pleasurable. The Gplug offers six vibration modes operated by intuitive controls and comes in
a trendy, durable packaging. It is also waterproof, USB-rechargeable and made of silky-soft
silicone. Consumers can make this backdoor
pleasure provider even more versatile by pairing
it with the Gring finger vibe: as the Gring can
act as a remote for the plug.

New design for ST RUBBER
company logo
Wadgassen,
Germany - ST
RUBBER has
presented a
new company
logo. After
more than 35
years, it was time to give the old logo a new
shine. The design is more modern and simple,
but it should nevertheless spread the message
that ST RUBBER will continue to be a reliable
partner, supplier and wholesaler.
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EDC Wholesale stocks

low budget giﬅ sets from Loveboxxx
The perfect gift for any occasion
Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale stocks the Loveboxxx budget gift set collection, which is now available for retailers to order. The collection offers four pouches
in different themes, each containing 7 pieces, with titles as ‘I love you’, ‘Kinky Fantasy’,
‘Happy Birthday’ and ‘Sexy Weekend’.

T

he content of each gift varies per set.
The budget series is the perfect gift
for any occasion, toys for men, women,
couples and BDSM lovers and is now
available at EDC Wholesale.
This fun sex toy set contains various toys
that are perfect for couples who want
to try something new and exciting but
don‘t have much experience with sex
toys yet. The toys are very accessible
and easy to use. The Kinky Fantasy set
guarantees a kinky night in the bedroom.
This set offers all the tools to explore the
world of BDSM. The toys are soft, have a

The content of each gift varies per set

compact size and are easy to use, which
makes them perfect for beginners.
What better way to say ‘Happy Birthday’
than with a pleasurable gift for a friend,
family member or your lover. This fun
Congratulations sex toy set contains various toys that are perfect for couples who
want to try something new but don‘t have
much experience with sex toys yet.The ‘I
Love You’ it the perfect gift for lovers to
enjoy a night of passion and romance in
the bedroom. Great for Valentine‘s Day,
a birthday or a spontaneous romantic
gesture.

Voyeuristic delight with

the new OPTIX masturbator

Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new
OPTIX, part of the Main Squeeze collection by Doc Johnson, allows consumers
to truly see themselves in a whole new,
enticing way. The sleek design is completely transparent, offering an unrestricted
view of all the pleasurable action – making
it a perfect choice for lovers of voyeuristic
delight. Doc Johnson elaborates: “Each
part of Optix, including the case, adjustable pleasure features and tight, textu08

red ULTRASKYN tunnel is crystal blue,
offering an unmatched visually stimulating
experience. As always, Main Squeeze is
designed to put the power in your hands,
featuring a squeezable grip that lets you
vary the tightness of each stroke and a
suction-adjusting end cap. The double-cap hard-shell design doubles as a
travel and storage case, keeping Optix™
as sleek and immaculate as the day you
opened it.” OPTIX is available at SCALA.
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Stoya Epic
New from Fleshlight
Seville, Spain - Stoya is one of the most famous porn actress of all times and also the bestselling Fleshlight Girl.

A

s most people know Stoya Destroya sensation, the Fleshlight that replicates Stoya
Vagina, is the best selling sleeve since ever in
Fleshlight. For that, the company is very happy
to introduce the new Stoya butt sensation
Epic finally. Men waited a long time to feel the
pleasure that the one and only Stoya‘s butt
could deliver. The sensation and texture of the
Stoya Epic sleeve are nothing but phenomenal.

Designed to mimic her tight, supple
derriere, and deliver an all-encompassing orgasm, if men close their
eyes, they will not know the difference between the Stoya Fleshlight
and reality. As Stoya said “I encourage you to take my Fleshlight
home because it has a much better
attitude than I do.”
Now available: Stoya Epic

The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
Hannover Messe Hall 2 • 30521 Hanover • Germany

03–05 October 2018
Only for trade members. Free to attend.
Toys • Fashion • Pharmaceuticals • Consumables • Movies • Magazines
and much, much more
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LELO launches Tiani in Amber Rose Gold
Where design and pleasure meet
Stockholm, Sweden – Sex-toy brand LELO started their collaboration with Ms. Rose back
in February 2018 making the limited edition Tiani Amber Rose Gold the crown jewel of an
already fruitful partnership.

“A

s soon as I saw the LELO Tiani, I
knew it was fire! And after trying it,
I know it to be true,” commented Rose
as she shared the news with her 17
million loyal fans thus announcing the
mid-August launch. That’s a big compliment for any brand that boasts designer
luxury paired with ultimate pleasure, and
nobody does it better than the industry
veteran, LELO.
This special edition toy comes in the
luxe shade of Amber’s signature pink
color – rose gold, and LELO’s trademark satin-smooth black silicone. The
Tiani has been one of LELO’s bestselling couples’ toys, worn internally by
women during intercourse, also featu-

Tiani Amber Rose Gold is worn
internally by women while having
sex, and features LELO’s exclusive
SenseMotionTM technology

ring their exclusive SenseMotion technology. What’s SenseMotion you might
ask? Imagine yourself caught in the
heat of the moment with your partner
while using your favorite toy, but you
need to stop and adjust the settings instant mood killer. LELO introduced a
very sleekly designed solution for that a small remote that fi ts perfectly in your
hand and responds to the movements
of your body to increase or decrease
the intensity of Tiani’s pulsations. For
the fans of the old-school approach,
the remote features the command
buttons as well, making it the fool-proof
way to enjoy some deluxe debauchery
without delay.

Touch by Swan collection

now fully available at SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands – The chic
Touch by Swan range is fully in stock at
SCALA. This premium, USB-rechargeable collection features 3 thrilling silhouettes, all state-of-the-art interpretations of
the classic rabbit-style vibrator. Choose
between the Swan Touch Solo, Swan
Touch Duo or Swan Touch Trio and be
indulged by their powerful vibrations, soft
silicone coating and unique touch-responsive control feature. This touch-responsive control truly makes this range
stand-out from the crowd. How does it
12

work? Well, the Touch by Swan vibes
feature a special control panel at the
base of the designs. This state-of-the-art
panel allows consumers to control their
experience with a simple swipe in any
direction: swiping up or down will control
the clitoral vibration, swiping right or left
will control the body rotation. Another
fantastic attribute is that the vibrations
are amplified using the amazing PowerBullet vibration technology, with independently controlled motors for versatile
vibration and rotation settings.
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Sky
Magic Silk introduces a new collection
Hauppauge, USA – Magic Silk presents Sky, a
new lingerie collection. These styles are made
from stretchy, heritage blue floral lace, paired
with matching trim lace.

T

he contemporary
designs are
described as
delicate and
airy, light and
Five designs are available
luxurious. Five
designs are available: Cutout Mini Dress &
G-Set, Wrap Merry Widow & Thong, Peek-ABoo Bra & Cheeky Panty, Halter Teddy with
Open Back, and Bra, Panty & Choker-to-Waist
Set. All styles are available in sizes S/M, L/X
and Queen (fits 1-3X). These lovingly crafted
styles look great on the hanger, but are also
sold in Exposed packaging. Shipping started
in August.

Dual Orgasms by Dorcel

The Dual Orgasms is a
clitoral stimulator that can
also be used as G spot
massager

Gemenos, France – The
Dual Orgasms is a clitoral
stimulator that can also
be used as G spot
massager. Two powerful
motors, 7 vibrations and
7 rotations with its metal
balls offer a 360-degree
G-Spot massage. It is
waterproof, made of phthalates free soft silicone
and ist 23,5 cm long with
a diameter of 4,5 cm.
13

Come visit us at booth no.126 and
see the exciting news from ceylor ®.
www.ceylor.com
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Lovehoney celebrated 20 years

of the iconic Sex and the City episode
Three brand new additions to the Happy Rabbit range are shipping
Bath, England – Thursday 2nd August, marked the 20th anniversary since the iconic
episode of Sex and the City (SATC) where Charlotte, and the world, is introduced to the
rabbit vibrator.

O

f the numerous episodes, Season 1,
Episode 9, holds a special place in
the hearts of women across the world
as viewers couldn’t deny the toy looked
exciting, being able to simultaneously
achieve clitoral and g-spot stimulation.
As Charlotte exclaimed, “once I came for
five minutes!” What other sex toy could
make sweet and romantic Charlotte trade
men for a toy? But Charlotte’s love for the
rabbit is much more powerful than even
the strength of the toy itself. As SATC
has become a classic, so too has the
Rabbit. Since it made its on screen debut
with SATC, the Rabbit has only become
better with age as new designs have
been tailored towards specific sensations
points for ultimate bunny loving. Love-

The Happy Rabbit range features six
different vibrators

honey’s Happy Rabbit is a rabbit which
has become better with age. Designed in
house, the combination of the high quality silicone material, powerful dual motors
and fun modern branding is unique in the
category. As seen at ANME in July, Happy Rabbit is a colourful addition to the
Lovehoney sex toy family. The Happy Rabbit range features a G-Spot Vibrator, a
Curve vibrator and Realistic Vibrator, with
three brand new additions to the range; a
thrusting vibrator, a beaded vibrator and
a triple vibrator. Three Slimline designs
will also be added to the collection this
autumn. The Happy Rabbit range is
shipping now and informative POS is also
available, appealing to sex toy newbies
and experts alike.

Seven Creations’ strap-on fun
Wijchen, The Netherlands – Seven
Creations has been a firm, best-selling
brand at SCALA for years: with very
competitively priced, classic toys that
are simply irresistible to consumers
looking for affordable intimate fun. One
of the collection’s most popular items,
the Female Strap-On Vibrating set is
now fully in stock at SCALA, allowing
consumers to strap-in for some strap-on
fun! The Female Strap-On Vibrating set
features an adjustable, elastic harness;
16

making it a one-size-fits-most and
offering a comfortable, durable fit. The
attached realistic dildo features thick,
veiny accents for an extra lifelike appeal
and the designs’ multi-speed vibrations
are easily adjustable via a wired dial
control-unit. Packaged in an erotic, suggestive packaging, the Female Strap-On
Vibrating set instantly appeals to the
imagination and will definitely catch the
eye of any consumers looking for some
naughty strap-on adventures.
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Michel Minkhorst joins SCALA
Key Account Manager BeNeLux
Wijchen, The Netherlands – Michel Minkhorst, SCALA’s Key Account Manager Benelux,
joined the company on the 1st of August and will be responsible for customer accounts in
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg.

H

is appointment is a crucial step in the
continued growth of SCALA as go-to
distributor and ensures the company will
be able to maintain its premium level of
service. “I am thrilled to join the company at such an exciting, dynamic time in
its evolution. The outlook and goals of
SCALA 2.0 offer many interesting opportunities and I can’t wait to be part of the
company’s future successes and rapid
market expansion.”
Adding even more experience to the
knowledgeable SCALA sales team,
Michel has a strong background in
commercial sales and marketing, having
been active in various industries including

sports and e-commerce. An additional
bonus is his extensive work experience
with Google AdWords, adding a digital
savviness that will benefit SCALA customers with online outlets.
In his spare time, Michel loves to unwind
by working out; in the gym or on the
football pitch with his friends. He has
a busy social life and enjoys festivals,
get-togethers with friends, spontaneous
trips and traveling. Asked to describe
himself in a few words, Michel states
he’s a ‘fun-loving, positive and ambitious
person’. SCALA is confident hat this will
only benefit him in his new Key Account
Manager Benelux position.

Sex positive travel company

Temptation Holidays launches

London, England – Temptation Holidays,
the world’s first sex positive travel company
launches with a new website featuring a
carefully curated collection of adult lifestyle
holidays. “In these days of sexuality fluidity,
we wanted to create a travel company
that embodied sex and body positivity in a
private and safe environment. Places where
people could travel to and be themselves
with no judgement, ”Peter Stratton, CEO
of Temptation Holidays, says. The new
concept travel company only features adult
lifestyle holidays of resorts and cruises catering for curious novice explorers and experienced sexual adventurists 21 years and
over. Sex positivity and body positivity are
the inspiration behind Temptation Holidays
20

and the company has created the categories ‚party‘, ‚play‘ and ‚nude‘ to describe
the holidays on offer. ‚Party‘ refers to resorts
and cruises that have a lively and vibrant
party atmosphere, they feature topless optional areas. ‚Nude‘ describes holidays that
offer designated clothing optional areas.
‚Play‘ are holidays where couples have the
option to explore sexuality with their partner
or with other open-minded couples. These
are all entirely optional. With the resorts and
cruises featured on Temptation Holidays,
safety and privacy is priority which is why
Temptation Holidays have created a rule
book of do’s and dont‘s. Temptation Holidays are currently developing LGBT holiday
packages, which will be announced later.
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Cobeco is the exclusive distributor

for Give Pleasure Products in Europe
Available from mid of September

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands – After winning multiple awards Give Pleasure Products just took a step into the future by signing an exclusive European distribution deal with
Cobeco Pharma.

C
Cobeco Pharma will be expanding the
sales of Give Lube by Give Pleasure
Products over continental Europe

obeco Pharma will be expanding the
sales of Give Lube by Give Pleasure
Products over continental Europe. The
range exists of: Give Lube water lubricant 200 ml, Give Lube silicone lubricant
200 ml, Give Lube anal lubricant 200 ml,
Give Lube hybrid lubricant 200 ml, Give
Lube cooling lubricant 200 ml, Give Lube

warming lubricant 200 ml and Give Lube
passionfruit lubricant 200 ml. The Give
Lube products are presented in a stylish
bottle and are packed in very economic
size of 200 ml. The prices of the Give
Lube 200 ml bottles are comparable with
available 100 ml bottles which make the
Give Lube bottles real value for money.

Dallas, USA – Sliquid introduce their first
Bubble Bath, ‘SOAK,’ available in Cherry
Blossom and Limoncello. Sliquid SOAK
is an all-natural bubble bath. Formulated
without any of the harsh chemicals associated with bath products, the ingredients
in SOAK offer a relaxing experience.
“We have been so excited to hear the
overwhelmingly positive response from
everyone about ‘SOAK.’ We feel that
this addition is essential to add to the
Balance Collection of Sliquid products.
We have spent a lot of time finding the
correct blend of all-natural ingredients

to offer the most relaxing and authentic
in-home spa experience.” said Dean
Elliot, Sliquid CEO.
SOAK is infused with natural sea salt,
mango, shea butters, and cherry blossom and lemon essential oils that create
two distinct experiences. Cherry Blossom relaxes the body with floral notes,
while Limoncello invigorates the senses
with the bright scent of lemon. SOAK is
free of propylene glycol, glycerol, glycerine, parabens, and is Vegan-friendly
with 100 % Recyclable packaging, and is
made in the U.S.A.

Wijchen, The Netherlands – TOYJOY
Funky has proven to be the perfect collection for entry-level consumers and is
always a solid choice in any beginners’ toy
collection. The range of affordable pleasure
providers caters especially to the needs of
novices in the world of adult toys: offering
fantastic value-for-money, non-intimidating
designs that are perfect for experimenting
and discovering your hot spots. This is ex-

actly why SCALA has ensured one of the
collection’s best-sellers, the Funky Bunny
Vibrator, is fully back in stock in all 3 colors:
pink, purple and violet. This rabbit-style
vibe is a twin-motor design that combines
powerful multi-speed vibrations in the shaft
with the teasing stimulation of fluttering
bunny ears. The intensity of the vibrations
is easily controlled by a twist-cap base and
the design is made of quality TPE.

Sliquid now shipping new product: SOAK

SOAK by Sliquid is now available to
ship to distribution and retail partners

Get Funky with TOYJOY’s colorful Bunny

24
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Clandestine Devices set

to release new MIMIC + Plus
Larger size & more powerful motor

Chatsworth, USA – Clandestine Devices, maker of the wildly-popular MIMIC luxury pleasure
product, proudly announces the official release of its latest adult indulgence: MIMIC + Plus.
The MIMIC + Plus will be in-stores in October, ready for the holiday season.

T

The MIMIC + Plus will be in-stores in
October

he brand-new curved handheld
rechargeable toy comes in two
brand-new colors, Magenta and Stealth
Grey, and its slightly larger size accommodates a more intense motor and supportive battery. The MIMIC + Plus still has
an LED beacon, but its charging indicator
is now 50 % dimmer. The package size
has also been scaled down for a sleeker
appearance and feel, and the MIMIC
+ Plus powers on at its lowest level for
improved ascension through six rumbly
vibration speeds and eight vibration
patterns, with a new magnetic charging
connection that gives over 2 hours of
pulsations on a single charge.
Like its popular predecessor, MIMIC +
Plus is made of FDA-approved silicone,

is fully submersible, and offers a private
travel lock. Always supported by a 1-Year
Warranty, users can look forward to a
multi-lingual user guide as well. A few
weeks ago, the MIMIC + Plus was unveiled at the ANME Founders Show, which
was held in Los Angeles. “We are so
excited to have introduced the MIMIC +
Plus to ANME show attendees, who have
been so supportive of us and our original
MIMIC massager,” said Clandestine
Devices’ Director of Operations Kimberly
Faubel. “The larger size and more powerful motor was specially crafted with the
intention of giving our less sensitive users
a stronger sensation for overall satisfaction. The response was incredible. Now it
is time to show the world!”

LUZ by TOYJOY’s Zenith arrives at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The Zenith
is the newest addition to the best-selling LUZ by TOYJOY range. This collection of light-up pleasure providers combines classic silhouettes with innovative
functions, making them must-haves in
any retail assortment. All the pleasure
providers in the LUZ by TOYJOY range
feature the special multi-colored LED
ambiance light that changes color with
each function, offering a multi-sensory
experience your consumers will adore.
The new Zenith wand massager offers
26

all the luxurious LUZ by TOYJOY features in a streamlined, sleek silhouette.
The USB-rechargeable design is made
of premium, soft touch silicone for a
plush, comfortable and luxurious touch.
The Zenith has 7 functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation, easily controlled by intuitive buttons. The handle/
base of the toy features the unique
multi-colored LED ambiance light, illuminating your pleasure and setting the
mood of a naughty session of intimate
exploration.
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Eropartner now stocks
System JO Prolonger Gel
Natural ingredients
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – Maximize pleasure with JO Prolonger Gel, a regular strength gel
that uses natural numbing ingredients to slow
the onset of ejaculation.

T

he addition
of peppermint oil is
designed to
enhance the
prolonging
New: Prolonger Gel, a male genital
effect while
desensitizing gel
also providing
a natural plumping sensation. Perfect to use
during solo-play and foreplay, this gel offers
a more thrilling application, with a longer
lasting effect.

The Liberator range
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Multi-speed vibration Measuring scale 20 cm

Valve

One-handed use

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1808-006

Ringwood,
England – The
Liberator range
isn’t just a
great-looking
luxury sex pillow and wedge
range, it also
adds plenty
of comfort to
partner play,
ABS is now offering the BonBon, the
inviting
couples
Jaz, the Jaz Motion, the Heart Wedge,
to explore new
the Ramp, the Wedge, the Hipster and
the Flip Ramp
positions as
well as add a twist to their favourite classics.
ABS just added the BonBon, the Jaz, the
Jaz Motion, the Heart Wedge, the Ramp, the
Wedge, the Hipster and the Flip Ramp to their
collection.

0592234 0000

is now available at ABS
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pjur attends

‚UIO Festival EROTICO‘ in Ecuador
Over 6000 visitors
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – pjur products were presented at the UIO Festival EROTICO in
Ecuador for the first time. In the capital Quito, pjur‘s partner Posiviva showcased the products at an exclusive pjur stand.

T

At the UIO Festival EROTICO in Ecuador pjur‘s partner Posiviva showcased
the products at an exclusive pjur stand

he pjur BACK DOOR and pjur
superhero ranges were the highlight of the show. There was even a
real-life pjur superhero on hand, who
attracted visitors in droves to the stand.
„The products and our pjur superhero,
who is a well-known influencer in the
LGBTI community, proved to be a great
success,“ explains Fernanda Sandoval,
Marketing Manager at Posiviva. Over
6,000 visitors from the B2B and B2C

sectors came to the erotic trade show,
which was held for the second time in
Ecuador‘s capital in 2018. „We already
received a lot of orders on the first day,
which was great. The second day then
far exceeded all of our expectations.
We are delighted to have the chance to
raise the profile of pjur products here in
Ecuador. I think this trade show was the
perfect first milestone in this journey,“
adds Fernanda Sandoval.

ST Rubber extends MALESATION product range
Wadgassen, Germany – The MALESATION brand from ST RUBBER expands its
product range: four new condom types are
now available. The content per pack is 3
condoms. The special feature: Each variety
New MALESATION products are
available

Exclusively from SCALA: the new Optimum Series
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new
CalExotics Optimum Series pumps
will be exclusively available to SCALA
customers, due to the official distribution partnership between the brand
and SCALA. This means only SCALA
retailers will be granted access to
this innovative new range, that puts
consumers large and in charge: offering
them everything needed to supersize
their pumping pleasure. The fantastic
Optimum Series includes various stateof-the-art designs, all with premium
design-aesthetics and thrilling features.
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has a different size. Thus, the right condom should be there for everyone. If you
have further questions, please contact ST
RUBBER customer service at +49 6834
4006-0 or visit www.strubbi.com.

One of the most exciting aspects of
the collection are the magnifi ed results:
as the pumps clear, ultra-thick chamber sleeves provide unique magnifi ed
results. The range includes automatic
pumps, hand-held valve pumps and
more: meaning there is a perfect match
for every manhood – and all consumers can pump up their pleasure with
a device of their preference, regardless
of entry-level or size. Made of premium
materials like soft silicone and durable
ABS, the Optimum Series is built for
pleasure, built to last.
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TITAN
KIIROO unveil first solo branded interactive product
Amsterdam, The Netherlands – KIIROO announce the release of their first solo branded product, TITAN By KIIROO; the interactive vibrating
stroker.

T

ITAN is KIIROO‘s first
handheld stroker that
sports a real-feel sleeve
and nine vibrating bullet
shaped motors designed
to heighten the masturbatory experience and
help boost endurance.
Users can stroke at their
TITAN is KIIROO‘s first
own desired speed, whilst
handheld stroker
controlling vibration speed
and intensity using the touch-sensitive pads on
the device. Additionally, connect TITAN to KIIROO compatible partner devices or interactive
content available on FeelMe.com to amplify
your experience. “We have been working very
hard to perfect our interactive technology and
today, we present our technology working in
an entirely new type of device. We are happy
to present TITAN by KIIROO to the world
today” says Timmermans, CEO of KIIROO.

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1808-007
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0592480 0000

Wijchen, The
Netherlands We-Vibe Sync
is one of the
best-sellers from
the We-Vibe
assortment at SCALA. Its ergonomic fit is especially designed to accommodate all body types.
We-Vibe Sync also comes with an easy-to-use
remote control, allowing to play around with 10
amazing vibration patterns during use. We-Vibe
Sync is also compatible with the We-Connect
App on smartphones. Made of premium silicone,
USB-rechargeable and 100% waterproof,

0592498 0000

We-Vibe Sync

N E W S

1, 2, 3 and you are ready to play again
clean.play by Cobeco Pharma
Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands – clean.play is the new maintenance brand by Cobeco Pharma. A collection that delivers a complete cleaning kit for all toys and dolls. No.
1 a gentle washing soap, no. 2 a disinfectant – registered and antibacterial – spray, and
no. 3 a protection powder for maintenance and storage.

A

The new clean.play
l
lay brand is available
a
from mid Se
September

s we all know sex dolls (Dutch wives)
are gaining more and more in popularity. Some of the first sex dolls were invented
by Dutch sailors in the seventeenth century
who would be isolated at sea during long
voyages. These masturbatory dolls, referred
to by the French as dame de voyage and
by the Spanish as dame de viale, were
made of sewn cloth or old clothes and
were a direct predecessor to today’s sex
dolls. The Dutch sold some of these dolls
to Japanese people during the Rangako
period, and the term ‚Dutch wives‘ is still
sometimes used in Japan the refer to sex
dolls. The sailors probably just soaked them
in water and hung them to dry but while all
current sex dolls, masturbators and all other
sex toys are way more sophisticated of materials and electronics they need way more
proper maintenance products to extend the
longevity of the sex dolls, masturbators and
all other sex toys. Clean.play is the solution

to maintain all these products. Depending
on what type of product it is the owner can
select no. 1, no. 2, no. 3 or simply all. No.
1 is a washing soap to wash off all dust
before use and all liquids like body fluids
and lubricants after use; No. 2 is a disinfectant spray to kill all bacteria that is still on the
product after washing it; No. 3 is a protection powder that is very essential for all
masturbators as well as the sensitive areas
of the sex dolls regardless if they are female
or male dolls. Beside no. 1, no. 2 and no.
3 Cobeco Pharma is also offering a Shining
Spray that is suitable for all latex, leather
and rubber garments to condition these
materials or to make them shine again.
With an ever growing sex toy market
Cobeco Pharma is like the Dutch sailors
ready to ship their clean.play all over the
globe to assist all that love to maintain
their sex dolls, masturbators and all other
sex toys properly.

Wijchen, The Netherlands – The Icon
couples massager by TOYJOY Designer
Edition is the perfect blend of innovative
functionality and luxurious aesthetics.
This state-of-the-art couples massager
allows lovers to experience pleasure in
more than a dozen arousing ways. It can
be used for indulgent solo play, moved all
over the partner’s erogenous zones in a
full-body massage or slipped around the
shaft of the penis for sensational dual-stimulation during intercourse. The soft
touch, premium silicone design is perfect

for consumers who crave more from
their toys. The Icon couples massager by
TOYJOY Designer Edition offers multiple functions of vibration, pulsation and
escalation, adjustable vibration speeds
and is USB-rechargeable. Packaged in
a sleek, contemporary way, this beauty
has big gift-appeal and offer consumers
access to high-end design for a very
competitive pricing. The Icon is just
one of the premium, yet still affordable
choices available in the trendy TOYJOY
Designer Edition collection.

Iconic pleasure by TOYJOY at SCALA
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Lovehoney’s Uprize is back in stock
AutoErect Technology
Bath, England – The Lovehoney trade sales team is delighted to announce that Uprize is now back in stock after being sold out
due to popularity with customers and distributors. Uprize showcases the very latest in innovation in the sex toy industry, introducing patented Remote Control AutoErect technology, which automatically powers the rise and fall of the Uprize dildo shaft.

W

hen erect, Uprize is completely rigid and
has a strong suction base so it can be
attached to flat surfaces or fit into a harness
for couple’s play. With a motor in the tip and
10 vibration functions that range from intense
to off-the -scale, Uprize is designed to pack in
the pleasure.
The product also provides superior comfort
with its signature curve and coat of soft silicone which can be used for G-Spot, prostate or
other methods of stimulation. With its advan-

ced technology, Uprize is best suited
for those who are well-versed with
a variety of sex toys and want to try
something more advanced. Sales
consultant Laura Wood says: “The
response we have had to Uprize has
Lovehoney will present Uprize upcobeen phenomenal, we even sold out
ming eroFame
before launch during the pre-sale! Without a
doubt, it is a must-see product and if you have
not seen it already then stop by our booth at
eroFame in October to take a look.”

N E W S

Aneros releases VIVI
The premiere Sexual Health Aid for Women
Houston, USA – Sexual health and wellness products manufacturer Aneros has released
VIVI, its premiere, hands-free G Spot Massager and Kegel exerciser.

“W
VIVI is anatomically designed to work
with a woman’s body to simultaneously
strengthen important vaginal muscles
and deliver powerful sensation

e are pleased to debut VIVI, a
revolutionary sexual health aid
for women,” said Brent Aldon, director of
sales and marketing for Aneros. “VIVI is
anatomically designed to work with a woman’s body to simultaneously strengthen
important vaginal muscles and deliver
powerful sensations like no other product
on the market.”
VIVI is the long awaited and highly anticipated, hands-free stimulator that is perfectly
designed for a woman’s needs, providing
clitoral and G-spot stimulation with the

utmost responsiveness. Able to run for
up to five hours on a single charge, VIVI is
made of velvet-soft silicone and features
powerful external and internal motors with
12 expertly tuned app-controlled vibration
modes that generate a stunning variety of
sensations ranging from the delicately subtle to the exquisitely intense. The rechargeable VIVI comes with free access to the
Aneros smartphone app, offering users
effortless wireless control and allowing for
partners located elsewhere to participate in
the experience via iPhone or Android.

New: Brent Everett Ecstasy

The new Brent Everett Ecstasy provides
an effective penis massage with
frequent alternation of gentle and heavy
stimulations
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Seville, Spain – Brent Everett is a Canadian gay pornographic film actor and director. Since 2003, he has appeared in
over 40 pornographic films for a variety
of studios in the United States. He and
Brent Corrigan are the Fleshjack’s Boy
with the highest demand in Europe.
The new Ecstasy canal provides an
effective penis massage with frequent
alternation of gentle and heavy stimulations, accompanied by a steadily increasing and decreasing tightness sensation. The overall stimulation is additionally
enhanced by a vigorous suction effect.
The texture was inspired by Brent’s
double armband tattoo; the name was
inspired by the pure lust Brent brings
out in all of the boys. Penetration into
the entry passage of the Ecstasy canal
is accompanied by a pleasantly tight
sensation. The penis then reaches
the middle of the first chamber and at
this point the single cross rib slides

pleasurably tight over the penis head,
creating a very noticeable stimulation.
The wavy constriction at the passage to
the next chamber acts as a soft cushion
and strokes rather gently over the surface of the penis head. After that, men feel
the double cross rib in the middle of the
second chamber, which also generates compact and intensively smooth
stimulation effects upon pass through
that are even more intense than in the
first chamber. This is followed by a short
and gentle relaxation phase between the
chambers up to the next double cross
rib inside the third chamber, which again
generates very noticeable stimulations.
In this way, a continuous alternation
between single heavy stimulations and
gentle stroking emerges, accompanied
by repeating increasing and decreasing
of the tightness sensation which, in its
entirety, results in a fantastic massaging
effect on the penis surface.
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Silky smooth G-spot pleasure with Mae B
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The G-Spot Vibrator from the feminine Mae B collection is a luxurious design made of premium
silicone. This ergonomic vibrator is designed to pamper all intimate zones with its curved silhouette and bulbous tip.

T

he design is easy to control with a rhinestone-inspired one-touch button and
features chrome-detailing for a modern, contemporary look and feel. The G-Spot Vibrator
is just one of the fantastic, ready to order
options in the trendy Mae B collection. This
chic range was created for the confident, 21st
century woman who knows what she wants
in life, and how to get it. The trendy designs
have sensual curves, combined with luxurious
detailing like rhinestone-inspired accents and

chic chrome-look features. The
pastel color-scheme complements
the feminine silhouettes, whilst the
packaging looks fantastic in any
in-store display. The Mae B vibes
are suited for entry-level consumers
looking to take their first steps into
the world of adult novelties, as well as more
experienced women craving high-end, yet
still affordable vibes to match their quality
demands.

N E W S

Delicious seduction

by Shunga’s Sweet Snow Body Powder
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – Shunga has all the quality drugstore essentials to add an irresistible touch of sensuality to intimate adventures. The brand’s assortment includes smooth
lubricants, body oils, massage products and naughty edible formula’s like the Sweet Snow
Body Power: now with great stock availability on various flavors at SCALA.

T

he Sweet Snow Body Powder is a
lickable, sugar-free, fragrance-free
and vegan formula, designed to heighten
intimacy and make the foreplay more delicious. How does it work? Simple sprinkle the
powder all over your partner’s erogenous
zones, use the included feather to spread
it out on the desired areas, then enjoy your

delicious dessert by kissing and licking the
powder of his hot spots. The body powder
can also be sprinkled over the bed sheets
prior to a night of passion …
SCALA currently has fantastic stock availability on the Sweet Snow Body Powder
in the flavors Blazing Cherry, Exotic Fruits
and Honey of the Nymphs.

Ringwood, England – ABS is shipping Einhorn. This condom range is eye-catching,
bold and creative. Each pack of condoms
features an innovative design that ensures
it’s never overlooked, and the packaging
and creativity behind the brand is just
as exciting as the product itself. Einhorn
condoms are designed in Berlin and aim to
change the world – as well as the way that
people have safe sex. All condoms are vegan – and there are no animal byproducts or
ingredients used in their production. Instead
of animal based Casein, Einhorn uses only

plant based ingredients for lubrication. All
condoms are tested electronically for safety.
Each packet of condoms is designed like a
chip packet for an ultra modern and stylish
approach to safe sex. This bag contains
7 condoms and each one is individually
packed, keeping them safe and sealed for
when they’re needed. These condoms have
a 54mm nominal length and the natural
colour ensures uninterrupted pleasure. They
are bell shaped, giving more space around
the glans for extra comfort and a better fit.
They also have a reservoir tip.

Hanover, Germany – The ebook version
of the Show Guide for the eroFame
2018, the International Business Guide
2018 / 2019, can be viewed at www.
erofame.eu now. The Catalog contains
all information regarding the trade fair,
which will take place in Hannover from
October 3rd to 5th. Besides the list of
exhibitors and the respective contact
data, booth number and hall plan the

Business Guide also contains opening
hours, time schedules for the shuttle
service from the hotels to the exhibition and back, and details about the
Oktoberfest. Furthermore a map of the
area, tips for arrival as well as information about the nightlife and places of
interest of the trade fair town Hanover. In
addition the exhibitors inform about their
plans for the time of the fair.

New at ABS: Einhorn Condoms

All Einhorn condoms are vegan – and
there are no animal byproducts or
ingredients used in their production

eroFame 2018: Show Guide online
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Pipedream’s latest

King Cock releases now shipping
More sizes, more styles, more shades
Chatsworth, USA – King Cock has dominated the realistic dildo market since its initial release in 2015 and Pipedream has capitalized on this continuous trend by adding a slew of new
styles, sizes, and shades to this best-selling brand.

R
44 new King Cock items are now
in-stock and shipping

eleased during the ANME show, all
44 new King Cock items are now instock and shipping. “King cock is one of
our best-selling toys,” according to Staci
Kurbis of Deva Ju in Vista, CA. “They’re
very successful due to their realistic appeal
and price point.” After receiving countless
consumer inquiries for larger King Cock
items, Pipedream has responded to the demand with a new gaping 25.4 cm Chubby,

plus four graduated sizes up to 35.5 cm.
Each new style is available in four colors. In
an effort to satisfy a wider range of users,
the manufacturer has also capped off the
line with 24 tan additions to their vibrating,
squirting, and strap-on styles. “We sell lots
of the King Cock nine and ten-inch vibes,
but the squirting one is the surprise hit of
the summer,” said Joe Robles of Dreamers
in Texas.

Wijchen, The Netherlands – Feranti by
Rocks-Off is a collection of pleasure providers that caters to consumers looking for
non-intimidating toys with a trendy twist.
The quality designs span a range of product categories, meaning there’s a perfect
match for every preference. Packaged
in a feminine, luxurious way, Feranti is an
eye-catcher in any in-store or online display. SCALA currently has fantastic stock
availability on all Feranti favorites including,
but not limited to: the Hoopla Massager,

the His & Hers Vibe kit, the Mini Mates collection, the Lick-A-Licious Vibe kit and the
Amaorous Animals Set. This set contains
4 of Rocks-Off best-selling RO-80MM
bullet vibes, each with a wild, animal-print
design; allowing consumers to pick a
print based on their mood, such as daring
leopard or sexy snakeskin. Packed with
incredible power, these bullets might look
petite and sweet, turn them on and they
rumble into action with intense power that
will make toes curl in delight.

Horbury, England – Manufacturer Bathmate reports a raid that took place at the
company’s instigation in China. Fakes
of Bathmate products were found and
confiscated. Bathmate reports the concerned party to be Li C., who is the legal
representative of Dongguan Perfect Lover
Co. Through investigation, the AIC (Administration for Industry and Commerce)
held that the party purchased counterfeit

products from others and then sold them
for illegal profits. Since the party could not
provide the sources of the products, AIC
held that his act constituted trademark
infringement against No.10221454 “Bathmate” trademark. According to Bathmate,
the AIC decided to order the counterfeiters to immediately stop trademark
infringement activities and also imposed a
substantial fine.

Feranti by Rocks-Oﬀ

Strike against manufacturer of Bathmate counterfeits

Seized counterfeit product
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New Fleshlight Girls arrive at SCALA
Tori Black Sultry, Jessica Drake Divinity, Riley Steele Lit & Lisa Ann Savage
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new Tori Black Sultry, Jessica Drake Divinity, Riley Steele
Lit and Lisa Ann Savage masturbators in the Fleshlight Girls assortment at ready to order at
SCALA.

E

ach masturbator comes with its own
unique lifelike texture, modelled on the
girls’ most intimate curves. Explore the
sensational, realistic feel of the textured
sleeves and be surprised by each pleasurable bump and nub. The masturbators
also feature a realistic orifice modelled on
the adult stars their true anatomy, giving
consumers the ultimate up-close and
personal experience with their favorite
girls. Available in a natural flesh-tone, the
inner sleeves are removable for cleaning

and all come in Fleshlight’s sleek Pearlescent Case.
To maximize ther Fleshlight sales potential, retailer should don’t forget to stock up
on other Fleshlight essentials such as the
Fleshlight Renewing Powder to ensure
the longevity of the masturbators and the
FleshLube, perfect for smooth, slippery
access. SCALA currently has a bonus
offer where customers receive a free
30ml FleshLube when ordering the new
Fleshlight Girls anal masturbators.

Diverse sets from You2Toys

that will whet anyone’s appetite

Two versatile and colourful sets from
You2Toys are now available from
ORION Wholesale
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Flensburg, Germany – Two versatile and
colourful sets from You2Toys are now
available from ORION Wholesale: Purple
Appetizer and Blue Appetizer. These are
perfect for erotic fun and will really whet a
customer’s appetite. The 8-piece toy set,
Blue Appetizer, has everything that (s)
experimental people could wish for. The
set contains a multi-speed vibrator with
slight glans and a textured shaft, a penis
sleeve with stimulating dots and grooves,
a vibro-bullet with a remote control on
a wire, love balls with a retraction strap,
a vibro-bullet that can be used with the
dotted cock/testicle ring, a dotted finger
stimulator with a G-spot tip, and a butt
plug that comes to a point at the end. All
the items are in a fresh blue colour and
made out of ABS or TPE. The set comes

in modern packaging. There are also
descriptions of the products in various
languages on the packaging as well.
The 9-piece toy set, Purple Appetizer,
is a purple pleasure set that contains
the following products: spiral-shaped
anal beads, a silver-coloured vibrator,
an attachment with a rabbit-shaped
clitoral stimulator for a vibrator, a dildo, a
vagina-shaped masturbator, a vibro-bullet with a remote control on a wire, a
butt plug with a finger loop, a pair of
love balls and a cock ring. All the items
are in a trendy purple colour and made
out of ABS or TPE. The set also comes
in modern packaging that matches the
set. There are also descriptions of the
products in various languages on the
packaging as well.
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Are you ready to shake?
Cobeco present Shake It Up
Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands – Over the years Nuru, a Japanese erotic massage
technique from Kawasaki City, gained popularity. Cobeco Pharma developed an easy to
shake intimate – odorless and tasteless – massage gel called Shake It Up.

S
Shake It Up – the new massage gel
from Cobeco Pharma

hake It Up is a massage gel that can
be created in four simple steps and
easily be poured out over the bodies
from the shake cup that is included
in the packaging. The thickness and
amount of the gel can be decided by the
shaker, the more water the thinner the
gel. The shaker controls how slippery/
smooth (the meaning of the word Nuru
in Japanese) the physical contact during

EDC Wholesale inks

the massage is going to be. Cobeco
Pharma explains that the users of this
great gel, which is part of their Cobeco
Body to Body brand, really will get value
for their money. Each sachet contains 5
grams of powder which is good for 250
ml of gel and lots and lots of slippery/
smooth body to body contact. Cobeco
Pharma has the new product available
from mid September.

exclusive distribution deal with KOKOS

The KOKOS collection consists of
masturbators in different shapes and
size

Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC
Wholesale announced that effective
immediately the real-life masturbators
from KOKOS will be exclusively distributed by the Holland-based wholesaler
throughout western Europe. KOKOS
manufactures products that emphasize
art, design, and utility in men’s masturbation. The masturbators are specifically
designed to turn imagination into reality

with a high variety of internal structures
for a lifelike sensation. The external
design presents visual excitement due
to the high-quality silicone that feels as
smooth as the skin of a woman. The
KOKOS collection at EDC Wholesale
are presented in beautifully designed
packaging and consists of compact,
soft and ready-for-action masturbators
in different shapes and sizes.

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – Men‘s
brand Fleshlight has four new girls butts
and they are now available at Eropartner
Distribution: Tori Black, Jessica Drake, Riley Steele and Lisa Ann. Tori Black Sultry
- There‘s something about Tori Black
that elicits a mysterious sexuality. Sultry
aims to encapsulate the sensation of anal
sex with this brunette beauty all while
delivering maximum pleasure with every

thrust. Jessica Drake Divinity - From the
dream-like feeling of its patented nubs to
the lush sensation of the carefully woven
hug-like texture, this is an anal fantasy come to life. Riley Steele Lit - Each
chamber of this anal canal is customized
to exude pure sexual bliss. Lisa Ann Savage –The most intriguing sensation yet,
savage is sure to give men a sexual rush
like they have never felt before.

Eropartner adds four new Fleshlight Girls Butts

Anal fantasies come to life with the
new Fleshlight Girls Butts
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Durex Naturals Intimate Gel
The natural choice in intimate lubrication
Wijchen, The Netherlands – Back in stock at SCALA: the Durex Naturals Intimate Gel. This premium lubricant by Durex is free from all irritants and synthetic ingredients and has no fragrance
or color; making it a body-safe, 100 % natural choice for smooth, slippery intimate play.

T

he Durex Naturals Intimate Gel is a
body-safe, 100% natural water-based lubricant. The formula is suitable
for use with latex and sex toys, contains
pre-biotics to help maintain skin balance
and promotes and supports your skin‘s
natural moisture. Now back in stock at
SCALA, this best-seller from the Durex
assortment makes a solid, trustworthy
choice in any drugstore selection.
Durex describes the Naturals Intimate
Gel: “Durex Naturals Intimate Gel is 100%

natural and designed to make those intimate moments feel smooth and naturally
thrilling. Its gentle water-based formula
has no added fragrance or colors, is pH
friendly, and works with your body to
moisturize your intimate areas for smoothness and comfort.” Durex Naturals Gel
also comes in a discreet packaging to
make it feel like the natural, non-intimidating and body-safe choice in intimate
lubrication the moment consumers spot
it on your shelves or online displays.

Sway Vibes No. 3

Sway No. 3 is a vibrator thong
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Veendam, The Netherlands – Sway
Vibes No. 3 had its worldwide premiere
at the 2018 ANME Founders show in
Los Angeles at the Alexander Institute
booth. This is the third line to come out
in the Sway collection, which has been
designed by EDC Wholesale. Sway
Vibes are known for their sleek designs,
silky smooth materials, and powerful
motor. Sway No. 3 offers the same
qualities as its prequels. Sway No. 3 is
a stimulator that perfectly bends to the
female body thanks to the soft silicone
material. The vibrator thong can be worn
discretely under clothing and can easily
be operated via the remote control. This
way it is easy to wear the vibrator in
lingerie, even for longer use. To make
it extra exciting; hand over the control
and let your partner choose from the 10

different vibration settings. The small
vibrator can also be used for stimulation of the nipples and genitals during
foreplay. Sway Vibes No. 3 is supplied
with a lace thong (size S – L), which has
a small opening where the toy can be
inserted. It comes in three colors; Black,
Pink, and Purple is 100% waterproof
and USB rechargeable. “The launch
of Sway No.3 at the AMNE show was
very successful, the responses of the
public where overwhelming’, said Andre
Visser (International Sales Director at
EDC Wholesale). We were very excited
to receive the positive feedback on the
products, the packaging, and the price/
quality. When you show the products
to the public you can’t predict how they
will respond, but we couldn’t ask for a
better feedback.”
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Black toys with an extremely velvety
soft surface (soft touch) for easy and
comfortable insertion. In fancy & very
stimulating designs that are perfect for
different kinds of anal sex!

Biegsam
Flexible
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Befüllbar
Fillable

www.orion-wholesale.com

1801-089

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
grosshandel@orion.de
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The Bodywand Curve
Now shipping from Xgen
Horsham, USA – Xgen Products is now shipping Bodywand Curve, a new curved wand-style rechargeable massager from Bodywand. It’s arched shape allows for more clitoral and
g-spot stimulation. “The brand-new Curve is the next big thing from Bodywand.

T

The Bodywand Curve’s ergonomic
design features a new take on the wand
massager

he design, the functionality and the
ability to accessorize are all amazing.
Plus, it has all the power of the classic
wand, but without the cord,” said Andy
Green, president of Xgen products. “The
word is out about the Bodywand Curve
and customers are intrigued. Retailers
will definitely want to have the Curve in
their stores.” The Bodywand Curve’s
ergonomic design features a new take
on the wand massager with its stylish
design and a powerful motor that gives
users an effective and pleasurable
massager. The Bodywand Curve is USB

rechargeable featuring eight vibration
patterns and eight power levels. The
in-store displays will feature the wand
and all of its attachments, so customers
can have a greater understanding of the
product and a feel for all the materials,
in both visual and sensory capacities.
Featuring black and white color options,
Bodywand Curve features removable
and interchangeable wand heads (classic and nubby) that are easy to clean
and attach. An attachment set with G
spot and clitoral heads is also available
and sold separately.

CalExotics signs

agreement with Asian distributor Durio
The partnership gives Durio Asia the rights
to distribute CalExotics’ and JOPEN’s
products in 13 countries, including Taiwan
and India. “CalExotics is very excited
to appoint Durio Asia as a distributor
catering to the needs of Southeast Asia’s
market. The market is growing and has
potential to become a prominent one,”
says Sunny Ooi, Director of Digital Marketing of CalExotics. Durio Asia and its
customers have always loved CalExotics’
products. “It’s really an honour to be
named as the distributor for a world-class
brand. Its prominence in the industry sits
extremely well with the Durio Asia. CalExotics has excellent product offerings.
Products beautifully designed and packaged, with new item offerings on a monthly
basis!” says Jason Wong, Director at
Durio Asia. Under this partnership, Durio
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will assist CalExotics to properly manage
the retail pricing and stock availability of
the market. “Asia is a very special market.
Unlike the EU and the US, prices for items
can vary from extremely under-priced to
exorbitantly over-priced. That’s because
of the small market size and that consumers and generally not as well informed
as those in the western part of the world.”
The companies will also work together,
with Durio to help in warranty / return of
product in this region. The distributor will
also facilitate and ensure that retailers and
partners have access to the marketing
material, collateral, product information,
video presentation etc. “This partnership
with Durio Asia is a synergy of a great
brand with an extensive network. I am
very excited to see how this co-operation
works out!” says Jason Wong.
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Please use water-based
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CalExotics releases

two new collections for men
Stroke It & Dr. Joel Kaplan kits

Ontario, USA – CalExotics invites men to explore their sexual health and wildest fantasies
with the release of all new products just for men. Get stroking with Stroke It, the new collection of life-like strokers.

E

ach stroker is designed with an anatomically correct textured chamber,
giving users a superior stroking experience. The Stroke It Pussy features plushy
soft pink lips, while the Stroke It Ass
offers an ultra-tight entry for backdoor
play. For a more realistic experience, the
Stroke It Mouth is sure to please with its
tongue and teeth. For double the fun, the
Stroke It Pussy/Ass and Stroke It Mouth/
Ass offer pleasure possibilities with two
entry points.
Each is made with ultra life-like PureSkin
material. They offer over one pound of
heavy-duty stroking pleasure with tight,
superior suction. “Strokers are a great

way to bring fantasies to life, and we’ve
really made that possible with this collection,” says Susan Colvin, Founder and
CEO of CalExotics. The superior suction,
life-like material and anatomically correct
chambers are sure to deliver thrilling pleasure.” The Dr. Joel Kaplan Explorer Kit
features two Silicone probes and an anal
douche to help explore the prostate and
backdoor play. The Dr. Joel Kaplan Erection Pump and Essential Pump Kit, are
for beginner and advanced pumpers. “Dr.
Joel Kaplan is a pioneer of men’s sexual
well-being; we’re proud to partner with
him to continue his mission of improving
men’s sexual health,” adds Colvin.

Spicing up the sex life

with three new additions in the Svakom family

Eropartner has added three new
Svakom products
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – Svakom
adds three new items to their collection:
a warming vibrators, a warming g-spot
vibrator and one prostate massager.
Angel is a versatile, powerful, and
elegant vibrator. It’s ergonomically
designed for easy holding. It has two
super strong motors which can be used
independently or in company. It’s ideal
for stimulating the clitoris, the G-spot
and the nipples. For tempting foreplay
or breath-taking intercourse, for solo sex
or playing with partner, Angel will satisfy
every need. The built-in heating core in
Angel can heat up to 38C/100°F. This
warm touch makes it feel so real when
it comes in contact with human body.

Vesper designed with a flexible V shape
and has two different size heads in each
end, which can stimulate the G-Spot
and the clitoris simultaneously. Its super
flexibility makes it perfectly suitable for
everyone. Vesper‘s heating function is
controlled by one button independently.
The 38°C continuous heating function
simulates human temperature and gives
a real and exciting experience. Vick Powerful Plug Remote Controlled Vibrator
is a remote controlled prostate massager with flexible head for easy insertion.
It has 35 different frequency experiences and is completely waterproof. Vick is
made of Eco friendly body safe premium
quality silicone material.
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Exclusive: the Vibe Couture ® collection - high-quality vibrators made out of extremely soft silicone - très chic!
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Shibari arrived at EDC Wholesale
Extensive collection of love toys
Veendam, The Netherlands - Shibari offers an extensive collection of vibrators and stimulators with an interesting price marging and is now available at EDC Wholesale.

T

Eropartner has added three new
Svakom products

he collection includes classic vibrators, rabbit vibrators, stimulators,
wand massagers, ball sets, vibrating
eggs, condoms and bondage ropes.
Shibari is a Japanese style of bondage,
which literally means ‚the beauty of tight
binding‘. The Shibari collection includes
bondage ropes that can be used in
the traditional way for the experienced
user or to discover the bondage style
of beginners. The Silky Soft bondage
rope of Shibari can be used in numerous
different ways. The rope is 5 meters
long, feels soft and does not leave any
scratch marks on the skin. The vibrator
collection offers classic vibes and high
end vibes like the Hello, Sexy! Shimoji,
a rabbit vibrator with a premium grade,

ultra soft, silicone for complete comfort.
LED lit controls light up when in use
and flashes while charging. This special
vibe with high strength motor provides
powerful vibrations, comes in a luxurious box, is USB rechargeable and 100%
waterproof. The fun and cute Pleasure
Cherry Love Balls Set contains 5 cherry
vagina balls in different colours. With regular use, you train the muscles in your
vagina. The vagina will be tighter, you
will experience more stimulation during
penetration and orgasms become more
intense. This also helps relieve discomforts such as urine loss. The balls are
made of soft and flexible silicone and are
easy to clean with water and toy cleaner
or a mild, antibacterial soap.

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – NALPAC,
a distributor‘s house trade show in
Detroit, Michigan, August 12-15, was
the perfect opportunity for pjur to meet
potential customers and retail buyers,
to interact with manufacturer representatives, and showcase the new pjur
SPA products.
John Marinello, pjur’s Senior Sales
Manager in the US, attended the event
and reported great success: “We are
delighted about the great feedback
for our pjur SPA massage lotions”, he
stated. “This event is an op- portunity
to introduce new products and everyone is impressed with our new clear
massage lotions. We surpassed sales
expectations.”, said John Marinello.

Furthermore, pjur had a surprise for
NALPAC visitors, giving them the chance
to win a pjur SPA gift bag. The lucky
winners Carla Klien from Eldorado’s Party
Shop and Jessica K., a buyer for Adam &
Eve were delighted with their prizes. The
innovative and lightly scented clear massage lotions Cherry Dream, Strawberry
Summer, Vanilla Seduc- tion and Melon
Breeze and the non-scented Neutral Way
feel like massage oils but do not contain
any oil or fat eliminating the greasy drawbacks of conventional massage oils such
as leaving unsightly stains and uncomfortable residue. pjur SPA‘s formulas allow
the skin to breathe during the massage
and have the extra benefit of being fortified by vitamin E and jojoba.

pjur SPA at NALPAC show

pjur was very satisfied with the
feedback on the NALPAC show
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SPECIAL EDITION

New at SCALA: the SeXentials by
TOYJOY collection. This sleek new range
includes all the classic love toy silhouettes with an innovative, trendy twist.
These powerful pleasure providers
offer state-of-the-art functions, combined with a modern, non-intimidating appeal. Catering to all entrylevels, SeXentials by TOYJOY is an
all-inclusive collection designed
to match all target-audiences.
Choose between rabbit-style vibes
(available with fluttering bunny
ears or unique vacuum clit action),
ribbed vibrators, g-spot vibrators, stimulators, anal probes, rings and more…
Discover the premium quality, yet
very affordable collection at SCALA
today and discover why this thrilling range is
simply a SeXential in any retail assortment!

Happiness

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

Jubilation

Ecstacy

Satisfaction

Delight

Paradise

Bliss

Euphoria

Extravagance
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Uncertainty is the only certainty
T h e a dult ma rket - a p riso ner o f th e glo ba l eco no my?

e x c l u s iv e

Yes

I

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

Tit for tat seems to be the
order of the day in today’s
commercial politics. US
President Trump levies
punitive tariffs, and the
nations in his sights promptly
respond in kind. We see
Trump threatening to impose
new tariffs, and it’s usually just
a few hours before officials on
the other side announce that
such actions would be met
with immediate retaliation – as
you would expect. Experts are
still hesitant to use the word
trade war, but the situation is
becoming more vitriolic by the
day, and more and more
products are targeted for
potential punitive tariffs.
Seeing how everybody loses
in a trade war, is it maybe time
to think about the effects this
development could have on
the international adult market?
Or is it just a case of unnecessary alarmism?
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n order to assess how realistic this scenario
of punitive tariffs in the adult market actually
is, we should take a look at the tariffs that
have already been put in place throughout
this conflict. First of all, let’s look at the
tensions between the EU and the US. In
response to US punitive tariffs, the EU levied
tariffs on Harley Davidson motorbikes,
peanut butter, and whiskey – they certainly
wanted to send a message, but these
products are not exactly the backbone of the
American economy. Such steps may seem
rather absurd when you take them out of
context, but of course, they play out against
the backdrop of an impending trade war. As
the name suggests, punitive tariffs are
intended to punish, to get the other side to
back down and push towards a solution that
is more in line with your own policy.
With that in mind, tariffs and trade barriers
levied on sex toys don’t seem far-fetched at
all. This conflict follows its own laws of logic,
and any product can be used to harm the
other side – no matter how silly and absurd it
may seem at first. So why not sex toys?
Irrationality is a defining characteristic of this
much talked-about trade war, and ultimately
no industry can truly feel safe.
The conflict between the United States and
China is exacerbated by the ‚unfair‘ elements
that Trump and his administration have been
complaining about. Obviously, we don’t have
exact or official figures to go on, but it seems
like a fair bet that exports of adult products
from China to the United States are much
bigger than those from the United States to

China. Europe wouldn’t be affected by that
too much – at first. But in the middle and
long term, US tariffs would open up deeper
fault lines in the European markets as well.
After all, all those Chinese vibrators and
dildos have to be sold somewhere, right?
So, I think we can’t completely rule out the
possibility that even the adult industry gets
pulled into this political conflict. It may seem
improbable right now, but if this conflict
escalates further, who knows what may
happen. But even if there aren’t tariffs on
adult products, the industry may still be
affected as a result of the overall economic
developments. Once trade barriers are raised
and the web of tariffs and regulations
becomes more tightly knit, more products
and materials will be caught in its meshes. It
may be a slow, creeping process, and it
won’t get the same headlines as tariffs on
Harley Davidson. But in the end, this process
could hamper the growth of the adult market,
also in Europe. Of course, these hurdles are
not insurmountable, but they will have
tangible effects. So we should definitely keep
a close eye on these developments.
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No
T

he adult market being pulled into the undertow
of tariffs and counter tariffs, that doesn’t seem
like a very realistic scenario at this point. Steel,
cars, agricultural products - and then vibrators and
dildos? Not likely. There are many other markets
that would come to be affected by a trade war long
before this one. The adult market may have grown
quite considerably in recent years, and it continues
to grow, showing great promise for the future, but
those who seek to change or expunge the existing
economic structures of the world will hardly pick
this market as the battlefield on which to wage
their war. Looking at the dizzying magnitude of
these tariffs and counter tariffs, it becomes
apparent that this trade dispute takes place on a
whole other level. I don’t mean to belittle the adult
market, but in comparison, we are all small fry, so
worrying that we might be next on the list is more
than just a bit premature. Sometimes, it’s not so
bad being one of the small guys, after all. So,
additional taxes on sex toys and lubricants – not
going to happen. What could happen, however, is
that taxes are imposed on components which are
used in the production of vibrators, etc. And what
would that mean? Well, if there was no other
source for these components, producers would
have to swallow the bitter pill and reach deeper
into their pockets. So, let’s hope cooler heads
prevail before it gets to that. While I doubt that the
adult market will be affected in the immediate
future, there is no denying that even the smallest
disruption of free trade can cause a very damaging
ripple effect. And the long-term damage could be
felt in a multitude of markets. The latest developments in the steel industry show that these punitive
tariffs hurt even those whose protection was
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allegedly the goal of the whole thing.
Recently, Trump has been very vocal
with his criticism of the automobile
industry and its international labour
division – developed in Germany,
built in China, sold in the USA – and
I am deeply worried about how this
situation will develop. So, do not get
me wrong. All I am saying is that, for
the time being, the adult industry is
not in danger, so there is no reason
for panic. But obviously, there is
reason for worry. Somewhere down
the road, this industry could be affected by a
trade war. For instance, if consumption goes
down in general, that would be felt in our
market as well. Right now, nobody can tell
how and when this will end, so maybe, the
best we can do at this point is to do like an
ostrich – put our heads in the sand, focus on
our own little market, and hope that this
whole situation blows over.

Randolph Heil,
editor

F E A T U R E

„eroFame is THE industry meeting of the year.”
e r o Fa me 2018: Th e ex h ibito rs p resent th eir p la ns – p a rt 2

e x c l u s iv e

It is just one more month until the ninth eroFame. Behind the scenes, the organisers are finalising their preparations for the big event - as are the companies that will exhibit their new products at the Hanover trade show.
After all, the goal is to impress the international visitors of eroFame with exciting products and presentations. To
provide a first glimpse at what’s to come, EAN conducted a little survey among the exhibitors.
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The questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What were the decisive factors for you to exhibit at
this years eroFame trade show?
Which highlight should no eroFame visitor miss at your booth?

What expectations does your company have for eroFame 2018?

Which trends do you think will be defining the show this year?
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Eric Idema

EDC Wholesale
1) It has been a tremendous experience for EDC
Wholesale to exhibit at eroFame and to meet
industry friends and clients in one place. It’s also
a perfect opportunity to present our newest
collections.
2) We will launch many new EDC Wholesale house
brands and products at eroFame, so we would like
to invite all the visitors to come to our booth for a
beverage, a snack, and a good conversation.
3) Like every year, we have high expectations for
the trade show, regarding the launch of our new
brands and the response from the audience. We
highly value the feedback of the visitors, and we
couldn’t think of a better moment to launch our
products than the eroFame trade show.
4) I think this year’s trade show will be another
interesting edition and I can’t wait to see what
surprises the industry trade has in store for us.

Jacqueline
Cameron
Lovehoney

1) eroFame is widely known in Europe with it being
the biggest trade show in Europe in
our industry. We love
attending eroFame and we
can’t wait to see all our
customers and friends
in the industry there
2) Following the success
of the Fifty Shades Freed
Pleasure Overload 10
Days of Play kit, we will be
unveiling the

brand new Fifty
Shades of Grey Official
Pleasure Collection 24
Days of Tease Calendar.
This Limited Edition
calendar will be shipping
in time for the holiday
period and the new 24
piece collection
consists of Lovehoney’s best-selling
products from its

Fifty Shades of Grey collection, which boasts over
three million units sold to date. The calendar
contains six different products for women, six for
men, six for couples and six for couple’s bondage.
3) Every year, we meet new and existing customers at
the show and the show has always exceeded expectation due to the quality and reputation of the show.
4) The technology trend and we will have on show
our bionic vibrating dildo, Uprize. Uprize showcases the very latest in innovation in the sex toy
industry, introducing patented Remote Control
AutoErect™ technology, which automatically
powers the rise and fall of the Uprize dildo shaft.

Johanna Rief

WOW Tech Group
1) eroFame is THE industry meeting of the year.
Of course, we would never miss it. Womanizer
and We-Vibe will appear together for the first time
in Europe at eroFame this year. It’s an exciting
opportunity for us to present our vision for what’s
to come from two of the most innovative brands in
the industry.
2) The focus is on the exclusive launch of two new
products, which we will present to distributors
and retailers for the first time at eroFame. This
should not be missed! Of course, we can’t share
much detail yet, but retailers can expect to be the
first to experience the latest products that build
on the portfolios of the
successful Womanizer
and We-Vibe
brands. We are
really excited to
hear the
reactions of our
visitors. And
what‘s more:
Anyone who
visits us at stand
166 on October 4th
will be doubly rewarded
– because we have prepared
a
few special surprises. We hope
to bring a new level of fun and
excitement to the fair.
3) Above all, we look forward to
informative exchanges with our
partners, to meeting new and
inspiring people, and to wowing
everyone who comes to our
stand.
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4) We are looking forward to the many new
trends. We are convinced that everything to do
with digital connectivity will continue to cause a
stir. Furthermore, we are especially curious about
toys that connect with each other. In short: We
will be surprised!

Scott Watkins
Doc Johnson

1) There are a couple decisive factors for Doc
Johnson to exhibit at this year’s eroFame Trade
Show. The first factor is the opportunity for us to
connect with our European distributors and
retailers. The second factor is the opportunity to
showcase our newest products while receiving
immediate feedback from our customers. The
insights of the industry are invaluable to us; there
is so much to be learned by the first impressions
and comments as we show our newest products
to our customers first-hand.
2) We are excited to announce all our new
products and take great pride in the fact that we
are able to create various lines to meet the needs
of any customer. Some highlights for this year‘s
show are the expansion of the The D line, Booty
Bling, and Kink. We are expanding The D
collection with FIRMSYKN, a customer-requested
alternative to ULTRASKYN™ with a firmer feel.
Booty Bling will be adding mini anal beads to its
current line-up and expanding with a new
companion line called Body Bling, which
consists of two new silicone vibrators. With
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the continued success of our partnership with
Kink we have expanded the Kink line with several
items that will please a wide consumer base.
3) As with any trade show our expectations are to
introduce new and exciting products into the
marketplace while educating our customers about
our brand. Doc Johnson has a strong presence in
Europe and we appreciate this show as a fantastic
opportunity to make new friends and strengthen
our current international relationships at this
year’s eroFame.

Samantha Goos
SCALA

1) As one of the founding members of eroFame,
this event is always a highlight in our calendar.
The trade show offers SCALA the perfect platform
to present a curated selection of our newest
arrivals, plus interact face-to-face with customers
and new prospects in a relaxed, informal atmosphere. eroFame also gives our Sales Team - which has
recently been expanded with the arrival of Jolanda
Horsten (new International Sales Account Manager)
and Michel Minkhorst (Key Account Manager
Benelux) - the opportunity to discuss the needs of
retailers and find profitable opportunities to help
them maximise their retail potential.
2) This year, eroFame will be extra special as
we’re presenting side-by-side with CalExotics, our
new exclusive partner. Signing an exclusive
distribution partnership for the European market
with CalExotics is something we’re extremely
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proud of and we can’t wait to inform our customers and new prospects of the benefits this deal
brings. At SCALA we’re also focusing intensively
on the branding of products and collections,
something that will be reflected at our beautiful
booth. We’re not just selling products, we’re
selling a fantasy, a lifestyle, an experience, which
we will try to communicate at our stand and via
our expert sales team.
3) We expect it to be profitable, fun, and sociable.
The show always brings retailers and industry professionals from all over the world to Hannover,
Germany, and that melting pot of experience
always creates an amazing buzz. We expect to
contribute to that buzz and shake things up by
presenting a curated selection of brands, catered
exactly to B2B retailers’ needs. It’s not about
quantity, it’s about quality: quality collections,
quality branding, quality sales advice, and quality
service – all found at the SCALA booth, so we
encourage everyone to stop-by and get informed.
4) There are several trends we think will feature at
eroFame, but the key word for all is mainstream.
We’ve already seen fetish going more mainstream
thanks to the 50 Shades hype, but it’s also
spreading to other product categories such as
male toys – which are now becoming more
popular amongst heterosexual consumers and
couples. The subject of male stimulation is no
longer a taboo to talk about, with couples not just
focusing on the G-spot for her, but also the P-spot
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for him: an exciting step in the evolution of the
adult novelty market. The same goes for electrostimulation: We’ve noticed a large increase in
e-stim toys on the market, such as the beautiful
new Impulse collection by CalExotics, arriving this
fall at SCALA. This e-stim range by CalExotics has
a non-intimidating and affordable appeal, making
electrifyingly good pleasure suddenly accessible
to every entry-level and budget. If you’re curious
about how you – the retailer – should navigate
these new, mainstream-inspired trends, visit
SCALA at eroFame and let our friendly sales team
be your guide! We hope to see you there!

Ami Lin
Öivita

1) After a year, we’re back with the much
improved ORing Plus which was successfully
funded on Kickstarter, and also taking orders now
at Indiegogo InDemand. We are ready for retailers,
distributors, wholesalers, and more! Furthermore,
new products and packaging will come along!
2) More smart products! After the sexual health
wearable ÖRing Plus and the expandable
warming ÖVibe, you should not miss our new
star- ÖBall, the smartest and most sensitive Kegel
trainer. And... Our delicate packaging is no longer
all black- the natural water-based lubricant is now
wrapped up in elegant new design.
3) We expect people to find that there’s a perfect
partner in the market to help them stay healthy
and sexy at the same time.
We want them to know that
technology is not cold but
understanding. At the
biggest adult industry trade
show, we believe we are the
one bringing in a new
philosophy and energy that
no one should miss out on.
4) Trends are getting back
to natural state and staying
healthy and happy.... also,
looking after every individual’s different needs! Intimate
products should be
harm-free and people are
now more looking at the
harmless/healthy ingredients than fancy colours, names, etc. There are
more brands now that invest

F E A T U R E

time and effort in developing products that have
never been thought about before; they think
outside of the box and come up with ideas that
were too avantgarde before, but are taken
seriously now, to widen the exploration of human
sexuality. It’s only getting better!

realises that male and couple products are more
important nowadays and that they have generated
better sales lately, achieving bigger figures every
year.

Mick Clarke

E-Stim Systems Ltd

Laura Cosano

Fleshlight International
1) eroFame is always the perfect date to see all
our partners around Europe. It’s important
because we can evaluate how our relationship has
been during the year, the good and bad steps we
have done. And we can establish the bases for
the next year. It’s always interesting to know our
customer feedback as we always use it to improve
our products and structure. eroFame improves
the relationship between retail and industry.
2) They shouldn’t miss our novelties 2018. We
have new Fleshlight Girls and a new Fleshjack
launches that will give you a lot to talk about.
Also, we want to offer new promotions and show
how we are working to improve our production
process. And of course, we hope to slip in some
surprises…
3) The most important thing for us is to listen to
our customers; we want to do our best in order to
increase their sales, and not just by offering
high-quality products. We’re talking about values
as a company. We want to expand our brand and
keep growing, so eroFame is perfect to meet new
possible wholesalers, too.
4) We think we’ll see more products for couples.
But we also expect to see some novelties in the
segment of male masturbators as the industry
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1) eroFame is a great opportunity for us to reach
new customers from all over Europe and beyond
along with meeting up with our current customers.
In the age of internet, email, and Skype, there is
still no substitute for a face to face conversation
and an opportunity to see products first hand.
2) We will have our latest products on show at our
stand along with unveiling our latest innovation,
which visitors to our booth will have an opportunity to try for themselves.
3) We expect eroFame 2018 to be another great
show where we can build on our previous success
at eroFame, generate new customer contacts,
and meet with existing customers.
4) The internet is becoming more integrated into
our lives and we expect to see more products
using internet connectivity.

Michael Bart
pjur group

1) eroFame is the biggest b2b show for erotic
products in Europe, maybe even globally. That
makes it a perfect platform for meeting trade
members and partners from around the world in
person. And since we are doing business in more
than 70 countries, attending the show is a
no-brainer. eroFame is like a giant family get-together, and you meet so many friends and familiar
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faces – and on top of that, you make a ton of
deals. The previous years have shown that the
overall concept of the show works, and it is
basically second to none. Which makes us all the
more excited to be back in 2018 and enjoy three
more days of successful business in Hanover
2) This year, the trade members can once again
look forward to brand-new products. We have
surprises, new products – and the best coffee, of
course. What I can already tell you is that our new
products will be geared towards women. After all,
women usually make the purchasing decision
when it comes to intimate products, making them
the most important target audience in the world.
There will be three new products in the intimate
care and lubricant categories, all with special
ingredients, all reflecting the current trends in the
cosmetics industry, and all perfectly balanced for
the female skin.
3) What we expect is to once again have
interesting conversations with retailers and
wholesalers from all over the world. Moreover, our
new products are bound to turn heads, and
consequently, we expect to see a great number of
visitors at our stand.
4) Obviously, we have spotted some trends that
we have taken into account in the development of
our new products and overall range. One big
trend is finding a more targeted approach when
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communicating with valuable customer segments.
Also, product safety continues to become more
important. As more and more intimate products
reach the mainstream, they will also be subject to
closer scrutiny from regulatory authorities – and
rightly so. pjur has always been putting great
emphasis on safe products, high-quality materials, comprehensive lab testing, and all the
necessary registrations, so we are in a great
position to ride these trends. Our customers can
rest assured that our products are safe. pjur
simply offers 100 per cent distribution safety – nationally and globally.

Justin Vickers
ABS Holdings

1) We love meeting up with our loyal customers
face to face and eroFame is the perfect place to
do this. The show also gives us the opportunity to
showcase our products to potential new customers. Of course, our team comes along to the
show, which gives customers the chance to
interact with them and to form the important
relationships that are at the heart of our business.
2) We have a number of exclusive and semi-exclusive lines that we’ll be bringing with us this year at this stage they’re a surprise that we’re keeping
under wraps, but you definitely shouldn’t miss those!
3) We love the buzz of trade shows like eroFame,
where we get the chance to
explore new and exciting
products and show off our
own, too. It’s a great way to
touch base with the
industry, customers,
suppliers and friends and of
course to have a bit of fun
too!
4) We’re always surprised
by the new trends we come
across at the show, so we
won’t hazard a guess! We
do love the way that our
favourite brands are using
new technology, especially
in terms of VR and we loved
the ultra-realistic dolls we
came across at last year’s
show, so we’re excited to
see how they have developed and advanced over
the last year.

WWW.EDCWHOLESALE.COM

EDC Wholesale | Phoenixweg 6 | 9641 KS Veendam | the Netherlands
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Walter Kroes

KamaSutra Europe
1) Our products are bringing people together, also
on a B2B trade show. With demonstrations, we
can show what great products KamaSutra has
been bringing for almost 50 year.
2) We are expanding every year, with just a few but
very good products. This season, we celebrate love
with some great adjustments to the collections.
3) It is a good time to catch up with our clients
and to make sure that they are ready for the
holiday season. That they bring new ideas home
for presentations and demonstrations.
4) First of all, people make decisions more with
their head, they want to know what kind of
ingredients are used and for example if they are
organic. Secondly, we see that people love to
explore new scents and flavours. That’s why we
created a mini-collection of almost all our
products. So, for the same value of money you
can now buy a selection of different products and
enjoy more flavours of KamaSutra.

Werner Grönke

exciting. And of course, there will be many other
projects on display at eroFame 2018!
3) We consider erofame an opportunity to show
the market how close we are to the production
process, and to show everybody that Doll’s
Lounge wants to make all these advantages
accessible to b2b and other trade members.
4) Most producers can’t offer the CE certifications
and VDO conformity that are so important in the
European market. Otherwise, I believe we might
already be seeing a major AI and smart feature
hype in the doll segment this year.
From small dolls, which are also suitable for
physically or medically disadvantaged people, to
the big, regular models – there is a general trend
toward more realistic dolls. And the producers are
trying to cater to any wish and preference and
give the consumers an-y body type they want. Of
course, for many potential buyers, the purchasing
decision still comes down to the weight of the doll
and the price of the finished product.

Rits Douwes
CLS Healthcare

Doll‘s Lounge

1) In light of recent developments, we want to win
the support or retailers to only import high-quality
products and make life a little harder for the
producers of cheap rip-offs, some of which have
even found their way into the online stores of
German retailers. To achieve this goal, we want to
present top-notch products, and we are in the
process of developing our own models in
collaboration with Oriental Rose Doll and
z-Onedoll (Sinodoll) and 6Ye. We even have our
own team in China that is actively working to push
through our interests and the interests of our
customers in China. Of course, all of this can only
work if people change their thinking. It is time to
retire the notion that the price is everything.
Instead, make quality a priority and take a closer
look before you buy.
2) The new Doll’s Lounge models with permanent
make-up and new features; our comprehensive
product support, which also offers all the
necessary chemical products such as glue, spot
removers, H²O²-based disinfection sprays,
permanent TPE colours, etc; and dolls based on
photographs or 3D scans. Furthermore, there will
be new models from OR-Doll and z-Onedoll,
which will be presented by the producers
themselves, so that is definitely going to be very
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1) For the past couple of years, CLS Healthcare
has experienced a degree of growth that makes it
a matter of course that we are exhibiting at
eroFame again. We noticed that, for the past two
years, quite a few important players were not
present, but this year everyone will be there. We
feel that we really cannot afford to skip this year’s
edition. It is vital for the European region where
we see a lot of opportunities. This ‘fear of missing
out’ seems to be something that is felt by buyers
as well as exhibitors, so that’s a good thing!
2) We are very happy with the rebranding of our
label SAFE (condoms and lubricants): a striking
new identity and packaging. Also, the introduction
of the SAFE Super Lube condom was very
successful. We want to show some product
innovations within our high-end label Pleasurelab as
well as the expansion in the product range of
Willietoys, our high-margin label.
3) We expect many visitors who will hopefully convert
into new clients. We would love to see exciting
innovations in the market. And we hope for unexpected encounters that lead to fruitful cooperations. You
know, all the things that make a trade fair worthwhile.
4) Male masturbators are everywhere. For the last
five years, clitoris stimulators with suction were
dominating, but in that field, there are few copycats
that come up with quality products because the
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Danielle Seerley
Shibari

patents of the market leaders are too strong. Silicone
dolls are getting less expensive, so I expect to see
quite a few. For the market as a whole, the fading of
taboos is reflected in the look and feel of brands: less
black and red silk and velvet, so to speak.

Susan Colvin & Jackie White
CalExotics

1) Thanks to our global partners, consumers
worldwide have been able to experience the joy and
pleasure of CalExotics for over 24 years. We have so
many exciting new products to show this season, and
eroFame is the perfect event. We’ve recently
announced an exciting new deal with our friends at
SCALA. SCALA has been our partner for many years
and is now the exclusive CalExotics distributor in 26
countries in the EU. We can’t wait to celebrate this
new partnership at eroFame.
2) We have a lot of fun and exciting things to show at
eroFame this year. We’ll be presenting new additions
to current collections as well as brand new collections. Customers will fall in love with the latest
additions to the California Dreaming collection. The
Santa Monica Starlet is sure to be a fan favourite with
its thumping shaft. Attendees will also love Impulse, a
new collection of toys powered by electro-stimulation.
This new collection will have you feeling stimulated
like never before!
3) eroFame is always a huge success for us! It’s a
chance to see our clients from around the world and
develop new opportunities. We expect customers
who walk into our booth to be blown away by this
season’s offerings.
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1) We always look forward to eroFame and seeing
our international customers. The environment is fun
but professional, and you get the chance to
experience a very diverse assortment of people and
products. It gives us the opportunity to connect
with them in a different venue than they might see
in the States. eroFame always has a strong
balance of exhibitors and customers. The shows
are always productive and fun.
2) We will be launching our new Voodoo by Shibari line at eroFame. eroFame will be the first public
trade show this line will be featured and available
at. Customers are going to love this collection
and have early access to ordering. We have
added some important key items to our existing
line that will be important for people to check out.
3 ) We are looking forward to a successful launch
of our new line, meeting new business partners,
and evaluating how current customers feel our
products are doing in the marketplace. The
show gives you a great format to interact with
everyone from retailers, online e-tailers, distributors, etc…
4) Technology and quality. Customers are
becoming much more savvy to the materials used
in products. With technology advancing as fast
as it is, and becoming an affordable option, the
quality of products and integration of technology
will be something to watch for.

Autumn O‘Bryan
Topco Sales

1) eroFame gives us a valuable opportunity to meet
with our loyal European partners face-to-face and
have important conversations that we typically only
have via email or Skype. There’s something to be
said about meeting with customers in person,
especially when it comes to reconnecting with
partners with whom we are building and rebuilding
trusting relationships. eroFame attracts the major
players and influencers throughout the continent
and allows Topco to put our brand front and centre.
2) eroFame visitors will be excited to see new
product debuts from Penthouse, one of our most
popular and strongest-performing product lines,
including dual-ended strokers moulded from some
of Penthouse‘s newest Pets -- including Kenna
James, Riley Nixon, and Jenna Sativa.
Along with fully merchandised product lines
dedicated to sexual endurance training and intimate
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wellness, Topco Sales also will be promoting our
private label, licensing, and OEM programs, which
have allowed more companies to bring their brand
concepts to life with quality products made exact to
order and developed with care by our team of
production professionals and trusted industry
veterans.
3) Topco Sales has always had a robust presence in
Europe and we expect to leave an even stronger
presence at this year’s eroFame, thanks to the last
year of relationship-building, brand-boosting, and
follow-through we promised our customers. Our
team is most looking forward to connecting with
international customers face-to-face and strengthening these valuable business relationships by
showing our latest product releases up-close with
sales tools and marketing support to boot.
Topco Sales has been building our private label
business over the last year and we‘re excited to
showcase new developments in licensing and OEM,
as well as U.S.-made PL cosmetics capabilities.
We’ve made so much progress already and this
year’s eroFame will be an exciting opportunity to
show Europe what a difference a year at the new
Topco Sales makes.
4) I suspect we‘ll see more products dedicated to
men and male pleasure, whether it be interactive
strokers, automatic masturbators, or prostate
massagers. This demographic is consistently growing
and there‘s so much room for development and
innovation, which has been exciting to be a part of.
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Ineke Zijderveld
Bizzy Diamond BV

1) We will be attending the eroFame to present
MoreAmore, our new, relaunched product line of condoms and lubricants.
2) What is new is our 36 condom box that will fit in
the post mail and has been developed especially for
web shops.
The condom packs have 10 languages on the pack
end we look forward to finding new distributors to
expand the brand in new markets.
3) It is our first time at eroFame, and we are very
excited to be there this year.

Mario Romero

International Dreamlove S.L
1) Dreamlove is a long-distance company, and in
recent years we have collaborated with eroFame to
try to bring the company closer to our customers and
our European partners. One of the main reasons for
Dreamlove to get a stand at eroFame is because it is
a professional fair that becomes more relevant every
year. eroFame‘s philosophy is professionalism and
business opportunity, a philosophy that has never
changed, and it has turned eroFame into the best
professional fair of erotic products in Europe in recent
years. In the perception of Dreamlove, there is no fair
even in the United States similar to eroFame. It is
well-organised and it also attracts customers from
many countries, even from outside Europe, every
year. It is a fair that gains strength in the world thanks
to its values.
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2) The best thing is the range of products, the
novelties, the services, the outlook at the new
challenges of 2019. At the fair, the customers find all
most important news, the developments, the new
products and the established ones. They find a
unique experience in which they achieve the
commercial objectives that can help develop their
business. Our challenge is to offer you the best tools
as a company and to increase visitor opportunities.
We offer help, advice, and the opportunity to create
future business relationships with a company that not
only distributes but also produces.
3) Dreamlove aims to present new products, offer
maximum information about the company, and – the
ultimate goal - to leave eroFame knowing that all
visitors know the company better. We care very much
about having the customer be satisfied with the
services and products we offer, and the development
of our customers’ business is linked to our professional success, so we want to listen to them. As for the
customers that visit eroFame, it is an opportunity for
them to approach a wholesaler like us, for us it is a
way to see what we can do to serve the professional
growth of our customers.
4) Technology advances each year, in all sectors of all
businesses; technology is essential to keep moving
forward, so the important thing this year is to have an
increasingly better, more innovative product with
better technology that converts the user experience
into the BEST experience. It is a B2B show, and the
objective of our clients when visiting a fair like
eroFame is to find innovative products that can
increase sales.

Claire Blakeborough

Cyrex

1) ElectraStim have attended eroFame for a long time
now; it’s one of the first things we write on the
calendar at the start of each year and is always a
fantastic way for us to meet potential buyers or
reconnect with our existing customers in Europe and
further afield. A lot of our industry friends also attend,
so it’s a great opportunity to see what other sex toy
brands are up to, how the adult industry is changing
and what potential trends we can identify for the
coming months and years. We always come away
from eroFame absolutely exhausted but inspired!
2) Our electro demonstrations are something not to
be missed- especially if there’s a volunteer who has
never tried e-stim before. A lot of people have the
misconception that electro play is painful or ‘too
hardcore’ for them; we love shattering that expectati-
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on and showing them just how diverse and pleasurable our toys can be, no matter what your taste or
experience level. Everyone is welcome to come and
try it themselves- just visit our booth for more
information.
3) We expect to come away (as we do every year)
with a renewed sense of creativity and a clearer view
of what the next move for ElectraStim will be.
Although we’re always innovating behind the scenes,
attending a show like eroFame and meeting with
likeminded people from all over the industry really
spurs us towards our next product development.
Stay tuned for some very exciting projects…
4) Tech is everywhere, and not just in computers and
smart phones these days. Sex toys are getting more
innovative, more powerful, and more intelligent so
we’re expecting to see a lot of ‘smart sex toys’ while
we’re at eroFame. Whether it’s body-tracking
wearables or lifelike sex dolls with microchip ‘brains’,
we expect to see increasing numbers of this type of
toy; not just this year but for a while to come.

Steven Robinson
RCC Wholesale

1) This year has been a very exciting year for RCC
Wholesale as the creators and sellers of the
well-known, highly appreciated Gold Max Blue for
men and Gold Max Pink for women. Following great
results from previous shows, the event is always a
highlight on our tradeshow agenda. This Professional
business atmosphere will be very exciting for us
showcasing our new and existing high end, top
selling and most loved products such as Gold Max
Blue, Gold Max Pink, Red Stallion and our new
Performance Gum for men. eroFame is a great place
to catch up with valued contacts and to introduce
products from JDS Wholesale and RCC Wholesale to
new show visitors. It is a great opportunity to
showcase the vast range of products which are all
100% quality guaranteed. Accompanying these
products will be a dedicated sales and customer
support team.
As always, JDS and RCC will bring quality products
that are sold through retailers and websites worldwide. All products for JDS and RCC are lab tested to
assure their compliance and your safety. JDS and
RCC are looking forward to answering questions and
solidifying the relationship with existing, loyal buyers,
expanding reach internationally.
2) Gold Max Blue (for men) and Gold Max Pink (for
women) continue to be the top selling sexual health
solutions since its launch 10 years ago. At Booth 93A,
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you can expect excellent new products from both
companies, specifically designed to maximise your
profits. JDS and RCC Wholesale are looking forward
to a coffee and a catch up with existing buyers and
would like to give thanks back to those loyal
customers by giving away some awesome gifts! New
customers can also benefit from exciting show offers.
You can guarantee top class customer service and
products in a variety of languages from the RCC and
JDS family. Following this, at booth 93A, we will be
giving away thousands of pounds worth of products
in free sample packs to show visitors. You will also
have the opportunity to be in with a chance of
winning a fabulous hamper containing samples from
the new RCC and JDS product ranges! Last year the
stand was extremely busy, so to avoid disappointment this year, it is encouraged that new and existing
customers, should make an appointment pre-show,
upon which they will receive an awesome gift pack!
No catch!
3) This year, two companies, JDS and RCC, have
joined together to create a selection of vegan society
approved supplements. There is a massive global
increase in veganism with a rapid rise from 1% in
2017 identifying as vegan/vegetarian, to 6% earlier
this year. This growing market of consumers following
a vegan/vegetarian diet has highly influenced the
design of new vegan products for your customers
who are also following this trend. These exciting new
additions to the JDS and RCC product ranges, are
manufactured in the UK and will be showcased and
presented at this year’s show. All products are
available at your regular wholesaler with the usual
competitive pricing, stock availability and speedy
delivery that is consistently provided. Free access to
the design team for private labelling is also optional.
As market leaders in the supply of food supplements,
RCC and JDS offer a variety of products specialising
in capsules for sexual health solutions. All JDS
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products are sourced from your usual A Grade status
BRC accreditation factory, together with our ISO
22000 (food safety), ISO 9001 (Quality Assurance),
ISO 14001 (Environmental), ISO 13485 (Medical
Device) and we work to very strict GMP guidelines.
4) Performance Enhancement Gum. Changes are
being made in local legislation on some supplements,
buyers are seeking an alternative. RCC’s Performance Gum is the new male enhancement solution in the
form of a chewing gum, which comes in packs of 4
pieces. This product has gained much popularity
through word of mouth advertising which keeps its
customers coming back time and time again. It is
known for giving positive results, fast, with no need to
keep your partner waiting. This will be showcased on
this year’s stand alongside leading male enhancement, Red Stallion. In just under 6 months, leading
brand Red Stallion has greatly outsold comparable
male enhancement supplements and alone has
managed to rise above and beyond other manufacturers’ similar products. It has quickly become one of
www.rcc-wholesale.com best sellers!
Like other products in the JDS and RCC family, Red
Stallion, Performance Gum and Gold Max (pink and
blue) are available in a range of box sizes with eye
catching box designs, sure to attract your customers
again and again. JDS and RCC provide all point of
sale material, retail stands and display sleeves, all free
of charge. Through actively working with industry
bodies and societies to support and grow the market,
both JDS and RCC have rapidly grown over the last
year, thanks to our customers, dedicated sales and
customer service team, the reliable and flexible
supply of profitable products and efficient delivery
service. We want to continue growing sales together
and are providing free product consultation at stand,
93A. To place a pre order now, register with us at
JDS: http://jdswholesale.co.uk or RCC: http://
rcc-wholesale.com
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Jakub Konig
Lovely Inc.

1) We are launching Lovely 2.0 which takes 2 years of
research and customer feedback to create a perfect
couple‘s toy that not only gives carnal pleasure, but
also helps with sexual exploration and fulfilling the
desires of both partners.
2) Our new rumbly motor and new app make it easier
than ever to connect with your partner in real life to
explore and fulfil couple‘s sexual desires. Also, our
new POS materials will be a cherry on top.
3) Meeting with the best retailers and showing them
how Lovely 2.0 could stand out in their portfolio.
4) I don‘t like to be guessing too much. We‘ll live,
observe, and act accordingly.

Yasmina Martinez
Secret Play

1) We have new product lines and as every year, we
use eroFame to show them to the retailers, we believe
that it is the best opportunity we can get.
2) At our booth, there will only be the latest products
from Secret Play, so it is better not to miss anything,
because as we said earlier, this year we are going to
present all-new product lines in Hannover.
3) Our main interest is to show our new products at
the fair and to strengthen the collaboration with our
wholesalers and retailers as well as winning over new
partners. And above all, enjoy the show!
4) I imagine that ‚sex tech‘ will have quite a presence
this year, but I think last year we started seeing
products whose quality and design were spectacular
and this year will be the jump to products with much
more quality and with much more R + D behind them,
like the ones we will present in our brand Secret Play.

Raquel Shaw
Orgie

1) eroFame 2017 was Orgie’s debut and launch in the
market. This year, it will be an important opportunity to
meet our current customers and get their overall
feedback about our products, our sales and post-sales assistance, and about how and where we can
improve. In the past few months, our company
engaged in some important and positive changes that
yielded great results for the Orgie brand and products
- what was very good to begin with iw now even
better! We are bringing sensational new products to
launch at eroFame 2018. Like all exhibitors, we expect
to find new customers. So, on that note, each and
every eroFame visitor interested to learn more about
Orgie is more than welcome to visit our booth.
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2) To all those visitors who have not yet seen Orgie
products on touch’n feel basis, I would advise them
not to miss the opportunity for a walk-through tour.
And to all our dear customers and the visitors who
are familiar with our products; they are all welcomed
to check out the new features in some of our existing
products and the great all-new additions to our
range.
3) eroFame is one of the best trade shows in Europe,
so our expectations are always very optimistic. This
being Orgie’s second year at eroFame, our goal is to
match what we delivered last year, and we are
confident that we will achieve this goal.
4) We went to China last May and attended to the
ADC Expo in Shanghai and found that smart toys
controlled by APPs and heating toys are the big trend
over there. So we believe that this same trend might
become apparent at eroFame 2018.

April Lampert
Hot Octopuss

1) Hot Octopuss is looking to really tap into the
European market it’s developing and changing
rapidly. We would love to identify opportunities and
get a sense for what’s missing and needed in the
market.
2) We will be launching a new and very innovative
product which eroFame attendees will have first
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access to as well as displaying our new point-of-sale
display which has been hugely successful in the North
American market. We will also be offering exclusive
show specials to retailers placing show orders.
3) Our main objective is to meet new retailers and
open new accounts from around the world and our
expectations are in-line with this mission.
4) The trends shaping the industry globally are
innovation and luxury pleasure. I think we will
continue to see more of that this year as well. Hot
Octopuss is known for creating luxury innovative
pleasure products and this year will not be any
different. We will have some new and exciting
offerings and eroFame attendees will definitely want
to drop into the Hot Octopuss booth and see how
we’ve been reinventing pleasure.

Eniko
´´ Barta-Gáll
Debra Net

1) We’ve been through a massive and complex
development project in the last 2 years. So, first of all,
Debra Net will show how far we have managed to go
and present lots of novelties.
2) Visitors will have the chance to take a look at the
new warehouse we built, which has been ready this
summer. This, together with our new website ensures
a higher level of service and better availability of all
best-seller brands.
3) The most important thing is to find new clients
whom we can help with our services and products.
Furthermore, other priority is improving business
relationships which we already have. And let’s not
forget meeting old friends and enjoying our stay at the
fair.
4) Changing the distribution environment, toys
offering more intense orgasms, life-like male
masturbation products, a further increase in specialist
product segments.

Kerri Middleton
Bathmate

1) Exhibiting at eroFame is an important part of the
Bathmate calendar, we look forward to meeting all of
our existing partners and hopefully meeting some
new ones!
2) We’ve got some new products launching and
of course after the success of last year’s Dildo Darts
there’s something even better to entertain our booth
guests this year (trophies included!)
3) Every year is different so expectations are
not something we tend to have, however we
do hope to excite our customers with our shiny new
suited pumps! Along with our re-brand
we have a couple of exciting buzz’s mixed into
the fold.
4) It’s always hard to say, some years there’s
something that really mixes up the market
which is exciting for everyone. Most brands do keep
their new products under cloak and
dagger until the show, Bathmate not excluded,
so visit the booth and learn about the next Bathmate
chapter.

Klaus Pedersen

MaleEdge & Jes-Extender
1) As a regular exhibitor for the last many years at
eroFame we continue to exhibit since this show is the
biggest and most successful for us of all the global
trade shows.
2) For our brands MaleEdge, Jes-Extender and
Zestra we will introduce new marketing resources for
retailers. And we will also offer our successful lottery
at our booth for all three brands.
3) Seeing our many existing clients wholesale and
retail, and having facings with hopefully many new
clients.
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Soon, internet marketplaces like Amazon, eBay, and bol.com will

only accept lubricants as medical device Class IIa. Are you prepared?
C.B . C o rra do o n up co ming E U legisla tio n a nd h o w it will a f f ect th e lubric an t mar ket

e x c l u s iv e

Currently, personal
lubricants are still
being placed on
the market as
cosmetics and
Class I medical
devices. As of April
2017, the Council
of Ministers and
the European
Parliament have
adopted a new

B

medical device

efore May 2020, these products
must be CE-marked as Class IIa
medical devices. From May 2020,
personal lubricants with the intent
to be used as a personal/sexual
lubricant, may only be placed on the European
market as a Class IIa medical devices.

regulation which
also applies to
personal/ intimate
lubricants. There
is a transition

This means that as of May 2020 personal lubricants identified as Class I medical devices or as
cosmetic products are no longer permitted to be
supplied or sold. This applies to any size and
packaging of personal lubricant in the market at
distributor or at retail level regardless of whether
it is physically in stock or supplied through Internet sales. Be aware that internet market places
like Amazon, eBay, bol.com will only accept
lubricants to distribute when the lubricants are
manufactured conform CE class IIa.

period of three
years before the
new law comes in
full effect, i.e., from
April 2017 until May
2020.
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At the moment for example a Declaration of
Conformity already could be sufficient, but
with the more stringent new regulations more
will be expected from the distributors and/or
companies that distribute their private label
branded lubricant.
Cobeco can assist their clients with information
what needs to be done to comply with the new
regulations.
What changes precisely?
There are a few things that change with these
regulatory changes of Medical Devices.
1) Classification of medical devices:
Medical devices are categorised in 4 major
risk classes: Class I medical devices which
are devices that have no contact with the
human body or have transient (short) contact
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with the undamaged skin. Class IIa medical devices
are products that come in direct contact with a
natural body orifice (opening) or damaged skin;
Class IIb and Class III are high-risk products such as
implants.
Personal lubricants are, however, Class IIa medical devices due to their direct contact with a body
orifice (opening) or mucus membrane for a period of
<24 hours continuous contact.
2) Conformity assessment process:
Each risk class for a medical device is linked to a
specific conformity assessment route by which the
medical device is CE-marked.
Class I medical devices are self-certified by the legal
manufacturer, are notified to the relevant national competent authority and fall under the direct
supervision of that national competent authority who
can assess the technical documentation to ensure
that the dossier meets compliance with the relevant
medical device requirements.
Medical devices in Classes IIa, IIb and III require
a notified body to be involved in the conformity
assessment process. The notified body assesses the
technical documentation which the manufacturer has
prepared and submitted for assessment and the quality system which the legal manufacturer is required to
have in place.
Further, ingredients used in the formulation of the
personal lubricants must meet purity levels such
as defined in the monographs of the European
Pharmacopeia. The legal manufacturer, additionally,
is obligated to have sufficient scientific data, which is
documented in the technical documentation. Class
IIa medical devices also need to comply with specific
labelling requirements. These obligations help ensure
that personal lubricants meet the highest level of
safety and quality.
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Essential to the CE-marking, the notified body must
conduct a conformity assessment of the technical
documentation against the safety requirements stipulated in the medical device regulations and conduct
an on-site audit of the manufacturer’s quality system.
When the manufacturer passes both aspects of the
conformity assessment process, the notified body
issues the manufacturer with a CE-certificate of
conformity. The approval stipulates that the number
of the notified body is included next to or under the
CE-mark on the labelling. When the number of the
notified body is present with the CE-mark, it is an
indication that the product and manufacturer meet
regulatory requirements for the class of medical
devices indicated by the product.
3) Quality system requirements for medical devices to
EN ISO 13485:2016:
Medical devices are designed and produced under
the conditions set out in manufacturing requirements stipulated in a medical device quality system
standard. The current standard EN ISO 13485:2012
is valid until March 2019, at which time it will be
replaced with EN ISO 13485:2016.
As of March 2019, manufacturers of medical devices
must comply with the 2016 versions of the standard,
which better guarantees the safety of processes and
products.
4) Changes in regulatory requirements between
Directive and Regulation medical devices:
Aside from the new quality system standard, a
new medical device regulation is also coming into
place. Currently, until May 2020, the medical device
Directive 93/42/EEC is still valid. From May 2020,
legal manufacturers of medical devices must comply
with the Medical device Regulation 2017/745 which
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was published in April 2017. The Regulation tightens
the medical device requirements, including giving the
quality system requirements a legal impetus. Further,
the new law also defines obligations for distributors
and importers of medical devices including compliance with quality system and regulatory medical device
requirements.
How can a Class IIa medical device be
identified?
An approved Class IIa medical device is identified
on its labelling by the CE-mark accompanied by the
number of the notified body. Personal lubricants that
are intended to be used as personal/intimate sexual
lubricants, identified by a CE without a number are
Class I medical devices. Personal lubricants without
a CE-mark on the labelling could be cosmetic
products. Personal lubricants with an intended use
as personal/sexual lubricant, are not permitted to be
placed on the market as cosmetic or Class I medical
devices after May 2020.

• Labelling for personal lubricants must at all times
comply with the regulatory requirements for
labelling as defined by the CE-marking approval
granted by the notified body.
• The legal manufacturer must be identified clearly
on the labelling at all times.
• Personal lubricants must be appropriately
classified as Class IIa devices and subject to
conformity assessment by a notified body.
• The legal manufacturer must maintain an
up-to-date and valid technical documentation for
Class IIa medical devices which has been
assessed by a notified body.
• The legal manufacturer must maintain an
up-to-date and certified quality system in place.

Can it be verified whether my product complies
with the medical device requirements?
As the medical device regulation and requirements
are pan-European in nature, they apply to any and all
personal lubricants on the European Union market.
The national competent authorities of the member
states of the Union, conduct market surveillance and
enforce the requirements. Hereby, after May 2020,
only personal lubricants which have undergone a
Class IIa conformity assessment process are permitted to be placed on the market.
When a manufacturer or a product does not meet
the regulatory requirements, the national competent
authorities regard this as an infringement. The authorities can require these products to be removed from
the market and/or can impose necessary penalties
including substantial fines. Serious infringements
of the medical device requirements can, for instance, include making false claims about the product,
incorrectly CE-marking the products or incorrectly
classifying the products. Important therefore are the
following:

What can Cobeco do for you?
Cobeco is specialised in manufacturing private
label branded products and has a high expertise in
manufacturing lubricants. As of the 1st quarter 2019,
Cobeco will supply CE-marked Class IIa personal
lubricants to the (European) market. We started our
process for adapting our ISO and technical file long
ago, so we can ensure to provide our clients with
manufactured lubricants to comply with the new and
more stringent regulations. Cobeco ensures that our
clients will be able to transfer their private labelling
brands we produce for them in a timely manner
from a Class I medical device to Class IIa device.
We would be pleased to support their activities and
provide with all necessary information to make their
adaptions to the distributors obligations. Cobeco has
a number of solutions available for different scenarios
to ensure a timely transfer is implemented that will
support our clients’ activities; and will be pleased
to provide them with a bespoke proposal. More
information at Cobeco Pharma: + 31(0)10–2906525,
or sales@cobeco.nl .
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Handcraﬅed Pleasure
e x c l u s iv e

O n e - o f - a - k i n d se x toys crea te so me o f th e mo st so ugh t-a f ter o rga sms in th e pleas u r e in d u s t r y

Adam Breedon &
Monika Makarewicz
of Godemiche

G

odemiche Silicone, an industry
staple of dildo uniqueness, and
LumberJill LeisureCrafts, an
e-boutique of smooth, wooden
insertable goodies, have stuck
to their ethical guns from the start, and they
won‘t be mass-manufacturing anytime soon.
But even when fans are occasionally met with
a “sold out” label at online check-out, they‘ve
still got a special advantage – a toy with artistic
soul. If that doesn‘t bring out the best of your
orgasms, it‘s unlikely a mass-produced motor
will either.
“There were a few factors that made me feel
like I had something to offer the market, but
the main thing was the lack of a personal
touch in the sex toy industry,” says Richard
Carver, the mastermind woodworker behind
LumberJill LeisureCrafts. “You‘re dealing with a
very personal and intimate product, so having
the overwhelming majority of the market be

Leave it to the small business
underdogs to find a way to
circumvent the knock-offs. Try
as they might, those infamous
overseas factories can‘t put the
finishing touch on their counterfeit sex toys when they never
held the molds in their hands
in the first place. Hand-made
sex toys – the professionally-finished kind, not the sketchy
Play-Dough dildos on Etsy.
com – are flying off e-shelves
and Instagram pages for crafty
creators. Without the limits
imposed on large-scale orders,
these small-biz makers can
create from the heart, turning
out toys that wind up with trueblue fans and lots of repeat
consumers.
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Richard Carver,
the mastermind
woodworker behind
LumberJill
LeisureCrafts

dominated with cold, lifeless, impersonal toys
just didn‘t seem right to me.”
Stereotypical toys are usually a good bet for
beginners, but when you‘re a serious toy devotee, it‘s going to take more than a plastic bullet
to fulfill your erotic and sexual-spiritual desires.
There‘s just something extra about using a sex
toy that‘s been hand-poured or hand-carved in
an artist‘s studio.
“You don‘t get unique products when they are
mass made on a manufacturing line. People
don‘t want that exact same plain pink every
other customer got,” says Adam Breedon,
CEO of Godemiche. “People like to know that
the one they hold is the only one like it in this
world and that‘s what we offer every single
customer.”
Sex toy design has been overrun by copycats
as cheap technological advances and slave labor-level manufacturing become the new norm.
Let‘s face it – those $5.00 plastic bullets are
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This article is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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five bucks because the person making them is hardly
paid enough to feed their family every day. When you
nab a rainbow dong from Godemiche or a g-spotter
from LumberJill, your money is ethically spent while
going directly to fund the creative process of a small
business owner.
“When someone has one of my toys, I want them to feel
the love and care with which it was made. I want them
to feel special and know that they matter,” says Carver.
“That‘s something that‘s just missing these days, so the
combination of using a natural material like wood and
adding in hours of craftsmanship help to create that
experience I want for the end user.”
For Godemiche‘s Breedon, color options were sparse,
leaving this dildo artist like a desperate painter with a
palette of lackluster combinations. There‘s only so many
times you can re-mix the industry staples of black, pink,
and purple before your sex life becomes as uninspiring
as your toy collection. When asked what Godemiche
brings to the table, Breedon gets straight to the point:
Colour.
“The PPB effect (Pink, Purple, Black) was all we were
seeing as customers and as retailers, so we decided
to change that,” says Breedon. “We wanted to make
toys for us and our customers. Handmade was the only
choice we had at the time and it still is. There are no
large volumes and restrictions forcing us to buy and sell
few colours.”
Beyond aesthetics, hand-made sex toys hold a power
that‘s stronger than batteries. The curves and bumps
that can only be created in a small studio seem to pull
orgasms from unknown depths of the mind and body.
Bulbuous, wooden wands like Carver‘s creations hit all
the right spots on both the physical and mental erotic
planes. LumberJill fans come (quite literally) for the
handi-crafts, and return for the personal connection to
Carver‘s work.
“People have really responded positively to the handmade approach I take. It‘s something different and personal, and it‘s a difference they can feel,” says Carver.
LumberJill fans regularly reach for a few favorites
from Carver‘s collection.
“Don‘t Stop and Cinder are some of the newer
sex toys I offer,” says Carver. “They are the most
affordable out of the current product line, which gives
people a low risk way to try out wooden sex toys.
Deja Vuu has also been very popular for a long time.”
Like most custom toy makers, Carver makes some
killer angles for bumping and grinding, like his famous
g-spot tool, The Knob.
“People just love knobs on their toys. That in and out
feeling as you use it just really does it for a lot of folks.
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The Knob has a great following as well! It has
a 2in thick bulbous end that‘s great for those
that like a larger toy for that full feeling,” notes
Carver. “It‘s also great if you like g-spot stimulation because your g-spot can‘t really hide
from a curved toy with a 2in diameter knob on
the end of it!”
What local toy makers really get right are
niches that most large companies – in the
interest of profits – choose to ignore. They can
do smaller runs of single toys or tiny brand
lines that often grow out of a consumer need
that‘s just not popular enough to justify a whole
pallet‘s worth of inventory.
“Each toy is made for a specific segment of
people and we think heavily about how the
toy would be used, even how a toy could be
used,” explains Breedon. “You can see this is
ALL of our toys, from the small Plug-B to the
large Hercules.”And then there‘s the one-off
designs, which are something of a mad scien-
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tist-type creation based on random brainstorming sessions that originated in Breedon‘s
closet.
“As for inspiration, we take that from everything: fashion, flowers, emotions,” says
Breedon. “We recently put out a video called
‚Inspired By Nike Blazer Easter 2018‘ where
we made a toy to match some Nike sneakers
I bought.”
The future of sex toys is in the hands of conscious consumers, and for the big buying generation of Millennials, handcrafted, artisanal toys
hit all the right spots: ethics, brand values, and
artistic merit, coupled with a personalized social media connection that gives users a direct
line to their favorite toy artist. Want to stand
out from the crowd in today‘s overflowing sex
toy market? Add some arts and crafts to your
selection and watch fans devour them like a
home-cooked meal. There‘s simply nothing like
a product that‘s made from scratch and heart.
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Sexy Sponsorship
M a r k e tin g Ma tters

e x c l u s iv e

Twenty years ago this month, I was hunched
over a computer hurriedly writing up my Masters Dissertation (all 32,000 or so words of it,
if I remember correctly). Rather naturally, my
immediate thought when recalling this was:
‘Where the hell did the time go?!’

In his monthly column, Brian
Gray from Glasgow-based
erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers
his thoughts on all things
marketing. This month he’s
highlighting the nature of
erotic industry sponsorship
and the key issues that must
be considered.

As for my Dissertation choice, it examined the
motivations for, and objectives and effectiveness of Formula One motor racing sponsorship. I’d been analysing returned questionnaires from sponsors from around the world,
followed by telephone depth interviews with
some of them. Then there was the awareness
and recall survey conducted on Glasgow’s
Buchanan Street (at least it stayed dry that
Saturday afternoon). Last but not least was
the focus group of F1 television viewers.
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Funnily enough, back in 1976, the BBC got
their proverbial knickers in a twist when they
cancelled broadcasting the majority of the F1
season to UK viewers. All because – wait for
it – one of the teams struck a deal with Durex
to be their primary sponsor. The mind boggles
as to how perturbed the other F1 sponsors
must have been when realising their brand
names weren’t going to be beamed into living
rooms across the country.
That was then however, with a rather different
sexual and broadcasting culture. Years later,
in 2012 Durex actually became a primary F1
team sponsor again. This time there were
no big broadcasting panics: and thanks to
integrated marketing communications and
effective leveraging, Durex condom packets
even featured the two team drivers.
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Inevitably this got me thinking about sponsorships
of a sexier kind and the potential for savvy erotic
brand owners to successfully utilise this element of
the marketing communications mix in the here and
now. Of course, it’s not as if I’m suggesting anything
new here: see for yourself the companies already
sponsoring various industry awards ceremonies or
erotic or sexuality conferences.
For instance, Luxury brand Lelo has recognised the
potential of industry sponsorships and tie-ups, including its relationship with sex party organisers Killing
Kittens. It has a page on its website dedicated to
sponsorship enquiries. As a first port of call, it asks
prospective partners the right questions without
getting too bogged down with minutiae.
Sometimes, erotic brands associate themselves with
non-industry events. One such example is British
stalwarts Lovehoney sponsoring the Bath Comedy
Festival.
But what if you’re an industry newcomer or seasoned pro alike, who is thinking of sponsorship but
don’t quite know the ropes? Then let me give you a
few things to absorb and to think about.
It’s important to know what sponsorship is, and is
not. Firstly, as far as definitions go, I might as well
use my own one submitted in my research all those
years ago. Commercial sponsorship is “an exchange
process between two parties involving the supply
of (in any combination) funds, materials or expertise from the sponsoring body of individual to the
sponsored event, organisation or individual for the
purpose of meeting defined commercial objectives.”
Let’s be clear about ‘defined commercial objectives’. Sponsorship is not the same as philanthropy
or corporate social responsibility (CSR). And while
it has suffered from ‘Chairman’s Wife syndrome’
(where personal interest prevailed and influenced
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decision making) in the past, it’s less prevalent now.
Sponsorship is a bona fide member of the marcoms
toolkit.
In practical terms, sponsorship creates a link in
the target audience’s collective minds between the
company or brand and the event or organisation:
one which the target group values highly. In short,
it’s all about establishing a positive association. Through the positive link that the audience has with the
organisation or event, the sponsor hopes that these
good vibes will rub off on them as well and create
a positive attitude. Heider’s Balance Theory (from
way back in 1946) sums it all up nicely if you fancy
reading more on it.
So what do sponsors seek to gain from it all? A
number of objectives exist. These include building
(or increasing) awareness of a brand, creating
a positive attitude to a product or brand among
target audiences, solidifying purchase intention,
and internal marketing (employee incentives and
rewards programmes) to name but a few. These are
subsequently facilitated through increasing name
awareness, reinforcing the existing brand image,
gaining exposure in the trade and/or consumer
press, providing guest hospitality (and thus potential
access to decision makers), improving relations with
key community or interest groups, and offer product
sampling, and a few others to boot.
If this has already piqued your interest and you’re
thinking about how your own brand could fit into
this, you’re probably now trying to assess how much
of an impact a sponsorship arrangement could
have. And quite right too. The likely impact largely
depends on four factors. The first is the strength
of the link – determined by the difference between
consumers recognising your sponsoring brand and
the biggest number of people who incorrectly named
a non-sponsor as the actual sponsor. Then there’s
the duration of the link to consider. A key ingredient
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So let’s consider Lovehoney’s sponsorship of the
Bath Comedy Festival. They first got involved in
2017 and earlier this year signed a further three year
sponsorship deal. That immediately tells a story
about its perceived value to the company as a sponsorship vehicle. In my view the sponsorship works in
several respects.
Firstly, it’s a well-known and well respected local
company sponsoring a local event: nearly always a
good thing. The chances are that a fair few of the
company’s existing – and perhaps future – employees would attend some of the events as well.

of sponsorship success is having an integrated
marketing programme established long before the
event that utilises other promotional tools such as
content marketing, sales promotion, and PR in order
to further raise awareness and ‘soften up’ audiences.
Thirdly, there’s the level of gratitude generated from
the sponsorship link. Fans of a particular team or
event will (at least to a degree) purchase a sponsor’s
product over that of a rival brand. And finally, there’s
the perceptual change due to the link: in short, how
much attitudinal shift has there been towards the
sponsor.
But what arguably is key in all of this is the degree of
sponsorship ‘fit’. Sponsorship researcher Ton Otker
reckoned the best chance of success appears when
there is a “perfect marriage” of the following: “the
target group of the company and the target group
of the sponsored body; the image the company
wants to promote and the image of the sponsored
body; the media covering the event and the target
audience of the company or brand; the product or
company (characteristics) promoted and the authority/reputation/credibility of the sponsored body
helping to promote it.”
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But perhaps the best part of the sponsorship is
the ‘fit’ that I mentioned earlier. Sex should be fun
– perhaps funny too, for the right reasons – and
Lovehoney’s ‘Butt of all Jokes’ award (you should
see the trophy) is a stroke of PR mastery. Furthermore, given that so much comic material is sex or
relationship-related there’s an audience who are not
going to be offended in the slightest by a respectable sex toy company being involved. In fact, I’d
imagine they’re cock-a-hoop (pun slightly intended:
well, I am talking about comedy!) that the event is
being supported this way.
There’s one point that should be raised at this
moment, however. While comedy festivals offer good
sponsorship potential I think success depends on
how mainstream the sponsors are. The likes of Lovehoney or other nationally recognised and accepted
erotic retailers (or local upmarket erotic boutiques)
where most people can relate to sexually, is one
thing. Having a hard core BDSM equipment or latex
fetish fashion seller is something else. I’m not saying
it’s impossible, but there’s less of a natural fit.
Coming from someone who has written at length
about sponsorship, there’s a whole host of other
things worthy of mention. But column inches are
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always in short supply, so here’s a quick rundown of
some other key aspects to be aware of.
Type of sponsor: Conferences, awards ceremonies,
and the like are festooned with sponsors. There are
primary sponsors, tiered sponsors, individual award
category sponsors, you name it. Then there might
be media coverage sponsor too. If major sports
championship (e.g. Olympics and football World Cup)
sponsorship research studies are typical across other
environments, then generally only two or three of the
major brands are recalled and linked by consumers
to the events. Think carefully whether it’s worth being
a tiered or category sponsor as your opportunities to
make an impact there may be limited.
Competing brands: How angry would you feel if you
signed up to sponsor an award or event and you
subsequently discovered your main rival was doing
the same? Either pay more to guarantee you are
the sole sponsor from your product category at the
event, or think seriously about withdrawing.

Product life cycle: Opinion has been mixed as to
how effective sponsorship is for launching new
products. It’s been far more extensively employed when the product or service has reached the
maturity stage where primary demand is stable and
it is hoped to attract new customers switching from
other brands.
So there you go: a quick insight into sexy sponsorship and what to bear in mind if you’re considering
it in your erotic marketing efforts. Is it worthwhile?
If the right circumstances and fit are favourable, yes, absolutely! But as it’s generally the most
misunderstood marcoms due to its more complex
nature, do your homework to ensure you know what
you’re getting into before you sign on a dotted line
somewhere. And finally, leverage your sponsorship
to the hilt!
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com,
found on Twitter @LasciviousMktng or phoned on
+44 (0)141 255 0769.

Product market: Is the event or body to be sponsored B2B or B2C oriented? If it’s the former then
sponsorship’s multi-faceted nature can play a pivotal
role. As well as creating awareness, there’s a corporate hospitality opportunity conducive to creating
the ideal environment for influencing current and
future clients and reminding key opinion-formers. As
the role of personal selling is so important in B2B,
this should never be underestimated.
Buyer readiness: Sponsorship, like advertising and
publicity, is best employed at the awareness stage
(beginning), and then again at the re-ordering stage.
Let content marketing, sales promotion, and personal selling handle the other stages (comprehension,
conviction and buying) in the customer journey.
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EDC Wholesale is

launching ten new brands at eroFame
Wo r ld p re miere

e x c l u s iv e

EDC Wholesale announced that it will launch ten new house brands at the eroFame Trade
Convention in Hanover, taking place from 3 to 5 October 2018. The new brands will have
their first introduction to the public and will also be available for retailers to order at the trade show. The wholesaler will also launch new additions to their previously launched house
brands: The EasyToys Collections, Sway Vibes, Sinner Gear, Boners, FPPR, and Loveboxxx.
EDC Wholesale’s in-house design team worked on the development of the ten new brands
this past year to have them available for customers globally right after eroFame.

W

ith the new brands, the Holland-based wholesaler is
prepared for the upcoming
Christmas shopping season. They also bring us the
newest Loveboxxx edition: The Naughty and
Nice Advent Calendar. A beautifully designed
box with sparkles of gold, to emphasise the
Christmas theme, holding a carefully selected
collection of sex toys that will increase the
level of excitement with each passing day
as more and more boxes get unfolded. The
Advent Calendar has a 24-day countdown
to spice up bedroom play and is a perfect
pre-Christmas gift with an interesting price
margin. Another addition to the Loveboxxx
collection is the Secret Pleasure Chest gift set
with 6 different designs. Each design holds a
different theme of colour or content.
The youngest target group, toy beginners,
are not forgotten in the new line of brands.
Lil’ Vibes is a collection of 34 mini vibrators
with a fresh and popping look and feel
that come in a hot pink box with an
exceptional triangle packaging
shape. The vibes all have a
silicone sleeve and a cute
heart-shaped magnetic
charger. This stylish brand
targets the millennials with its
well-thought out brand strategy,
topped off nicely by the hashtag
‘Don’t kill my vibe.’
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Exotiq is a sensual massage oil collection with
a mainstream look and feel, which makes it
accessible for many different types of shops.
The boxes and bottles are elegant, with a
tropical look and feel and appealing names
for every scent, such as ‘Sensual Cherry’,
‘Soothing Jasmine’ or ‚Bamboo Orchids’. The
collection offers aromatic, kissable, and neutral massage oils and massage candles with
a comfortable melting point of 45 degrees
Celsius.
EDC Wholesale also designed a collection of
27 handmade glass toys, including double-ended dildos, with and without balls and butt
plugs. The elegant stylish Gildo toys come
in a white box with an icy diamond design to
point out the temperature play options and a
beautiful poach to keep it safe.
Buttr, a bold, testosterone-fuelling brand with
a military look and feel, offers a collection of
fist cream, gel, and butter and fisting toys.
This extreme collection goes to extreme
lengths to make sure consumers know who
these products are for, with caution hazard
warning signs on the boxes. Buttr is not for
the faint of heart, as it takes backdoor-play to
the next level. As a counterpart to this bold
male brand, the wholesaler also designed
an edgy female collection, SAIZ, offering
professional pumps that come in beautiful
stylish and mysterious black boxes with round
curves. The breast and – nipple pumps are
perfect for SM play to stimulate the senses.
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APPLICATION: Massage the cream daily into your
butt with strong, circling motions. To make the
effect last, long-term and repeated use is recommended.
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Lightning bolts and colourful waves emphasise
the power of the small and compact YIVA power
massagers. The concise collection of pink and black
massagers are ultra-powerful, waterproof, and USB
rechargeable.
The classic, no-nonsense condom collection Ryder
offers handy boxes for consumers; 500 pcs and
144 pcs, plus retail packages of 3, 12, 24, and
36 pcs.
Make it Real with the realistic dongs and dildos from
the Real Fantasy collection. These big willies all have
male names that start with a D, like Dylan, Danny,
Don, and Dave. The collection offers vibrating
versions with a double motor that can be recharged for the next round of real pleasure. The blister
packaging can either hang on a hook or stand on
the shelf.
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Be prepared!
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Ti p s a n d tricks f o r reta ilers by Sunny Ro dgers
Online stores are becoming larger and more prevalent, threatening the bottom-line for many
retailers. What can help pleasure product retailers, both online and in brick & mortar stores,
shift their methods to increase sales and significance? Here are a few tips Sunny Rodgers,
Brand Manager for Pipedream Products, JIMMYJANE and Sir Richards, would like to share.

B

uild Loyalty
Many stores are offering
discounts and extras for their
loyal customers. Most loyalty
programs allow buyers to earn
points that then translate into some type of
reward. While discounts and free products are
a
always
appreciated by consumers, offering
p
personalized
shopping experiences, gift
e
registries,
and high levels of customer
s
service
also go far in showing
c
clients
their patronage is
recognized.

Tailor Offerings
One wonderful byproduct of loyalty programs
is that you gain access to specific information
about your customers. While zip codes and
demographics are helpful, many loyalty
programs incorporate birth dates and
purchase history. Use this information to offer
loyalty program customers curated kits filled
with their specific zodiac-inspired products for
their birthdays. Purchase history can be
utilized to introduce customers to upsell and
complimentary items that they may not have
known about.

T something different – Create
Try
a special store event or an
e
exclusive
online workshop that
iis only available to customers
who have accrued a minimum
number of points.

Explore customization – If you have customers
that only want products in a soft purple hue,
gather items in that color into a personalized
kit just for them. Keep baskets and bags on
hand just for this and other types of customer
customization possibilities.
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Capture Attention
Considering that the average online consumer loses
interest after 15 seconds and that online customers
will leave your site in less than 59 seconds, ccording
to the Nielsen Norman Research Group, online
retailers don’t have much time to engage a buyer.
Many sites and stores overwhelm visitors with too
many distractions or an over-abundance of options.
Try communicating your niche in a clear manner.
Make your site and your store pleasing to the eye.
Create a call-to-action – On a website, within the
first few seconds offer a discount code; preferably
for signing up for an email list. In a store, create
special days that fuel a customer’s imagination and
create an opportunity for store associates to engage
customers in interesting conversation. Perhaps
Monday’s are always 15 % off in-store purchases,
while Frisky Fridays have optional handcuffs and
collars that customers can try on while they shop.
Online and in-store daily giveaways (for percentage
off or prizes) for email sign-up’s can also impact
marketing options and can extend the opportunity
to make customers into loyal fans. Get creative!
Convey Your Expertise
When it comes to intimate pleasure, people are
wanting for information and/or education. Become
their trusted source. Most customers aren’t looking
to just buy a product, they’re interested in discovering something new – a technique, a skill, a healthy
lubricant option, a way to perform prostate
massage, etc. Provide education for your staff and
for your customers. Give consumers permission to
explore their curiosity and desires.
Help me, help you – Place a white board in your
store where customers can note what they’re
interested in learning about for in-store workshops.
Online stores can provide downloadable pamphlets
for sexual tips, positions, and products on your

radar. The better education you can provide to your
customers, the more they will look to you and your
staff to guide them on their sexual exploration
journeys – and steer their purchases as well.
Emphasize Speed & Convenience
Many online shoppers prefer instant gratification.
Brick & mortar stores can use this to their advantage – consider establishing a delivery service in your
own town. Look into utilizing Postmates and other
app delivery services to increase your local delivery
area. Online stores might consider offering 1-day or
2-day delivery options for a small upgrade fee.
Convenience counts – Provide a complimentary giftwrapping service for store and online purchases. In
many cultures wrapping is as important as the gift.
A well-wrapped present sets the mood for a
celebratory event and can make that gift more
endearing.
In today’s evolving retail landscape, it’s
important to be adaptable and try new things.
Remember, not all consumers want to buy
online; and not all consumers want to make
store purchases. Offer the best customer
experiences and the most unique buying
opportunities for your target buyer within
your niche. Differentiate yourself
with your creativity. And, take
comfort in the knowledge that
our industry is based on
intimacy – providing your
customers with discreet
care, insightful education and knowledgeable
assistance will go a
long way in winning
loyal, repeat customers and continued
success.

Sunny Rodgers is
the Brand Manager
for Pipedream
Products,
JIMMYJANE,
and Sir Richards.
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Colourful, c

heeky, u
er Vibes nique

– Satisfy

S a tisf y e r p resents new bra nd

e x c l u s iv e

To Satisfyer, lifestyle and sexual wellness are more than just titles to be slapped on products;
they represent a philosophy that informs product development and production. Cheeky, colourful, and dynamic, the successful brand now presents their new collection: Satisfyer Vibes.

T

he combination of an unusually
powerful and specially developed
motor and the proportion of
high-quality flexible Silk-Touch
silicone, also on the inside, make
the Satisfyer Vibes an absolute highlight,
the company says. There are 12 vibration
programmes, composed of 6 intensities and
6 rhythms. They are ideally distributed across
the entire shaft so that the vibes can stimulate
intensively in the tip as well as in the lower
part. Thanks to the practical retaining ring with
integrated control panel, customers can optimally control motor performance. All toys are
also waterproof (IPX7) and rechargeable with
the included USB cable. The powerful and
deep vibrations are ideally distributed across
the entire toy thanks to the high flywheel

Jerome Bensimon, Satisfyers
Vice President of Sales
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mass, making for intense stimulation. “We
are proud to have created such a great brand
and fulfil every wish of our customers in terms
of colour and design. Seven toys are part
of the Satisfyer Vibes series: Petting Hippo,
Charming Smile, Master, Yummy Sunshine,
Power Flower, Magic Bunny, and Mr. Rabbit,“
says Jerome Bensimon, Vice President of
Sales. The Satisfyer Vibes Petting Hippo in
Raspberry Pink is a stylish vibrator with 12 exciting vibration programmes, and the inclined,
voluminous tip and a flexible shaft can turn
it into a G-spot vibrator. Women who prefer
the smaller G-Spot vibrators can choose the
Satisfyer Vibes Charming Smile in Pastel Lilac.
Apart from the colour, a Silk-Touch surface
is another highlight to be mentioned. With a
maximum diameter of 4.7 cm and a flexible
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The Satisfyer Vibes
are available for
pre-order now

The product line
currently includes
seven products

shaft of approx. 17 cm insertion length, the Satisfyer
Vibes Master is highly convincing. Its reduced nude
design with its voluminous, stylised glans and slight
curve – perfect for G-spot stimulation – make it look
particularly seductive. As a small homage to the
Spirit of Love, Peace, and Rock´n´Roll of the 70s, the
Satisfyer Vibes Power Flower was created in radiant
Strawberry Red. The narrow, split tips offer a wide
range of vaginal and external stimulation options.
The Satisfyer Vibes Yummy Sunshine presents
itself in a good-humoured Sunny Yellow, boasting
a special ribbed structure. It is also one of the
smaller G-Spot vibrators of the German brand and
also offers the functions mentioned above. Fans of
Rabbit vibrators will certainly love the following toys:
Satisfyer Vibes Magic Rabbit and Satisfyer Vibes
Mr. Rabbit. Apart from the differences in design, you
immediately notice the differences in colour. Customers can choose between a smaller rabbit (17.5 cm)
in Blueberry Smoothie and a larger (22 cm) variant in
Glossy Lychee. The vibrations are experienced with
great intensity, especially through the processed
Silk-Touch silicone, increasing the experience in
many ways through the 12 vibration programmes.
The toys come in new stylish packaging and according to the German brand, this is the first time they
have been co-determined together with the customers. More than 500 customers were surveyed and
the packaging was produced exactly according to
customer requirements. Here too, the chosen colour
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scheme of each toy is reflected, with
an outer packaging design created
especially for the product.
„The sensation during use is absolutely
unique from toy to toy due to the exciting
shapes. The ladies can now choose
between classic vibrator, Rabbit, G-spot
vibrator, and pleasure pearl charmer. We
have once again succeeded in transforming
customer feedback into products and are proud
to be able to meet the colour requirements of our
customers,“ Jerome Bensimon adds.
Satisfyer have always made it a priority to support
their partners, particularly in regards to special marketing materials, and they are once again
offering special sales promotion tools for these new
products. Staying true to themselves, the successful
German brand offers their business customers ‚free
samples‘ as well as various free displays. These
displays of the Satisfyer Vibes are different from
the previous Satisfyer displays not only in how they
look, and they also impress with their many possible
applications. The design of the stand displays has
been completely revised and the displays are also
available in round and flowing shapes to match the
soft shapes of the products. For the first time, there
will be also displays that can be hung up to attract
the attention of customers. To highlight the unusual
toys, colours, and shapes, a separate display will be
available for each toy.
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John Turi (2nd from left) also
celebrated the anniversary as
part of the Sportsheets team at
the last ANME Founders Show

We are still passionate about our mission
„
M a r keting Ma na ger Jo h n Turi über 25 Ja h re Sp o rtsh eets

e x cl u s ive

Getting inspired by a stunt on
a Late Night Show to establish
a company that not only lasts
a quarter of a century on the
market, but also anticipated
and shaped the some of
industry‘s trends, is a great
achievement. Sportsheets
has succeeded in this feat.
Recently, the company from
Huntington Beach in California
celebrated its 25th anniversary. Marketing Manager John
Turi takes a look back and also
presents the latest developments in an EAN interview.
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Sportsheets is approaching its 25th anniversary. When you look back at those years,
which achievement can the company be most
proud of?
John Turi: Originally, creating a company from
a wacky David Letterman stunt that has lasted
25 years. Secondly, creating a company
with integrity and grit. We figured out what
we wanted to be and figured out how to get
there, but integrity and honesty was never up
for debate. Thirdly, our following. We have
steadfast Sportsheets fans and customers
that expect the best from us. Each year, we
give it to them.
What was missing in the market back in 1993
that compelled the founders to bring Sportsheets into being?
John Turi: Freshness, new ideas, a beginner
line of sex toys for those interested in expanding their sexual lives. Looking at BDSM items
if you were a newbie was darned scary back
then. We brought that intro level and expanded from there.

Times were different when Sportsheets started.
Which changes did the company experience
over the course of the years?
John Turi: Struggling to start a business and
survive. Growth. Lean times. Expansion. The
internet. Explosive growth. Milestones reached
and surpassed.
Some things, like the core values of a brand,
mostly stay the same over the years. How
would you describe the philosophy that has
lead Sportsheets through the years?
John Turi: We have always been a partner-oriented company. Keeping Couples Connected,
is our tagline, and it’s been a driving force for
how we market and create new products.
The market for erotic products has changed a
lot. Which trends and developments have had
the biggest impact on the market, and how did
Sportsheets react and also contribute to these
trends?
John Turi: We launched Sex & Mischief before
anyone ever heard of 50 Shades. We did
get swooped up into that tornado of people
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seeking
eeking out
o and
experimenting
g in sexual
sexu
ways, that may have been on their minds,
but we’re now acting upon it. Having a beginner
bondage line helped them begin. We have always
sold quality products, so when the storm died down,
and the people who enjoyed their new sexual discoveries came back for more toys, they came looking
for us. They trusted the brand.
Is there something the company had to learn the
hard way in all these years, something you wouldn‘t
advice anybody to do this way in retrospect?
John Turi: There are many things you learn over
25 years. The biggest that currently stands out is
protect the brand, protect the product, and trademark and patent your creations. We just won a large
trademark battle with Amazon over our trademark,
“Under the Bed Restraint System”. This now gives
us control when going after every company using
our Trademark on the Amazon platform.
The next chapter for Sportsheets becomes most
visible with the new logo. Could you tell us a bit
more, why you chose this design to represent the
company?
John Turi: The font is bold and modern. Stylish
colors were chosen for their gender-neutral balance.
The new brand symbol represents ‘infinite connection’ and ‘self-unity’. When we saw the symbol, the
team all reacted similarly. The colors and design
just felt right. A question we get is, “What is that?”,
regarding the symbol. Our answer. “It’s whatever
you see it as.” It’s like a brand Rorschach.
While Sportsheets started out as a manufacturer
of Soft-BDSM items, today the company offers
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their needs. People love our ssoft-BDSM products,
orgas
but they also want a full orgasmic
scene when
ht in vib
playing, so we brought
vibrators and wands. We
don’t put out product to just fill a production count.
Sportsheets has about 300 active products and
the need to keep expanding and expanding just so
a stockholder can buy a bigger yacht is ridiculous.
Once you have that type of company; a WalMart of
Sex Toys, you’ve lost the passion for the brand. We
are still passionate about our mission.
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Which products are currently your bestsellers?
John Turi: Our flagship brand Sportsheets has always
been our best-selling. It’s the largest and oldest brand
we have. The original Sportsheet is always in the top
ten of our best selling items, as is The Under The Bed
Restraint Kit. How many companies can say that? I
only know about two who can say that after 25 years
their first item is still among their best selling.
What do you think are the defining trends in the market
right now and how will Sportsheets react to these?
John Turi: The times, they are a changing. Consumers are smarter and they demand more information.
“What’s the product made of, where was it made?”
They share their findings socially. If they like what
you’re doing as a company, they will reward you. If
they feel cheated, then you better have a good PR
team. If you start out transparent and don’t bullshit the
people that are buying your items, you can ebb and
flow into all marketing trends. For years we’ve listed
our product ingredients on our packaging. We want
the consumer informed because an educated buyer
will return and look at your brand and say, “Yes.”

0000
0000

“ TH E R E A R E M A N Y

TH I N G S YO U L E A R N O V E R
2 5 Y E A R S . TH E B I G G E S T

TH AT C U R R E N T LY S TA N D S
O U T I S P R OT E C T TH E

B R A N D , P R OT E C T TH E

P R O D U C T, A N D T R A D E 

M A R K A N D PAT E N T YO U R
C R E ATI O N S . “
JOHN TURI

Let‘s look into the crystal ball:
where do you envision Sportsheets standing 25 years from
now?
John Turi: We will be standing
next to other toy makers who
held onto their integrity and fought
Skynet when the robots came to
conquer the planet.
How will Sportsheets celebrate its
anniversary?
John Turi: Did you hear that?
That’s the sound of a thousand
champagne bottles popping.
We had a huge beach party in
our parking lot. We trucked in 54
tons of sand and made our own
beach. Set with tables and beach
umbrellas we partied with over
240 of our closest friends. It was
an epic event, all had fun and left
with a Sportsheets goodie bag.
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KIIROO has grown significantly in the last few years
e x cl u s ive

On the one hand, Kiiroo
have very much stayed in
their wheelhouse with Titan:
It is a high-tech masturbator offering connectivity
with other products and
the option to consume interactive video content. On
the other hand, the latest
product from the Dutch sex
toy innovators boasts several wholly new features. We
interviewed CTO Maurice
Op de Beek to learn more
about this masturbator,
which was developed 100 %
in-house.

M a urice O p de B eek ta lks Kiiro o’s new ma sturba to r: Tita n

„

Titan is the first solo-branded pleasure
device from Kiiroo. What kind of product are
we talking about here, and what‘s the most
important aspect that sets it apart from the
competition?
Maurice Op de Beek: There are a few things
that set it apart from the competition. Firstly, the
vibration aspect of the Titan - it is not something
new, but the fact that Titan is fully interactive
differentiates it from the other strokers on the
market today.
The capacitive touch-sensors on the outside
can be used to control the speed and position
of the vibrations. The same touch-sensors can
be used to control a partner device, in the same
room or anywhere on the planet. Titan’s vibration positions can be controlled by erotic content
or a partnered device, too.
What sets Titan apart from other KIIROO devices
is that it is a stroker and does not automatically
stroke or massage like the Launch or the Onyx2.
Kiiroo is known for cutting edge technology.
What does Titan have to offer in this regard?
Maurice: With Titan, we wanted to give tech
enthusiasts with a smaller budget the option to
use interactive products with content or with
their significant others.
Titan has 9 vibrating bullets hidden within the
sleeve and on the exterior, and 3 touch-sensitive
pads that your fingers rest on perfectly when
you use it. With these touch-sensitive pads,
users can control which of the bullets are used,
and how fast they go. These same touchpads
can be used to control partnered devices and
control the vibration intensities or the stroke
lengths of other devices.
The main thing that sets Titan apart from other
KIIROO products – apart from the vibrations
– is the fact that the user controls the strokes
themselves. Titan does not automatically stroke
or massage like other KIIROO masturbators do.
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This gives users the option to stroke at their own
desired pace.
Titan can be synced with interactive videos.
Where can the user get such content?
Maurice: We have a variety of content partners
offering find interactive content. FeelMe.com
and FeelPornStars.com have the biggest selection, with a variety of different genres. The Titan
by KIIROO Experience Box that will distribute
for 79 (retails at 154.00) includes a voucher for
1,500 coins worth of interactive porn available
on FeelPornStars.com.
If you go to FeelMe.com/channels you can see
all of the compatible sites, and sites that will
be interactive in the near future have “Coming
Soon” written on their channels.
Titan is also available in a variant called “Feel
PornStars Experience”. What does the user get
when choosing this bundle?
Maurice: The Titan by KIIROO Experience Box
that distributes for 79 (retail 154.00), includes
a voucher for 1,500 coins to buy interactive
porn on FeelPornStars.com.
The Box also features all KIIROO Experience
Girls: Asa Akira, Bobbi Eden, Jessica drake,
Lisa Ann, Tanya Tate, and Romi Rain.
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zing, it needs to be both flexible and still follow the
contours of the penis.
We believe that with the Titan, we have found a
solution to this. We can say this because the base
of the device is tight, but stretches to accommodate a variety of sizes, so if you are small, you will
feel something and if you are large, you will not feel
uncomfortable.
What was the biggest technological challenge Kiiroo
had to overcome when developing Titan?
Maurice: Keeping the vibration motors close to
the contours of the penis. If you open up the Titan, you will see that there are three rows of three
motors coming down from the top of the device,
which are held in place by a sleeve. The sleeve is
thin where the motors are, and close to the penis
for maximum feeling.
“Designed to boost your Stamina and maximise
your endurance in the bedroom” is one of the
slogans you use on your website to describe the
product.

The Titan can also be used for live interaction
between two devices. Does this only work with two
Titan devices, or could other Kiiroo products be
used as well?
Maurice: This works with all KIIROO devices, and
all KIIROO-compatible devices; We-Vibe, OhMiBod,
The Cowgirl, just to name a few. You can also use
the FeelConnect app’s “Device Control” function to
control the vibrations.
While toys for women and couples have been using
interactivity and technology for quite some time, toys
for men seem to lack behind in this regard (apart
from some notable exceptions). What makes it so
hard to create sex tech products for men?
Maurice: Male sex toys are harder to create firstly
because of the stigma that surrounds men using
sex toys. Also, we don‘t get as much feedback for
improvements as we’d hope from male users. Secondly, building a male sex toy is much, much more
complex, mainly due to the fact that you need to
build something that fits around the male anatomy.
Size differs, but you still need it to follow the general
shape that different men may have.
If you want to have advanced technology surrounding the penis, e.g. vibration, pressure or squee-
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Why did you choose this approach to marketing Titan instead of focusing on pleasure?
Maurice: We had many testers for the product,
and a lot of the feedback we received surrounded the fact that the vibrations were very pleasurable, so much so that if you didn‘t use your
hand to stroke Titan up and down, you could
still feel the movement through the vibrations.
Our testers also loved the fact that the content
controls the vibrations which made their online
experiences more enjoyable.
When you train for stamina and endurance, you
need to do fast-paced high intensity work, and
by using Titan, especially in combination with
content, we believe you can do this.
The rings / ribs on the inside of Titan’s sleeve
give you the feeling of “pushing through”, and
combined with the vibrations and manual strokes, you can achieve anything you want to.
Why did you choose to release Titan as a solo
branded product, instead of going for a collaboration, as you did with your previous releases?

Maurice: KIIROO has grown significantly in the
last few years, and now that we are becoming
a more established brand, with more manpower, innovative thinkers, and resources, we are
able to stand on our own two feet and show
what we are truly capable of.
Are you working with distributors for Titan?
Where can retailers turn to if they want to sell
Titan in their stores?
Maurice: For now, anyone who is interested
in Titan can contact KIIROO’s Sales Director,
Frank Kok, for orders. Titan will be available at
the end of September for B2B.
What are Kiiroo‘s plans for the newly established Titan brand? Will there be more products
with this name in the future?
Maurice: In the future, we will be looking to
produce more products with our own brand
name. Titan is the first of many, but the name
of each product will symbolise the product’s
look, feel, and features rather than continuing
with the Titan name. We will have more [insert
product name] by KIIROO product names.
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Quality over quantity, that’s the idea!
e r o Fa me , round nine

e x c l u s iv e

With eroFame taking place on October 3 to
5, there is a palpable sense of anticipation
in the industry, illustrating the level of relevance the trade convention in Hanover has
achieved. The companies that will exhibit
at the show are busy preparing, and the
same obviously goes for the organisers of
eroFame. To learn more about the plans
for the upcoming event, we asked Wieland
Hofmeister, head of Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH, for an interview.

„

Wieland Hofmeister,
Managing Director of
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH, together with his
daughter Sharon and stepdaughter
Sophie at the eroFame Oktoberfest
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Just a few short weeks, and eroFame will
open its gates in Hanover? Are preparations
going as planned?
Wieland Hofmeister: We always spend the
final weeks before the show in countdown
mode, working in high gear to accommodate
the wishes of our exhibitors and applying final
touches on the organisational side. A s always,
all participants of eroFame can count on free
food, drink, and entertainment. A lso, there’s
the topic of hotel accommodation for many
of the participants, and of course, we always
need to be available to answer q uestions.
So, that req uires a lot of planning and focus.
A part from that, we stick with the motto ‚ never
change a winning team.‘ Setting the stage for
the ninth eroFame, we can draw from a wealth
of experience that has grown throughout the
years. What’s more, our long-time exhibitors
have continuously optimised their own preparatory work, so that obviously makes planning
the event much easier for us.
In the unlikely event that some of our readers
have never heard of eroFame, what makes
this b2b event special? Why is it a trade show
nobody in the industry should miss?
Wieland Hofmeister: I have the feeling that
everybody who wants to be a relevant part
of this industry has heard of eroFame, and
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chances are they plan to attend the show – which
they should. This is where the who is who of our
industry meet, this is where the biggest intimate
products – the biggest upcoming top-sellers – are
presented to the trade in a great, exciting atmosphere. I invite everybody to attend the show and not just
experience, but also help shape a world-class event
for our industry. You are more than welcome to visit
eroFame!
Going by the advance registrations and hotel
reservations, we can gauge who will be at eroFame
2018, and this year is not really going to be that
different from previous years, meaning we will once
again have the privilege of welcoming lots of relevant
trade members, which obviously makes us very
happy. And, more importantly, it is also great for our
exhibitors. However, we all need to understand that
there is an undeniable downswing in the brick and
mortar trade, which means that we can’t expect
new visitor records every year. Quality over quantity,
that’s the idea!
The adult industry is a growing fast. Is this also
reflected in the number of exhibitors at eroFame
2018?
Wieland Hofmeister: We expect to see roughly 200
labels again, similar to last year, and roughly ten per
cent will be new exhibitors. There are many exhibitors who attend the show on a regular basis, which
makes us very proud. eroFame has established
itself as a leading b2b event for our industry, and we
operate on a global basis, meaning we also get to
welcome visitors from all over the world. The biggest
changes on the exhibitors list happen among the
smaller companies, with some deciding to skip
a year or maybe not being active market players
anymore, and other new companies deciding to join
the fun and filling the gaps.
Personally, I feel that we have pretty much reached
the maximum number of participants for eroFame
– independent of how much potential there is to be
mined in this industry on a global level. And there is
a lot, seeing how society is becoming more accepting of erotic lifestyle products. As the the globalisation of our industry continues, we also see producing
companies adopting more global strategies, and
that can be a two-edged sword. I don’t think I am
giving away any secrets when I point out production
facilities in East Asia. A number of companies from
these markets have launched self-distributed pro-
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ducts onto the European market, taking advantage
of the lower wages in their native countries that allow them to sell their products at much lower prices,
thus disrupting the pricing structures that have
developed organically across western industrialised
nations. Our industry is just one of many that is affected by this, and from an economic standpoint, it
is a very dangerous development. After all, the cost
level in Europe and Northern America is very different from the cost of living in the aforementioned
Asian countries. In light of this situation, everybody
– trade members, trade press, trade shows, and
also consumers – need to act responsibly and do
their part to protect the market structures. eroFame
is predominantly a European
affair, and we do take these
developments into account,
also when it comes to admitting
W H O WA N T S companies to the show.

T O B E A R E L E VA N T P A R T

Apart from the tried and true
b2b show, there will also be a
consumer event this year, titled
H E A R D O F E R O F A M E , A N D ‚eroFame goes public.‘ Would
you mind telling us more about
C H A N C E S A R E T H E Y P L A N this concept?
Wieland Hofmeister: It is an
T O AT T E N D T H E S H O W 
idea we had been entertaining
with for a while. Having a b2c
WHICH THE Y SHOULD. “
event to complement the b2b
WIELAND HOFMEISTER
trade convention is a logical
step if you think about it, especially if you take into consideration that we don’t have an event
like that in the European market right now. And by
like that I mean an event that focuses on stylish
products, predominantly for a female audience and
open-minded couples.
infa has been a consumer show since 1954, and it
has grown to become the biggest event of its kind in
Germany. It is a huge event and particularly popular
among female consumers. Taking place across
roughly 100,000 square metres and over the course
of ten days, infa draws in 180,000 to 200,000
visitors every year. Also, the show takes place over
two weekends, which is another advantage. This
year, infa opens its gates one week after the b2b
eroFame, i.e. in mid-October. A perfect date to close
deals for the upcoming holiday season. For brands
and producers, this is about as close as you can get

OF THIS INDUSTRY HA S
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to audiences of all ages as infa appeals to younger
people j ust as much as it does older people. I n
short, it is the perfect stage for us to present our
industry at a big j oint stand.
So, there will be a joint stand for various exhibitors
from the adult industry at this b2c event? Can any
interested exhibitor present their products at this
stand?

Wieland Hofmeister: P resenting the topic of erotic
lifestyle at a j oint space in a fashion that is more
or less homogeneous – that felt like a great idea.
H aving a patchwork rug of different concepts,
or having the stands spread across the entire
fairgrounds would not achieve the effect that we
are going for. The in-house name we have for the
j oint stand is our litte “ erotic village” . Of course,
this working title is not meant for the outside
world, but I think it gives you a good idea of what
we want to achieve with this concept. We want to
create a focal point for interested visitors where
they get to experience the diversity and benefits of
an open-minded sex life. A nd the consumers can
purchase the products right at the order station that will also be part of the j oint stand. Every
company that has lifestyle products in their range
should definitely consider taking part in this show
to create brand recognition beyond the borders of
the adult market.
How long do latecomers have to book a place at this
joint stand for infa?
Wieland Hofmeister: Well, getting a stand later
than mid-September might be difficult …
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There seemed to be a discussion about whether or
not Hanover should remain the location of eroFame.
Have there been any developments in that regard?
Wieland Hofmeister: When the erofame advisory
board met last time, we had lots of positive feedback from last year’s eroFame. H aving conducted a
large-scale survey, we found that the vast maj ority
of exhibitors wanted the show to remain in H anover.
eroFame 201 8 also received top marks as far as the
organisation and the management of the event were
concerned. For many exhibitors, this was actually
their most successful eroFame ever. Those are all
good arguments for keeping the show in H anover.
So, to get back to your q uestions: A s organisers, we
see no reason to move eroFame to another city at
this moment.
If you work hard, you should also be able to let your
hair down. Can the participants look forward to
another edition of the Oktoberfest party on eroFame
Thursday?
Wieland Hofmeister: We want to and we have to
live up to the positive image of eroFame, now and
in the future, so we have optimised and expanded
several elements to add more entertainment value
during the trade show. There will be a new ‚ Speaker´ s Corner‘ including a show stage where exhibitors can discuss the issues that move the industry
or have product presentations or stage fashion
shows. A detailed schedule of all planned activities
on the stage – and also at the individual stands – will
be handed out to all visitors at the entrance. A nd of
course, we also want to improve the evening event
on eroFame Thursday – i.e. the party that has gone
down in the annals of the show as the eroFame
Oktoberfest. A part from being serious business
people, we all love to let our hair down, as you put
it. I f you work hard all day, you deserve to get some
q uality entertainment in the evening. We will raise
the bar with this next Oktoberfest. I t will be more
spectacular than ever, you have my word on that …
Finally, let’s venture a glimpse into the future. How
will you celebrate a decade of eroFame next year?
Wieland Hofmeister: eroFame will be even more
lively, even more colourful, but without losing sight
of our established principles. We hope that the
industry members appreciate that and continue to
reinforce this show’s status an inherent part of the
adult industry.
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We want to oﬀer top quality

products for any need and any phase of life
e x c l u s iv e

Safety and easy of use
are arguably the two most
important criteria of any
condom. The ceylor brand
goes to greater lengths than
most other producers to
make sure their products
tick these boxes. The handy
“Dösli” the condoms come in
is just example of this. Martina
Langes has been working for
the Swiss-based company as
Marketing Manager for seven
years, and in our EAN interview, she explains why ceylor
is “Switzerland’s trusted brand
no. 1” and which other products the company has added
to their range throughout the
years.
Martina Langes has
been ceylor’s Marketing manager for
seven years

M a r t in a La nges, Ma rketing Ma na ger o f ceylo r, ta lks a bo ut th e Swiss con d om b r an d

„

The market for condoms and sexual health is incredibly crowded. How does ceylor
manage to stick out from the crowd?
Martina Langes: ceylor stands for a
responsible, sensual, varied love life. That’s
why our brand has been Switzerlands trusted brand no. 1 for more than 100 years!
Currently, there are 10 ceylor condom
variants that come in our exclusive condom
“Dösli” (cup). Each individual condom is
well-protected within and placed in such a
way that you can unroll it right away. So, no
tearing, no squishing, no struggling with the
packaging, no turning the condom this way
and that. Additionally, all condoms bear the
“OK” seal of quality as ceylor meets even
the strictest quality standards for condoms,
going far beyond the legal default standards!
The ceylor condom brand has been
around for more than a century, making it one of the oldest brands in this
market. Would you mind listing the
biggest milestones in the company’s
history?
Martina Langes: In 1916, Swiss
rubber goods producer Lamprecht
was asked by the Swiss government
to produce condoms for the Swiss
army in order to reduce the number
of extramarital post-war children.
In 1929, Lamprecht launched Colombo, Neverrip, and Ceylon – the
fi rst brand condoms for consumers. And in 1950, these three
brands gave birth to the modern
ceylor brand.

is the history of the brand to your consumers?
Martina Langes: Since 1916, the ceylor
brand has been offering tried and true
high-quality products, effective and safe,
making for ultimate convenience. In short,
products you can trust because they meet
the highest quality standards. But in spite
of this level of quality, we still offer a very
favourable price-quality ratio.
ceylor was and is a subtle, discreet, and
ever reliable companion for our consumers,
and they appreciate it. That’s also why
ceylor condoms are the market leader in
Switzerland.
Apart from condoms, the ceylor brand also
offers other sensual products, ranging from
lubricants to toys. What can you tell us
about your current product range?

For perfect protection,
ceylor condoms come
in the condom Dösli

A Swiss brand with a long
tradition – that automatically
creates trust. How important
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The corporate history of ceylor goes
back more than a
hundred years

Martina Langes: We want to offer top quality
products for any need and any phase of life. To
us, ceylor is a holistic love life brand that has
seductive, reliable products you can use before,
during, and after love play. So, what began as a
pure condom brand has grown into a brand for
condoms, lubricants, intimate care products,
massage candles, and sex toys over the course of
the past year.
Who should retailers turn to if they want to sell
ceylor in their stores? Which distributors carry
your products?
Martina Langes: Interested parties can get in
touch via our website, www.ceylor.com, or directly
via mail (sales@lamprechtag.com). Our distributor
for the German market is Adloran, with whom we
will be sharing a stand at eroFame - Stand 126.
Which trends will shape the future of the adult
market?

„ S I N C E 1 9 1 6 , TH E C E Y 
LO R B R A N D H A S B E E N
OFFERING TRIED AND

TRUE HIGHQUALITY PRO

Martina Langes: The market
has grown quite a bit over
the course of the past years,
especially the toys segment,
and there is a degree of saturation. Looking ahead, I feel
that we will see a lot of growth
in the category of sex robots..

D U C T S , E F F E C TI V E A N D

What can you tell us about
your plans for the future of
S A F E , M A K I N G FO R U LTI 
ceylor? Where do you want the
brand to be in a few years?
M AT E C O N V E N I E N C E . “
Martina Langes: Our vision is
to be a leading supplier of seMARTINA LANGES
xual wellbeing products, maintaining our market leadership
in Switzerland and establishing
a strong position in a number
of selected export markets. Everybody loves ceylor. Everybody loves with ceylor.

Apart from condoms, ceylor has
also added other
sexual wellbeing
products to their
range
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Every woman should own a vibrator
A u tho r Pa ula La mbert develo p ed a n ex clusive to y line in co lla bo ra tio n wit h AMOR EL IE

e x c l u s iv e

Paula Lambert is one of Germany’s best-known sex and relationship experts. Not only
has she written several books, but she has also had a number of appearances on TV
shows, and she is a successful columnist, TV host and sex coach. Now, the multi-talented sexpert has joined forces with online platform AMORELIE to put together a
special collection of sex toys. In our EAN interview, Paula tells us what makes a
good sex toy and why she feels that pink vibrators make the perfect gift.

Product quality is
a top priority for
Paula Lambert

„

You have launched a toy collection with AMORELIE. What
was the motivation to create
your own toy line?
Paula Lambert:
I wanted something
special, with a
distinct look,
something
made for modern women.
In short, a
lifestyle toy
that combines
style and functionality. There
are way too
many sex toys
that disappoint,
either in terms
of quality or with
respect to their
design. I think
our collection
has turned out
great – which
is largely due

to AMORELIE’s design team and their product
designer, Tom Mudra. That man is a genius if
you ask me.
What were the main goals during the development phase?
Paula Lambert: First and foremost, quality.
I want women to feel and know that they get
premium quality at fair prices when they buy
toys from the Paula Lambert collection. You
just have to pick up and feel the toys and you
know that they don’t disappoint. The silicone,
the craftsmanship, it is all top-notch, among
the very best you will find on the German
market.
What was the source of your inspiration?
Paula Lambert: Well, when it comes to
shapes and designs, the first collection is not
really reinventing the wheel. Rabbit vibrators
and finger vibrators have been around for a
long time, so obviously, you stick with the
general design template. However, we added
a modern twist to give them an identity of their
own. I really didn’t want to have a collection
full of fake penises – I wanted something that
makes you want to have sex, something that
lives up to the highest aesthetic standards.
How are your products different from other
toys?
Paula Lambert: Oh, they are definitely much
cooler, and they have the Paula Lambert seal
of approval!
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Which features do you consider vital for sex toys?
Which toys would you recommend to beginners?
Paula Lambert: Vibration is vital. Every woman
should own a vibrator! “Twiggy” is the perfect toy
for beginners: It’s not too big, but it is powerful.
“Kate” also has a lot going for it. Or “Jackie” – that’s
another great product, ideal for women who are still
a bit afraid of big vibrators.

Paula Lambert considers
“Twiggy“ the perfect
product for beginners

“ I R E A L LY D I D N ’ T WA N T
TO H AV E A C O L L E C TI O N
F U L L O F FA K E P E N I S E S

 I WA N T E D S O M E TH I N G
TH AT M A K E S YO U WA N T

TO H AV E S E X , S O M E TH I N G
TH AT L I V E S U P T O TH E
H I G H E S T A E S TH E TI C
S TA N D A R D S . “
PA U L A L A M B E R T

“Jackie“ is the ideal
choice for women who
prefer smaller toys

P
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!
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Which of the toys in
your collection is your
favourite, and why?
Paula Lambert: To be
perfectly honest, I can’t
pick a favourite. They
are all great products,
each one looks beautiful, each one boasts
an ergonomic shape,
and they are all great
for clitoral stimulation as
well. The only qualifier
I can provide is that I
have given away several
toys as gifts, and I generally seem to go for
the pink ones. But then
again, maybe that’s just
because these toys go
together so well with
the wrapping paper.

What is the big trend in the sex toy market right
now? Which products are the most popular, the
most talked-about, the most pleasing?
Paula Lambert: Using a toy should never be too
complicated, but at the same time, it must never
be boring. The ultimate purpose of any sex toy is to
satisfy, literally. What I am trying to do is help people
see that using toys is normal. Doing something for
your own pleasure, doing something that tells you
more about your body – how could anything be
more natural than that? It is all about improving your
relationship with your own body. AMORELIE pursue
the same goal so that really made them the perfect
collaborators for this project.
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From the 3rd to the 5th of October, you can once again find SCALA at the eroFame
in Hannover, Germany! As one of the founding member, this is one trade show we
don’t want to miss and this year’s attendance will be even more special than
previous editions: as we are presenting our booth side-by-side with our
new exclusive partner CalExotics.
We hope you’ll stop-by to see a curated selection of our newest arrivals,
be informed about profitable possibilities and meet our new Account Managers.
We hope to see you there!

VISIT US AT
BOOTH #94

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM
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Our philosophy is to continue to empower men

to enjoy their bodies both, alone and with others
M i k e Ry a n outlines Titus‘ p a th to success

e x c l u s iv e

Titus has recently made its way across the Atlantic, which marks another milestone in the
nine-year history of the brand, which is being distributed exclusively via Stark Distribution. Mike Ryan, Wholesale Manager of Stark Distribution takes us back to the origins of
the brand, and we learn about the Titus philosophy and the reasons for the brand’s international success. Moreover, Mike tells us what awaits the visitors of this year’s eroFame
at the Titus stand, and there’s a lot to look forward to.

„

What inspired you
to develop your own
brand and launch
Titus nine years ago?
Mike Ryan: Titus
was developed with
men in mind. The
tagline we originally
used was ‘made for
men’ because we
developed specialist
products with men’s
pleasure and sexual
interest in mind. Nine
years later, we have a
loyal customer base
that come to retailers
asking for us especially. I am very proud of
that.

Mike Ryan, Wholesale
Manager at Stark
Distribution

What does Titus stand
for? What sets this
product line apart
from the competition?
What is the philosophy at the core of the
brand?
Mike: When I took
over at Titus, I
focused on what our
customers wanted
and how we can
continue to give them
what they wanted. We
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try not to be contrived and just deliver exactly
what people want from us. Our products are
high end, so we work incredibly hard with experts to assure that the quality is there. Ideally,
one of our products will last our customers a
long time.
Our philosophy is to continue to empower
men to enjoy their bodies both, alone and with
others. We make sure that this happens by
putting our own hard work and knowledge
into product development, assuring the end
product is perfect.
What types of products can be found in the
Titus line?
Mike: We are best known for our core lines
of surgical steel and calf leather. These lines
include cock rings, anal balls, weighted ball
stretchers, chastity devices, medical play and
urethral toys. Our leather cock-straps are staples for retailers; ranging from cock and ball
rings, right-through-to jockstraps and leather
fashion, harnesses and restraints.
We then introduced the Titus Silicone Series
and Titus Casics lines; which cover dildos,
butt plugs. puppy play, prostate massage
and cock play. These lines cover customers
from introductory to expert level. We are very
proud of the fact that we cater to all levels of
experience.
What can you tell us about the pricing of these
products?
Mike: Titus products are of luxurious quality;
but due to the fact that we manufacture the
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items ourselves we are able to offer retailers a
higher margin. The Titus range has been made with
affordability in mind, whilst not compromising on
quality or functionality.
Is there such a thing as the ‚typical‘ Titus customer?
Who are you catering to with this brand?
Mike: I hope not! I love the idea of Titus catering to
all types of people. It doesn’t matter what your level
of experience is, or your reason for sex-shopping –
there will be a product in the Titus range to satisfy
you.
Nine years is a long time – how has the brand
developed throughout this period in terms of brand
message and brand philosophy, and how have the
products changed?
Mike: We went from a basic line of steel and leather
and branched out to eventually creating our own
lines of silicone, latex and eventually bondagewear
and expert sex toys.
I pay close attention to social media to see what
people are wanting, what people are curious about
and what I can do make sure that the Titus range
caters to them. I would say that this is at the core
of our current philosophy – paying attention to what
people want.
In which countries is Titus available right now?
Mike: We are global. You can find Titus in retailers
all over the world, from Stark Distribution. We can
be found from London to Melbourne.
What is the secret of this success?
Mike: Listening. At the end of the day, Titus need to
make the end user happy and satisfied. The market
isn’t easy right now, but we succeed as we offer an
expert product range at a great price.
Are there plans to further expand your international
network? Are there untapped markets where you
see potential for the brand?
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Mike: We just got Titus product into America. There
is no place that we don’t want to go. If you don’t see
Titus in your store, get in contact.
Are you doing business exclusively with retailers or
do you also work with distributors and wholesalers?
Mike: All of the Titus range is distributed exclusively
through Stark (Distribution).
Which criteria do you go by when choosing your
business partners?
Mike: Someone that can
uphold the brand name and
help us to keep delivering great
“ THE MARKE T ISN’ T E ASY
products with great service.
Ultimately, we want the end
RIGHT NOW, BUT W E
customer to be happy with their
and get-to-know the
SUCC E E D AS W E OFFE R AN purchase
Titus name.

E XPE RT PRODUC T RANGE

How do you support your retail
and/or distribution partners?
Are there POS materials,
product training sessions, and
the like?
Mike: All materials and information of any nature are always available for any of
our customers. We are always reinventing our POS
designs to suit the current climate.

AT A GRE AT PRIC E .“
M I K E RYA N

What are your plans for the upcoming eroFame
show?
Mike: We are very excited to introduce the industry
to our new sex toy arrivals, a fetish-inspired fashion
line as well as a new lubricant which we’ve been
really excited about. It’s always exciting to meet new
customers, as well as catching up with our current
ones. We enjoy eroFame every year. We will be at
stand 35, so come and visit us.
What expectations does your company have regarding eroFame 2018?

I N T E R V I E W

Mike: We’d like to show off new lines to our current
customers, as well as meeting new customers and
introducing them to the brand. We are particularly
excited about the Titus range for 2018/2019.
Which trends do you think will be defining the show
this year?
Mike: I think the market has been massively inspired
by fetish and sex subculture over the past few years,
but the last year especially. I expect to see more
kink-inspired product, puppy lines and much more
fetish beginners’ kits.
And what are your plans for TITUS beyond eroFame?
Mike: We will continue to deliver strong and
exciting products to our loyal customers. We
listen and that will be evident in our products,
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“ W E W E LC OME ANY THING
W HIC H E NC OURAGE S

as always. We’re excited to
develop new products and see
more retailers stocking Titus
product.

PE OPL E TO E XPLORE

How would you describe the
current situation in the sex toy
market? Are you worried that
THE IR SE XUAL ITY.“
the market may be swamped
with fetish products?
M I K E RYA N
Mike: That doesn’t worry us.
We welcome anything which
encourages people to explore
their sexuality. It’s nice to have a variety of product
available, to suit different people with different
needs. We continue to be confident that people will
enjoy Titus product.
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It was not much of a

year in terms of innovation
M a r cin Frö h lich a na lyses th e current develo p ments in th e ma rket

e x cl u s ive

„

Marcin, looking back at the products and
developments of 2018 so far, has it been a
good year for the adult market? What is your
verdict?
Marcin Fröhlich: It all depends on which
products and new trends you are talking about.
Generally speaking, I think that in 2018, the
ideas were copied from the previous one or
two years; it was not much of a year in terms
of innovation. It was more about improving
tried and tested products than having groundbreaking inventions. Nothing extraordinary
emerged. It is a pity because as far as I can remember, nearly every manufacturer announced
changes, novelties, groundbreaking products,
and surprising innovations at eroFame in 2017.
I can only deduce that the industry is stagnating.

It’s still three months until
the end of the year, but EAN
is already starting to get
opinions and assessments
regarding the development
of the market in 2018. First
to face our questions was
Marcin Fröhlich, who is the
owner and Managing Director
of Polish distribution company
PLAYROOM.

Let’s talk about trends. More and more products give wide berth to traditional vibration
technology, sex tech is still waiting for that big
breakthrough moment, the male toy segment
keeps growing at a rapid pace, there are still
too many same products ... Is that what it all
boils down to?
Marcin Fröhlich: There is no doubt that producers can cater to men’s needs too, and for
this reason, so many of them have expanded
their range of products intended for this group.
It seems however, that this segment is awaiting
a groundbreaking technology which, similar to
touch-free stimulators, shocked the female-oriented market. Relying on tested products
contributes to a stable growth but we need
to remember that it is innovations that drive
sales. When introducing products from other
groups, producers make use of the power of
their brands and consumers’ loyalty, but they
do not create new needs. Every producer
wishes to take the biggest market share in the
adult market. To illustrate, a consumer who
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wants to buy a cock ring will surely choose the
branded item he likes and trusts. But is it going
to increase sales?
In an EAN interview last year, we spoke about
the erosion of the traditional supply chain. And
looking around in the market, there are still lots
of distributors that market their own brands/
products, producers that sell directly to the
consumers, and retailers that make forays into
distribution to secure better margins, etc. So,
has anything changed at all?
Marcin Fröhlich: Every company (be it a producer or distributor) prioritises profits and aims
to make them as high as possible. It is not surprising that producers try to reach consumers
with their products directly, skipping traditional
distribution channels. New technologies - and
above all, the internet – have provided them
with such opportunities. Nevertheless, I think
only the biggest players on the market can afford to take such steps. It is already happening,
and we need to get used to it.
Yet I am worried that producers tend to compete with other market participants in selling
their products. Reducing prices for retail sales
by producers or limiting sale channels is too
much and will surely have a negative effect on
business relations.
On the other hand, we also see more and
more exclusive distribution deals. Just recently,
SCALA entered into an exclusive agreement
with CalExotics. Could this be the way the
market is going? Do people want more control
instead of a free-for-all?
Marcin Fröhlich: In this particular case, the
decision does not surprise me at all. Producers
with such a vast offer benefit from accessing
the local European market through one large
distributor, in this case SCALA. I image there
are few domestic distributors who invest in a
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company’s full range of products, especially if we are
talking about such a large producer.
For producers with such a wide portfolio, it is definitely a good solution to have one exclusive main
distributor and many sub-distributors. Yet, whether it
is successful or not is dependent upon the retail price
for consumers.
If the exclusive distributor can sell products at a
good price to sub-distributors – this model may be
effective.
But what is good for large players may turn out to be
dangerous for smaller brands. Working with only one
exclusive distributor may limit your access to markets
and lead to an uncontrolled increase of retail prices,
which arises from adding another element to the
chain (sub-distributors).
In my opinion, the best idea is to establish exclusive
distributors for specific markets.

Can
this type of
distribution accentuate or maybe even
strengthen the position of
distributors and wholesalers
in the market, seeing how
their role has been weakened
by the erosion of the traditional supply chain?
Marcin Fröhlich: I would not say distributors are doomed to failure. As we all know, the market hates emptiness. The fact that several producers
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decided to skip local distributors does not mean they
are going to terminate their business. At present,
there are so many products at the high technical
level, offering quality comparable to business leaders.
If a producer resigns from local distribution, they will
be replaced by others who wish to use the channels
and knowledge of the local distributor.
Of course, in order to have a comprehensive
discussion about distribution, we also need to
mention Amazon. Some are making more sales than
ever thanks to Amazon, others consider the online
shopping behemoth to be a giant danger to the adult
market. What is your opinion?
Marcin Fröhlich: Of course, we cannot neglect the
role of Amazon in the global e-commerce market. I
often say that there is no point in focusing on things
we cannot influence, but it is advisable to have a
close look at those we can control. Even if Amazon
is not present in all markets, it will surely be at some
point in the future. We have to acknowledge this and
prepare for such a reality.
I don’t think Amazon has devastated the adult
market. Consumers find the relations with sellers
more and more important. They expect the seller
to give them advice and approach them on a case-by-case basis – Amazon cannot assure that.
I am truly satisfied to see that customers return
to retail stores where they get professional
advice and they also have the product
at hand – there is no need to wait for
delivery.
So, there is Amazon, the supply chain is coming
apart, the market is swamped with products, competition is getting fiercer, often
leading to price wars ... In your opinion,
what is the biggest problem the adult
market is faced with?
Marcin Fröhlich: As you said, there are many
factors which make the adult business a difficult
marketplace. I feel the problem is primarily restrictions related to the marketing of erotic products
in new media. Facebook’s or Youtube’s policy is very
strict and they show no sign of changing that anytime
soon.
Another essential thing is the inflow of low-quality
products. Consumers may feel lost and confused.
Producers devote too little attention to education and
advertisement in mass media.
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Let’s talk about some recent developments: In
June, we learned that Womanizer and We-Vibe
have become one. Could this merger create
a dominant force that throws the market off
balance?
Marcin Fröhlich: The merger of these big large
players was surely a big surprise to us all. Both
companies adopted different policies towards
distributors and we still do not know details
concerning the new united WOW Tech Group.
For sure, this is the market leader now, with
very innovative products in its portfolio.
Many believe that this merger will take the
industry to a new level in terms of innovation,
professionalisation, and market appeal – also
regarding the potential of adult products in the
mainstream. Is that forced euphoria or is there
truth to these statements?
Marcin Fröhlich: There is no doubt that WOW
will present new innovative products. The
current marketing strategies and scientific research of both these companies prove they are
very professional. As I have already mentioned,
both companies adopted different policies towards market players and we do not know the
principles of the new group. I am convinced
that we will see synergies and a reinforcement
of the best qualities of both enterprises.
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In other news, Lovehoney got an investor on
board not too long ago. Will that remain a rarity,
or are investors becoming more interested in the
adult market? If so, is it that attracts them? The
current growth or the potential for the future?
Marcin Fröhlich: Lovehoney is an amazing
company with great potential. Having an investor on board is a considerable achievement. And
in fact indispensable for further growth. The big
success of Lovehoney attracts investors who
see the potential in their company and business,
which is growing year by year. I think it is just
the beginning and large investors will keep on
focusing on adult industry.
Our industry is not that big, and as a result, there is an almost familial atmosphere to it. Are you
afraid that an influx of investments from outside
might change that?
Marcin Fröhlich: Indeed, people in our business live almost like a family. We have known
one another for many years and we know how
to talk. Virtually all companies we cooperate
with are known for their high corporate culture
and total professionalism, so I don’t think any
negative changes are to be expected. What I
am worried about is the fact that people from
the outside may not understand the nuances of
selling adult products and the intricacies of
selling erotic items in particular countries.
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Strap-on-me‘s aim is to satisfy the

most secret desires of ALL couples…
Ch r i sto p h e Wa lme p resents th e new stra p -o n line f ro m Lo vely Pla net

e x c l u s iv e

„

Strap-ons are becoming
more popular, so it’s no
surprise that we are seeing
more and more of them on
the market. Unfortunately,
many of these products can’t
really cut it when it comes to
quality, as Christophe Walme
tells us in our EAN interview.
To offer the consumers more
quality options, Lovely Planet
have spent close to two years
developing strap-on-me, a
line of high-quality products
that combine sophistication
and an eye for detail.

How did you come up with the idea of
creating a new line of strap-on products and
dildos?
Christophe Walme: With so many options of
strap-on dildo products on the market, I still
find that not many of them are actually worth
the price you’d pay. Our aim is simple: to
create good quality strap-on sex toys offering
the best ergonomics and design you can
find.

What other unique selling points does
strap-on-me have? For instance, what
material are the products made from?
Christophe Walme: Strap-on-me products
are made of high quality silicone, the
bendable dildo and cum dildo are hand-poured with liquid silicone under low temperature. The ‚bendable‘ technology makes the
products adjustable while they also stay in
position.

How long did it take to develop the product
line? What were the biggest challenges you
had to overcome?
Christophe Walme: Overall, it took nearly
two years to develop this product line. The
biggest challenge was to combine the
aesthetics and ergonomics in each of the
products of strap-on-me. We
spent a lot of time with our
engineers, designers, and our
manufactory for ergonomics
research, testing to find the most
adaptable solution

How many different products does the line
include? And what kind of products are
these?
Christophe Walme: Strap-on-me will launch
with three main products. BENDABLE
STRAP-ON is a strapless dildo made from
100% silicone. It is bendable so that the
consumers can adjust the neck part to the
position they are most comfortable with.
BENDABLE STRAP-ON has 3 colours and 4
sizes to satisfy all desires. BENDABLE DILDO
is different from other silicone dildos on the
market, as BENDABLE DILDOs from
strap-on-me are made from dual density
liquid silicone, with an ultra-soft and smooth
outer layer that offers a life-like feel, a rigid
silicone layer in the middle that comes with a
support; the flexible inner core makes it
adjustable while still staying in position. It’s
available in 5 colours and 4 sizes for each
color. CUM DILDO is strap-on-me’s cum
dildo, hand-poured from liquid silicone; you
can fill it with the liquid you want with the
black syringe that has a big volume of 30ml.
Most importantly, there are three exits on the
bottom base – to adapt to a left-hand or right
hand user. The tube of 82cm offers the
possibility to cut to the length you want.

Isn‘t the market already saturated
with such products? What do the
strap-on-me products offer that
other products don‘t have?
Christophe Walme: We have
integrated real innovations into our
products, such as dual density
liquid silicone, combined with a
bendable technology. It took us
over 6 months of research and
testing; as far as I know, we’re the
only brand that actually succeeded in combining both in just one
product. Strap-on-me products
provide optimum comfort of use
and perfectly fit the intimate
anatomy.
Christophe Walme
(Export Sales, Lovely Planet)
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What will the strap-on-me products cost the
consumer?
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Christophe Walme: Strap-on-me is a high-quality
brand with affordable products. The prices range
from 69,99 to 99,99 euro depending on the
product and size you choose.
Which target audience are you aiming for with the
new line?
Christophe Walme: We aim for homosexual
couples, heterosexual couples who want to reverse
roles…as strap-on-me‘s aim is to satisfy the most
secret desires of ALL couples…
What requirements does this target group have
when it comes to dildos and strap-ons?
Christophe Walme: Premium material, good
quality, and best ergonomics.
How open are consumers to strap-ons?
Christophe Walme: Strap-ons offer hands-free
penetration as well as creative sexual positions,
they have to be comfortable to use, and they need
to offer the maximum level of control. If we can
convey to our consumers what a good strap-on
bring to their sex life – the experience of prolonging
sex, reversing roles, masturbating, oral sex - then
they will become more and more open to strapons.

„STRAPONME IS A

HIGHQUALITY BRAND

specifically for each product
with one free sample included,
for either wall or table presentation.

W I TH A F FO R D A B L E
PRODUCTS.“

C H R I S T O P H E WA L M E

How should retailers present
strap-on-me products to
generate as much turnover with
them as possible?
Christophe Walme: I suggest
having our display pack
available in their shop, so that
every consumer can touch and
feel the product in their hands,
see the material, test the bendable function so as
to get an idea of the products before buying it.

When will the line be available and what further
plans do you have with it? Is it conceivable that it
will be expanded in the future?
Christophe Walme: The line will be available from
October 2018. We also offer exclusivity for some of
our clients beforehand. Our plan for the future is
simple - to continue to offer good, quality products
with the best ergonomics and design.

Does strap-on-me have promotional materials that
retailers can use to promote the strap-on- me
products?
Christophe Walme: We offer our clients special
and complete packs for each product. We also
have display packs available which are designed

All strap-on-me
products are
bendable
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Making the end user’s purchase simpler means

better sales for all – who can complain about that?
Ti m B ro w n ta lks th e rebra nding o f B a th ma tes

e x c l u s iv e

A rebranding effort includes much more than just slapping a new logo on your products;
it is a process that affects several areas of business, and therefore, it is usually long and
rather arduous. But the results of successful rebranding are definitely worth the hard work,
to which Tim Brown, Brand Manager of Bathmate, can attest – and he does, in our EAN
interview.
Bathmate has recently rebranded itself.
to make sure that there’s a consistent and
How long did the process take, how elaborate
cohesive strategy that spans all elements.
was it, and which areas of Bathmate did it
We kept parts of the old names so that
touch?
there’s a feel of continuity and we don’t lose
Tim Brown: It took us around one year from
the elements that already resonate with our
initial discussions through to completion.
target audience. Basically; if it wasn’t broke,
We wanted to make
we didn’t try to fix it.
sure that if we were
going to re-brand, we
The new names and size labels of your lines
ticked every box (as it
are particularly noteworthy. Can you give us
were!). The goal was
an overview? Was the old naming and size-lamore to simplify than
bels too confusing?
elaborate, making the
Tim: It was more irrelevant than confusing,
end users selection
the pump selection grew quicker than
simple. Due to the
functionality of the
pumps themselves
remaining the same,
just with an external
facelift, we believe
the rebrand has made
them ready for tomorrow, today. Think
‚New Names, Same
Gains‘!

„

Tim Brown, Bathmate
Brand Manager

Is a rebranding more
than just a new logo?
Why was this rebranding necessary?
Tim: Bathmate’s rebranding is not about
new logos or websites, but about the
entire look and feel of
the brand. We wanted
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The new packaging has a
measuring gauge printed on the
side to help men find the right size

we had time to think about names! Now
each level of pump has a more relevant
name – Hercules, X20/30/40 and Xtreme
20/30/40/50 didn’t relate to the pump sizes
clearly enough for the end user. Hercules
has become Hydro 7, Hydro for water and
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7 for up to 7 inches (that’s the users’ current
size when erect). Our next pump up, HydroMax
with 35 % more power than the Hydro, stays as
HydroMax but replacing X20/30/40 with 5, 7 or 9.
Again, this relates to the users’ current size before
pumping. Finally, HydroMax Xtreme becomes Hydro Xtreme and comes in the new 5, 7, 9 and 11.
How do retailers benefit from this rebranding?
Tim: Oh absolutely, bricks and mortar stores even
more so! The boxes themselves have a measuring
gauge on the side, while I think the majority of men
are aware of their size some may need a visual to
see which pump would be ideal for them. Also, now
the pumps are for ‚up to‘ 5, 7, 9 or 11 inches it’s
much simpler for people to choose and less room
for error.
How did you inform your trade and distribution partners so they were able to follow your new branding
strategy?
Tim: When any company mentions change there’s
always a bit of a sigh, but once we explain the
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amendments our partners have been extremely
accepting. A lot of people that purchase our
pumps do a fair amount of
research online before purchasing, so they will be more fami“ BATHMATE ’ S
liar with our previous names.
This means there’s going to
RE BRANDING IS NOT
be a transition period where
the old pumps are still bought,
ABOUT NE W LOGOS OR
giving our distributors time to
phase
the new lines into the
W E BSITE S, BUT ABOUT
market.

THE E NTIRE LOOK AND
FE E L OF THE BRAND.“
B R A D TAY LO R

How did the feedback from your
trading partners turn out? And
how did the consumers react?
Tim: We first showed the new
packaging at ANME and then
have presented at a few inhouse distribution shows and both distributors and
retailers have given us a great response. Making the
end user’s purchase simpler means better sales for
all – who can complain about that?
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We believe that sensual

products are extensions of our lifestyles

S h a m Ga lo ria p resents new p ro ducts f ro m Ro cks O f f

e x c l u s iv e

The quantity and quality of Rocks Off’s new releases is truly impressive. In order to
learn more about their recent and upcoming launches, EAN interviewed Rocks Off Sales
Manager Sham Gloria. We start off with Enigma, a Rabbit for fearless women, as Sham
explains. Then, there’s the Truly Yours collection, not to forget the new products Coco,
Tiffany, and Aura. Sham also tells us about Kama, a vibrator for the sexual wellness market. But that’s not all, as Rocks Off have announced a very special, unique product line
that will be presented at eroFame.

„

Rocks Off just launched a line of new
products, with Enigma sticking out due to its
shape. Could you tell our readers more about
the design of this product and how it improves
the experience of using the product?
Sham Galoria: Enigma is a rechargeable
rabbit for the discerning and experienced
user, in other words for a woman who knows
exactly what she wants and understands
exactly how to fulfil her individual passion
needs. Enigma is powered by two strong
and very powerful independent motors. The
ergonomic handle and fl exible shaft allowing
the user to shift the satisfaction angle to suit
their own intimate preferences against the G
and C spots.
How did the idea for Enigma originate, and
how does it fit in with your product range? Is
Enigma complementing part of your collection, or is it filling a gap in the range?
Sham: R ocks Off design and manufacture
our products in house and we felt there was
a gap in the market for a rabbit that offered
something a little different both in how it functioned and was controlled. The controls sit on
the top of the handle giving ease of access to
up change and execute the perfect blended
orgasm. The handle also detaches for discrete
charge and gives 3 hours of pleasure once fully charged. Enigma is part of the Fuz ion range
of products and we will be adding further
female options in the future.

Would you mind giving us more information
about the materials and the features of the
product?

“ W E F E LT TH E R E WA S A G A P

I N TH E M A R K E T FO R A R A B B I T
TH AT O F F E R E D S O M E TH I N G A
L I T T L E D I F F E R E N T B OTH I N

H O W I T F U N C TI O N E D A N D WA S
CONTROLLED.“
S H A M G A LO R I A

Sham: Enigma is made from body safe sensory velvet touch silicone, so the experience
is one of luxury from the moment you open
the presentation hard box, taking the product
out to then enj oying the sensual experience.
Detailed and perfectly balanced to sit in your
hand, Enigma’s uniq ue ergonomic design
gives you total control.
Is Enigma primarily geared towards women
who already have experience with sex toys?

Sham Galoria, Sales
Manager of Rocks Off
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Enigma is a rechargeable
two-motor Rabbit vibrator for
more experienced toy users

V alentines markets they are also perfect for anytime.
Seriously, who wouldn’t love to have one? With
3 siz es in the collection it’s hard to choose which
to go for but the R O 9 0’s are perfect purse siz es
whilst the 1 20 and 1 6 0 siz es are definitely bedroom
pleasers so why not have once of each … .

Sham: A bsolutely as we said earlier this is a product
for the more experienced female who is comfortable in using larger, powerful products and know’ s
exactly where her satisfaction trigger points are and
how get the ultimate results. A s we have said it’s
designed for the fearless woman.
Scarlet Velvet, Rouge Allure, Red Alert, and Crimson
Kiss are new bullets, all of them red. What else do
these products have in common, and what sets
them apart?
Sham: This is a stunning collection! Deep reds
with seductive velvet touch and sleek enamel style
finishes that j ust ooz e sensual appeal.
The packaging is also really an
important part of this range as they
been cleverly packaged in giftable
format, so they are the prefect present. A lthough the Truly Y ours range
is the obvious match for the X mas and
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Aura, Ro-Mona, Coco, and Tiffany are also bullet
vibrators, but they are more striking, more luxurious.
Please, introduce our readers to these products.
What are their unique qualities?
Sham: A s their names suggest Co Co and Tiffany
are elegant vibrators styled with more than j ust a
hint of haute couture giving them an instant and
classical look and appeal. Both products have been
treated with R ocks Off signature stylish finishes of
R ose Blush Gold and Turq uoise Silver with subtle
colour accents to perfectly finish them.
A ura is a couple’s product and as with Co
Co and Tiffany styled to be un intimidating but seriously effective. A ura’s streamlined presentation and elongated tip
makes it the perfect clitoral and
erogenous z one stimulator
and a similar product
we produced sold
over 3 50,000 so that
speaks for itself.
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Bullet vibrators are classics of the adult market, which also means that there are tons of
them on the store shelves. How does Rocks
Off manage to put a new spin on these classics time and again?
Sham: We look at the markets outside of
the industry and study colours finishes and
what will be trending across numerous
markets and then make our decisions. We
believe that sensual products are extensions
of our lifestyles, so they should fit with what
is appealing to us currently in how they are
presenting, and this includes how they are
packaged. Our A rt Director is second to
none and his ability to present the products
to give main stream appeal is stunning. Our
Touch of V elvet range is visually amaz ing and
continues to sell out and we believe that the
colours, finishes and presentation is tantamount to its success. Y ou see them, touch
them and fall in love, it’s all about appealing
to the senses.

An eye catcher in seductive
red: the Truly Yours line

Kama boasts a sleek, discreet design and
intuitive features. Who is the target audience for this vibrator? What market are you
aiming for?
Sham: Kama is aimed at SWB and sexual
wellness markets as its discreet design is
a perfect fi t for women who have personal
issues maybe after child birth or other personal health factors that that have affected
their sex lives. For us the product had to be
visually appealing as its meant to stimulate
and to encourage use. A gain, this also applies to the packaging which has a cosmetic
presentation this is also to help women feel
feminine, sensual and less clinical about
using the product therefore encouraging
them and their partner to engage and enj oy
their pleasure times again.
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Toys for beginners, toys for the mainstream
market, toys for sexual health and sexual wellness – do you plan on expanding the Rocks
Off range in these categories?
Sham: We are always adding to our ranges
and as we’ve mentioned earlier presentation is
paramount to making products a comfortable
purchase outside of the industry both for the
markets and the end users. We have a new
range of female products that are launching
at eroFame along with others, and the colourways and a packing are beautiful. The products are very elegant but super powerful and
very sensory engaging. We know these are
going to be very well received by the market
and the destination user. I n fact, R ocks Off
feel confident in saying that every woman will
fall in love with them.
What do these ‚new‘ markets and audiences
expect from intimate toys?
Sham: Women and men lead busy lives,
have careers, are parents, have responsibilities all of which can leave little down time for
everyday needs let alone shared intimacy.
The careful introduction of discrete products
can assist couples to explore and engage in
sensory and emotional connections which in
turn aid and maintain healthy relationships.
Culturally men and women are becoming less
intimated by relationship enhancing products
so it’s up to us as the true innovators within
the industry to bring products to market that
can fit in with their needs and expectations to
encourage and thus helping them to accept
them as part of the norm. Most women and
men are happy to discuss their needs to enhance their relationships but there has to be a
disconnect from ‚ the old school‘ presentations
for this to be a natural progression for both the
new markets and end users.
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You stick out of the crowd

by not doing what the crowd does.

L a v i Ye did presents new p ro ducts f ro m NS No velties

e x c l u s iv e

Lavi Yedid,
President of
NS Novelties

„

First of all, we want to belatedly congratulate you on becoming the President of NS
Novelties. How important is this promotion
for you personally, and how does it reflect the
success of NS Novelties?
Lavi Yedid: Thank you. I would not say
important – more of an assurance of performance and appreciation. It is nice to know
your work is valued and that the dedication
manifests itself in such manner.

Like many others, US company NS Novelties will use
eroFame as a platform to present new products and product lines to an international
trade audience. However, our
curiosity got the better of us,
and so EAN pelted Lavi Yedid
with questions to learn more
about these products before
the big trade show. Another
big topic of our interview:
Lavi’s promotion to President
of NS Novelties.

Has your day-to-day changed a lot since
taking on this new position?
Lavi: My day to day has changed since the
day we launched NS Novelties. The speed of
change has increased dramatically the past
year. Much more administrative tasks and duties replaces other duties that are now being
handled by the amazing team we have here.
Since when have you been active in the
business? How did you get into the sex toy
industry, how did you come to work for NS
Novelties, and what did your career trajectory
look like prior to that?
Lavi: I entered the industry around 1981. I was
a starving artist looking for work to support
my recent move to LA and a friend asked if
I was interested. Back then it was all about
printed goods. I needed the money and said
yes. I started selling magazines and meeting
people. One of them was Lenny Friedlander
who started a distribution centre called New
Beginnings and asked me to join him. I spent
13 years there until it was time to move on. In
2003 I joined Doc Johnson where I learned all
about manufacturing and where my design
background found an outlet. I was able to
combine my work and my passion – designing
products and packages. In 2011 I joined Scott
Taylor to form NS Novelties, continuing to design and manufacture products while growing
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the company and establishing the brand in the
market place.
Let’s talk about your new products: Which
new toys have added to your product range
over the course of the past months?
Lavi: This past year saw both the expansion
of existing product lines and the introduction
of new ones. The existing firefly collection,
Renegade for Man, Colours Pleasures, Sinful
Bondage, Shi/Shi collection all have been expanded with new offering. We introduced new
collections – the Lollies, Lush collection and a
few more. Our established ranges are familiar
to the retailer and consumers and they demand
more product which we are happy to deliver.
What sets these new products apart from the
competition?
Lavi: We like to think its originality, innovation,
keeping one step ahead of the competition and
anticipating what the retailer and consumer want
and need before they realise that themselves.
The market is close to saturation, many
products are nearly indistinguishable … How
challenging is it to come up with innovative
product ideas in such a marketplace? How
does NS Novelties manage to stick out from
the crowd time and again?

The new Renegade
ring is made of
super soft, super
stretchy silicone for
the ultimate comfort
in cock rings
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Lavi: Thank you for the nice compliment. While it is
challenging, it is not impossible. There are a lot of
opportunities to create or improve. We have been
fortunate to hit the key elements that make our toys
successful. You stick out of the crowd by not doing
what the crowd does. We have a great team in place
and when you combine everyone’s ideas, thoughts,
suggestions and a common goal to set us apart, it
has resulted in a line of goods being sold world-wide.
Many new products forego traditional vibration,
offering other stimulation technologies instead. What
is your take on this trend, how does NS Novelties
respond to it, and do you think that vibration will be
passed over by these new technologies?
Lavi: Sex toys are all about sexual satisfaction.
Does it matter what manner you achieve the intended results? We don‘t think so. What has made this
field so exciting is the technological advances we
have experienced in the past 20 years. Much growth
has been enabled with the introduction of materials,
machineries and technologies. Each wave of innovation opens up new avenues of creativity and possibilities. Products that are manufactured today were
not able to be produce 20 years ago. Consumers
will keep buying products that make them feel good.
They are not as concerned with the technology but
only in the end result. If it feels good, do it.
ANME Show in July, eroFame in October ... which
new products will you present at the upcoming
trade shows? What can retailers and distributors
look forward to?
Lavi: Buyers are anxiously waiting to see what NS
Novelties will come up with next. At ANME, eroFand the globe,
glo
obe,
me, Adultex and similar shows around
s,
is where we get to present our ideas,
concepts and new collection to
the world. This season we are
introducing:
Elements – a collection of odourless TPE products that includes
anal plugs and dildos manufactured in true skin tones, presented in
elegant eye-catching box and offering unique and original shapes.
The plugs are available in white
and black while the collection of
dildos is available in white, brown
and dark brown for a true lifelike
experience. The line is intended
for the retailer and consumer who
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New additions to
the Luxe collection:
Honey, Darling, Candy

Awaiting their
presentation at
the upcoming
eroFame show:
new products in
the Colours Dual
Density Line

is looking to replace their smelly
PVC products with a better-quality
odourless toy.
Colours Dual Density – A true
dual density line of dildos made
of 100 % silicone and priced
extremely competitively. We are
introducing 3 colours in both
5-inch and 8-inch versions. For a
true lifelike feel there is not a more
realistic dildo.
Honey, Darling and Candy / Luxe
collection – continuing the tradition of vibrators with
the world’s strongest vibrations, we are introducing these petite, flexible, silicone, rechargeable
vibrators in 3 original and unique shapes. Packaged
in a visually innovative way, it will garner attention
immediately.
Renegade Spartan Ring – The new Renegade ring
is made of super soft, super stretchy silicone for
the ultimate comfort in cock rings. We then added
a small, powerful rechargeable bullet for testicular
vibrations, offering one of the best performance
cock rings on the market.
There are new kits being added to the Firefly
collection, new shapes and revised packaging for
the Crystal glass collection. We introduced over 80
new SKU’s and are excited by each and every one
of them. You can see the entire new collection here:
http://nsnovelties.com/catalog2018_vol2/index.html
Where can European retailers get your products?
Who are your distribution partners in this region?
Lavi: Our current European Distributors are SCALA
and Tonga.
Currently, we see a return of exclusive distribution
agreements in Europe. Do you think that is a positive
development? What are the advantages and disadvantages of exclusive and non-exclusive distribution? What is NS Novelties looking for when choosing
distributors and wholesalers to work with?
Lavi: Both options have their pluses and minuses.
Both are results of current industry trends and are
the results of individual interpretation of growth
goals. Companies have shown that either path can
be a strategic success or a failure. I don‘t think there
is only one way to achieve distribution success. We
look at many variations when choosing our partners.
The synergy between the partners needs to be right
and beneficial to both sides. As with everything else
we do, we don‘t follow the crowd.
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This new GLOBAL site caters and

delivers to over 70+ countries worldwide
I M besh a ra m.co m go es glo ba l

e x c l u s iv e

„

On August 15th, you went online with your
global site. How has the response been so far?
Raj Armani: The response has been incredible.
In the last few days, we got orders from Malta,
Zimbabwe, Croatia, Hong Kong, Thailand, UK,
Czech Republic, Mexico, Canada, Oman, Qatar,
UAE, Armenia, Sri Lanka, Maldives, and even
from Morocco. This is such an exhilarating feeling
to know that South Asians living across the world
know about our brand and that we are able to
reach out to them across borders, both physical
and cultural, and deliver a ‘piece of happiness’ ours for earning their business and theirs for
experiencing the products from IMBesharam.
com. This was a soft launch as we wanted to go
LIVE on August 15th which is India’s independence day, to symbolise our endeavour to stand up
for freedom of expression for Indians living in
India, who are subject to archaic laws and moral
policing that gets in the way of them enjoying
their physical self and well-being. While we stand
hand in hand with the progressive young India,
we also wish to support the causes that are close
to our hearts: ‘Free & Equal Rights’ for the LGBT
community in India. Hopefully we will get there
soon. In the meantime, we plan a very creative
marketing campaign as September rolls out. We
want to reach out to more and more South
Asians worldwide to let them know WE ARE
OPEN for BUSINESS.

August 15 was a special day
for Raj Armani, the co-founder and Chief Operating
Officer of Imbesharam. On
that day, his brand expanded
its e-commerce activities
on a global level. In our
interview, we talk about the
gigantic potential of South
Asian consumers who are
living abroad. Moreover, Raj
explains why he is looking for
investors and what makes
IMbesharam a company well
worth investing in.

What are the differences between this page and
IMbesharam.com?
Raj: This new GLOBAL site caters and delivers to
over 70+ countries worldwide. So, if you are
shopping from Australia or Africa, Dubai or Fiji,
Europe or Canada, South America or the USA,
we will deliver your order to every address where
a DHL/UPS/Fedex or USPS can ship. Now we
ship worldwide, while we used to ship exclusively
to India before. For a shopper, they just log on to
our website, IMbesharam.com, and the browser

Raj Armani and
Salim Rajan launched
IMbesharam.com in 2011
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will automatically detect their region and currency
and select the site they want to shop from. Once
they are on the site, they can browse and shop in
their own currency, at prices which are competitive to most online retailers, choose from 2-4
shipping options (including FREE SHIPPING if
your order is $100 or above for most international
countries and $25+ if you are in the USA), and
pay using their local DEBIT/CREDIT cards,
Paypal, or Money Transfer via Western Union or
MoneyGram. We have deployed our rich
knowledge gained over the past five years to
build and manage a world-class, cross-border
platform to offer customer services & logistics
options that traditional adult ecommerce stores
have not yet started to offer - for example, a
CUSTOMS HANDLING SERVICE where we
handle the entire import process for the
consumer. Once they have paid for the order,
their job is done; they can relax and let us handle
the rest. We process their orders immediately,
package them securely, ship promptly, handle
customs clearance properly, and deliver timely.
We hope the adult product shopping audience
will recognise the innovations and transparency
we offer and trust us with their present and future
business.
And who exactly is the target audience for your
global project?
Raj: We are targeting the global population of
Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Sri Lankans,
basically the entire South Asian audience living
outside of their native countries, an affluent
75M+ community unified by language, food &
culture, and we invite them to browse and buy
adult products at a brand that they can relate
to, trust, and connect with. Businesswise, this
75M+ audience translates to a market potential
of over $200M, with a yearly sales estimate of
$37.5-$75M. These numbers are pretty much
on the conservative side (the math: 75M
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population > 10% may be interested in purchasing, so
7.5M > 10% may actually purchase = 750,000
customers if they spend $50-$100 a year, that
translates to $37.5-$75M) About 3-4 years after going
LIVE and after becoming India’s most well-recognised
adult store, we did our math and realised that we could
use our brand recognition, following, reach, and
customer trust to engage the South Asian community
of doctors, engineers, scientists, accountants,
computer geniuses, and many other professionals who
have moved away from their home countries but still
yearn to connect to their roots. This opened up a space
and a niche which has not yet been explored except by
movies, food, and entertainment. So, we tied up our
shoelaces and went to work, burning the midnight oil to
set up shop and fill this gap. We want to be better than
the best, but we also want to be different from the rest.
As a further step in this expansion, you opened an office
in Kiev and registered a company in the UK. How do
these steps help you serve your customers worldwide?
Raj: We realised early on that, in order to better serve
the audience in Europe, UK, and Africa, we would need
a local presence in the UK/European territory as well as
domestic warehouse/suppliers to cater to our inventory
needs. This way, we can ship orders faster and deliver
quicker, at much lesser costs compared to shipping
from the United States. Setting up office in Ukraine was
a strategic move to offer quality customer service and
support at affordable prices for a lean and efficient
operation. I have been quite familiar with the culture and
lifestyle of the population in Ukraine and find the
professionals to be sincere, hardworking, and ethical to
their job roles. The cost of setting up an office and hiring
a proficient team at competitive salaries, plus its ideal
location matching the European and Asian time zones,
makes Ukraine a very attractive option for smart
entrepreneurs. Therefore, establishing a UK company &
Ukraine office helps us achieve a solid foundation to
optimise processes and manage operations across the
pond.
Initially, you focused on consumers in India as well as
Indians living in the US. Now you are expanding your
network. How big is your new target group?
Raj: The goal that IMbesharam.com set up was to
reach out to Indians living in India. The GLOBAL site will
reach out to Indians and all other South Asians living
outside of their home countries, and as of 2016,
statistics show that this is a population of more than
75M people. This includes the first generation and
immigrants and does not include the second generation
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who were born in these countries. While the size of the
NRI (Non-Resident Indians) audience is smaller, ~75M+
compared to the Indians in India ~1.3B+, what is vastly
unique about the NRI’s is their much higher spending
power and the lesser cost of acquisition as they are
already exposed to these products. Also, the challenges
of delivering to them are minimal to non-existent. The
fact that no single brand exists today that is catering to
this niche audience exclusively gives us the upper hand
to jump in first and establish our brand as the market
leader amongst this audience.
In e-commerce, the competition is omnipresent - why
should consumers buy from you and not from your local
competitors?
Raj: Three reasons: Because of our roots, because of
our culture, and because of us, the people behind the
brand. ‘People buy from people they like & trust’ - said
my mentor 10 years back and I see this happening
every single day. Our TARGET consumers will buy from
us is because we speak to them, they connect with us,
and they trust us. We have built the brand on ethnic
marketing from day one and understand the culture that
shapes their buying habits and trends. Experts all over
the consumer market predict that ethnic/multicultural
marketing is no longer an option but a necessity. The
consumer market continues to grow in its diversity, and
brands must establish real connections with ethnic
audiences if they want to remain relevant in the future. In
the same way, McDonalds offers a different menu in
India with a focus on vegetarian options, spicier
flavours, and no beef in the menu because cows are
sacred in the Indian culture. We engage the Indian
audience worldwide through what matters to them
most: their movies, sports, culture, trends, beliefs, and
knowledge about adult products. We have successfully
earned the endorsements of public figures and
influencers in India, thus reinforcing user trust and
confidence in the brand, its products and services, the
founders, and the company. This is what makes us the
big fish in the small pond, I mean the big fish in the
brown pond.
How do you manage to reach your target audience and
bind them to you?
Raj: For the audience in India, reaching them is the
easier part, which happens mostly via social media,
online marketing, and our occasional features in
newspapers, web portals, and on television. We have
one of the most influential social networks of any adult
brand worldwide (over 250k fans & followers) and we
actively engage with news media as many journalists
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and editors feature our brand in stories involving
sex toy use in India, laws governing it, start-ups
that scaled up in the erotic commerce category,
people’s buying and shopping habits when it
comes to sex toys, hygiene products, lingerie,
and other youth party products. Over the course
of the last six months, we have been featured in
‘The Entrepreneur’, ‘Vice India’, ‘International
Business Times’, ‘XBIZ’, ‘Tech in Asia’, ’Times of
India’, ‘The Patriot’, ‘YourStory’, and many more
reputable news outlets. We also reach out to our
audience through various on-ground campaigns
and events we do as active supporters of the
LGBT community, so quite often we support their
promotions and parades/events in various cities
in India.
The demand vs supply scale in India tips in favour
of the seller, so when a customer has engaged
with our brand, they come back to us 65% of the
time since they most likely end up happy and
satisfied with the service and products, and the
fact that we are able to deliver their orders to their
doorstep withou
without them having to deal with
imports, custom
customs, or additional paperwork.
Now for the GLO
GLOBAL store, we plan to come up
with innovative a
and creative ways of reaching out
to them via soci
social networks. We have a few
influencers and celebrity endorsements in the
pipeline and we will also be working on
advertising on c
cable TV as that is one of the
strongest mediu
mediums that reaches to a majority of
the viewers who form the bulk of our target
audience. We h
have allocated budgets of over
$1M to produce content and commercials and
showcase them on various networks that will
resonate with th
the viewers and introduce them to
the adult store for Indians by Indians. We
believe that if we maintain focus on our vision,
communica
communicate directly to the audience, and
deliver wor
world class service and products
cate
while catering
to their buying patterns and
trends, w
we will be able to establish and
lead this niche category of adult business
well
very well.
India has 1
1.3 billion people - that sounds like
incredible poten
potential, yet your focus goes far
beyond that. Wh
Why? Is India such a difficult
market?
Raj: This is a ve
very striking question and I will
share what prom
prompted our decision to open the
Global Store for Indians outside of India. This
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answer has been shaped by more than 20 years
living in India, another 20 years in US, and having
established the first adult store in India that
actually opened up the erotic e-commerce
category in this colossal territory five years ago.
First: India does have incredible potential, actually
more than what even the US offers today and
any profit-driven company would jump at the
opportunity that India offers. With a population of
over 1.3 billion people, 65% of them under 35
years of age, and over 200M shoppers spending
over $25 billion online, that‘s the place to set
shop at. However, with this tremendous potential
comes a string of challenges that range from
customer education to archaic laws and their
improper application, moral restrictions, and
inhibitions rooted in traditions and practices, plus
a lack of resources to overcome these challenges. What is required to take a big bite out of this
still virgin $400 million opportunity is a plan, people with knowledge and expertise, and a
substantial investment. The plan will include the
measure to seek an updating of these laws that
were drafted 70 years ago, when no one could
have predicted the internet revolution, the
magnitude of porn consumption in India, the
relevance of adult products that impact people in
a sound and constructive way, and the wellness
and balance of any individual. We are the ‘people
with the plan’; having lived half our lives in India,
we are very familiar with the culture and traditions
that shape the Indian society, and the other half
of our lives, we have learned what it takes to
open the doors of India to a product category
that will surpass any other FMCG products out
there in the market. What we need is the backing
of an organisation, entity or individual/s who
believe in our vision, can support our journey and
be part of a brand that aims to bring happiness
to the lives and bedrooms of over a billion people
worldwide.
Second: We realised way back what kind of
impact our brand has on the Indian community,
both in India and abroad. We get over 120 emails
every month asking, Do you ship to Morocco, Do
you ship to Casablanca...Algeria... Kenya... Fiji...
Maldives…. Manchester...Canada, and many,
many other places. This was an eye-opening
moment for us. We realised that our brand has
built the necessary goodwill and reach and that
deploying it to this user base right by our homes
would be the next best decision. The cost of
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acquisition would be far lesser as we would ride high on
ethnic marketing, word of mouth (albeit not publicly),
and the existing fan base and brand recognition. We
also realised that Indians were the most affluent
immigrant community in the US (and in the top spot in
many other countries as well), with professions ranging
from doctors, engineers, scientists, accounting and
computer professionals to many others. With this ‘Aha’
moment, it didn‘t take a rocket scientist to figure out the
size of this opportunity and the unexplored potential and
strategic positioning we have with our East-West
background and expertise. We realised that Indians are
almost in every country and they are looking for
Besharam to be their first choice for adult products, so
we decided way back in 2016 that we would launch our
‘International Store’ to cater to this new demand from
customers across the world. Instead, my wife and I
launched our second child, the family grew and so did
my responsibilities, and this professional ambition had
to be placed on the backburner till I could relieve myself
of the diaper duties and lullaby sessions. Well, 2018
proved to offer some relief, so we started identifying the
core challenges early this year, and as we worked on
the backend, we started planning the how and why and
when, gradually and steadily.
Apart from the activities already mentioned, you are
actively looking for investors. Why this?
Raj: To get there first, scale up fast, and to build to last.
We are looking for investors to be part of our vision
starting September 2018, to reach out to the 75M plus
South Asian audience that presents a $200 million
untapped potential – an opportunity that no other brand
has capitalised on yet. We need a seed investment of
$2 million to be able to establish the foundation, to
invest in the right people and processes that will help us
cater to this demand and scale up efficiently, to invest in
marketing that is conscious and creative to reach this
audience spread across 70+ countries, and to invest in
inventory and warehouses to economise the costs and
operational expenses for next 12-24 months. To reach
out to the right investors, we will have a website go live
on September 15 that will introduce the brand, explain
the opportunity, and offer ways to invest. The website is
BigFIshBrownPond.com (Like a Big FIsh in a Small
Pond, just this Pond are the brown cousins of ours, so
Brown Pond)
What are the advantages of getting investors on board
instead of talking to a bank?
Raj: The most valuable advantage we see is bringing an
experienced entity/individual who will be able to guide
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us in the right direction to build and grow our global
adult store. Of late, investments in adult business have
been a welcome sign and have motivated a lot of
self-sustained start-ups like ours to aim for the bigger
piece of the pie. The continuous success of Lovehoney
and the recent Telemos Capital investment goes to
show that if you have a good brand and have an
audience, then you can think big, grow fast, and reach
wide. It takes two hands to clap, and we are ready now
to raise our hand.
Banks are traditionally looking for secure investments,
and their support for start-ups has been known to be
not so fondly, plus they still consider adult businesses
(even adult retail/online sales) high-risk categories, so
while the margins and growth always attract them,
these preconceived notions of the adult business make
them shy away. That is another reason why we think an
entity/individual would have a more wholesome view,
being in the business or having the knowhow that
would make them a better fit than conventional banks.
Why should investors join you? How high do you
estimate the potential of your target group?
Raj: They should join because, A: Scope of Opportunity
vs Risk Involved: The market potential is large,
untapped, and existing all around us. The revenue in the
adult business has been on the rise throughout the past
three years as more and more brands are coming up
with innovative ways to design their products, perfect
the packaging, and slowly but gradually widen the
consumer base who are now able to embrace adult
products as standard consumer use vs a specialty
purchase. The margins are high and the audience is
large, most South Asians are well-established
professionals and leaders and influencers in their
communities worldwide.
B: People: My partner and I are the engine and the
body of the vehicle that is ‘Besharam’. We are sound
professionals with over 40 years of combined
experience in various professions and specialisation,
covering manufacturing, marketing, branding, retail and
wholesale trade, food & beverage, and telecommunication sales. With Besharam, we have reached this
position of being India’s most loved adult store, with an
amazing track record, consistent performance, and
measurable success over the last five years.
C: Our Brand’s strategic positioning, What Google is to
online searches and Nike is to sports, we want
Besharam to be for adult store to the Indian audience.
We have come a long way from 2011, when we
registered the brand, and throughout these years, we
have consciously built the foundation and structure to
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ensure it stands a class of its own. We always
wanted our brand to be a boutiq ue-style,
welcoming store to all audience, staying away
from sleaz e or obj ectifying women for marketing.
We have been fortunate to have over 250,000
happy customers. Being a brand made by
I ndians ( I ndian-A mericans) for I ndians, established in the U S and targeting I ndians across the
world, we believe we have achieved the right
balance of east and west by keeping in mind the
customs and values that define our customers’
shopping habits and presenting our products to
them in a language they understand and in ways
they are used to. We believe Besharam holds a
very strategic position in that space and would be
the ideal brand to score a homerun in this
category.

Raj Armani (co-founder & COO),
Kim Rajan (CFO), Jenny Harper
(OPS), and Salim Rajan
(co-founder & CEO)

Are not you worried that you will lose your
inde
independence once you have investors on
boa
board?
Ra
Raj: We realise it will be a give and take, and
ho
hopefully a reasonable one. The purpose of
inv
investment would be to grow and capture the
op
opportunity, and the like-minded investor would
be the backbone to our race, the gas in our tank,
so we do not believe any sound investor would
im
pede o
impede
our progress or take away our independence, bu
d
but instead support us to achieve the
goals we set from day one.
g
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VIVI is a product that can produce earth-shaking

orgasms while improving sexual health and wellness.
Fo r r e st An drews p resents new Anero s sex ua l h ea lth p ro ducts f o r wo men

e x c l u s iv e

Aneros spent a total of four years creating VIVI, their new, anatomically designed, handsfree Kegel exerciser and G-spot and clitoral stimulator. We interviewed Forrest Andrews,
the Product and Business Development Manager of the US company, and apart from telling
us about the unique qualities of VIVI, he also outlined Aneros’ standards for sexual health
products, and he shared his thoughts on the current sex tech hype.

“ F R O M O U R P E R S P E C TI V E
A S E X U A L H E A LTH

„

P R O D U C T S H O U L D H AV E
T H E C A PA C I T Y TO

Following the success of Kegel exerciser
EVI, Aneros now present VIVI – a product
that combines Kegel exercises with g spot
massages and clitoris stimulation. How did
you get the idea for this product?
Forrest Andrews: VIVI was originally created as an enhanced, fully featured version of
EVI. Both items are inspired by the principles
of our patented award-winning line of men’s
products.

PROVIDE SOME

D E M O N S T R A B L E H E A LTH
B E N E F I T  OTH E R TH A N
P L E A S U R E A LO N E  . ”
FO R R E S T A N D R E W S

How long did it take to get from the idea to
the finished product?
Forrest Andrews: VIVI was 4 years in the
making, and while that may seem like a long
time when compared to products that are
conceived, manufactured, and launched
within months, our attention to form, fit, and
function underlies a tried and true process
that has produced high quality, award-winning products that are known around the
world. We are very proud to introduce VIVI.
You describe VIVI as ‚a revolutionary sexual
health aid for women.‘ What does VIVI bring
to the table that other Kegel exercisers can’t
offer?
Forrest Andrews: VIVI is a unique anatomically designed hands-free Kegel exerciser
and G-spot and clitoral stimulator, specially engineered to work in harmony with a
woman’s body. With a simple Kegel exercise,
VIVI pivots inward and upward stimulating
the G-spot and clitoris simultaneously, while
improving pelvic floor muscle tone. VIVI
Forrest Andrews, Product
and Business Development
Manager at Aneros
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can be used in active (powered) or discreet
(unpowered) modes. Active mode utilises our
Smartphone app, that including 12 preset
vibrations patterns, plus an interactive control menu that allows Independent control of
VIVI’s powerful external and internal motors.
The VIVI app also includes a Kegel workout
feature that provides reminders for those
who like to wear the VIVI out, and exercise
throughout the day. When combined with
internal contractions, VIVI’s body-inspired
contours produce focused stimulation that
leads to orgasms of immense power and
complexity. VIVI is a product that can produce earth-shaking orgasms while improving
sexual health and wellness.
Could you give us some information about
the technical details and the materials from
which the product is made?
Forrest Andrews: VIVI is made of the highest quality body-safe velvet touch silicone.
It features magnetic charging with a capacity
that allows for 70 minutes (highest continuous speed) to 5 hours (Kegel reminder) of
use. VIVI has manual and Smartphone (iPhone & Android) app control. VIVI is IPX7 rated
so it is protected against short durations of
water immersion.
Which target audience do you have in mind
for VIVI?
Forrest Andrews: VIVI was designed for
people who enjoy pleasure with Kegel exercise and those who appreciate the benefits of
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Kegel muscle toning with pleasure. VIVI is terrific
for users who want to wear it out, as it can be
operated in un
unpowered or low-power modes for
discretion.
How much wil
will VIVI cost in retail stores and when
will the produc
product be available from your distribution
partners in Eu
Europe?
Forrest Andr
Andrews: VIVI will retail at $129 USD, and
will be availab
available for order at eroFame
Aneros is probably
prob
best-known for prostate massage products. A
Are there plans to expand your range
of female-cent
female-centric products?
Forrest Andr
Andrews: Our line of female-centric products currently includes; EVI, VIVI, and the Peridise
stimulators. In order to fully support them we will
be launching tthe Aneros Femme website later
this year. We also have another product that is
presently unde
under development that will be included
in the future.
Will VIVI be the crown jewel of your presentation at
eroFame this yyear? Which other plans do you have
for the trade
e sshow?
Forrest Andrews: Yes indeed, VIVI will be our
featured product this year at eroFame. We have
decided to focus our efforts at the show on presenting VIVI to our European partners.

“ V I V I WA S D E S I G N E D

F O R P E O P L E W H O E N J OY
P L E A S U R E W I TH K E G E L
E X E R C I S E A N D TH O S E

W H O A P P R E C I AT E T H E
BENEFITS OF KEGEL
M U S C L E TO N I N G

W I TH P L E A S U R E . ”
FORREST ANDREWS
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Today, products such as vibrators are often marketed under the sexual health and/or sexual wellbeing banner. Which prerequisites does a product
have to meet to really live up to the sexual health
aspect? Or, put differently: Isn’t every vibrator a
sexual health product if you look at it from a certain
viewpoint?
Forrest Andrews: From our perspective a sexual
health product should have the capacity to provide
some demonstrable health benefit (other than
pleasure alone). From that standpoint, garden
variety vibrators don’t qualify. As a company,
Aneros is unique in the respect that its existence is
tied to the creation of a product that was designed as a health device. In fact, our products are
patented as health devices. Furthermore, there are
published research studies examining their use for
the treatment of health issues. Although we market
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“ I TH I N K W E ’ R E A LO N G

WAY O F F F R O M S E X T E C H
O V E R TA K I N G TH E
M A R K E T. ”

FORREST ANDREWS

VIVI will be the
centrepiece of Aneros‘
presentation at eroFame

them as pleasure devices as well, the health
alth
al
h
factor underlies everything we manufacture.
There are few products on the market that
have this kind of lineage.
There would seem to be a pretty big overlap
between the target audience for regular vibrators and the target audience for products
with sexual health attributes? Isn’t this demarcation line very vague to begin with?
Forrest Andrews: It depends how loosely
you define ‚sexual health attributes‘. If your
definition includes pleasure alone…then
there is no difference between a product with
sexual health benefits and a vibrator. At Aneros, we recognise a more specific definition,
one that describes the capacity to promote
healthy change. With respect to ‚target audience‘ without a doubt, there are consumers
whose buying decisions are strongly influenced by the idea that a pleasure product will
have additional health benefits as well. Cle-
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VIVI is a hands-free
stimulator that is designed
for a woman’s needs,
providing clitoral and
G-spot stimulation

arly this is the driving force behind so many
companies branding their products with the
sexual health and wellness banner.
How do you feel about the current situation
in the sex toy market? Is there too much
hype about sex tech? Will traditional vibration
technology be overtaken by other modes of
stimulation in the foreseeable future?
Forrest Andrews: Yes, there is a lot of hype
about it these days. And as we see progression in mainstream technology, there will
undoubtedly be an increasing amount of
interest in sex tech as well. Whether it
achieves a more general, long-term acceptance remains to be seen. At this point
most people are still drawn to items that
are traditional technology based. That said,
we are in a changing environment with the
buying preferences of millennials in the mix
now. Still, I think we’re a long way off from
sex tech overtaking the market.
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The EDC Wholesale house brands have the

potential to be outstanding in the US market
B o n e rs, S w ay, a nd F PPR cro ss th e Atla ntic

e x c l u s iv e

„

Boners, Sway, and FPPR – these three
EDC brands are now distributed via Alexander
Institute in the United States. How did this
collaboration come about?

EDC Wholesale have entered
into a distribution agreement
with Alexander Institute, and
as a result, the US distributor now offers three of EDC
Wholesale’s private brands on
the North American market,
namely Boners, Sway, and
FPPR. Andre Visser, International Sales Director of EDC
Wholesale, gives us all the
details about the new collaboration in our interview.

“ O U R E X P E C TATI O N S

REGARDING OUR COLLA

B O R ATI O N W I TH A L E X A N 

D E R I N S TI T U T E A R E V E RY
H I G H A S TH E Y A R E A N

E S TA B L I S H E D D I S T R I B U 

T O R W I TH A G R E AT T R A C K
R E C O R D I N TH E M A I L

ORDER BUSINESS AND

MAINSTREAM MARKET IN
THE US.“

ANDRE VISSER

Andre Visser: We came into contact with
Meir, the owner of Alexander Institute, in the
past six months and exchanged thoughts
regarding our businesses and eventually
discussed opportunities to work together and
introduce these three brands in the USA. We
are very excited about this partnership as
Alexander Institute is, in my opinion, an
all-round company, with great experience in
the traditional and mainstream business and
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has managed to become a great player in
both markets.
Alexander Institute is probably known best as
a source of sex education products, and not
so much as a distributor. Why did you pick this
partner instead of a long-established
big-name distributor?
Andre: We already introduced our EasyToys
Fetish Collection in the USA, together with a
long established big name distributor and it
was a great success. To us, it makes perfect
sense to cover the US market with different
partners such as Alexander Institute - a very
active distributor with a great customer base
who is as excited as we are about our brands.
What are the five most important qualities a
distributor has to bring to the table for you to
consider working with them?
Andre: What we care about most at EDC
Wholesale is honesty, experience, and
knowledge of the market, a wide customer
base, quality, and loyalty.
Why is this distribution agreement limited to
the three above-mentioned EDC brands?
Andre: We thought that Sway, Boners, and
FPPR are a great match for the visions and
ambitions of Alexander Institute and also
because we didn’t want to create an overlap
of the same brands as our other US partner.
This allows us to discover the US market one
step at a time and to gradually expand our
assortment, rather than going all-in and not
having the time to adjust to the new market
and different demands.
What are your expectations regarding this
collaboration with Alexander Institute and the
potential of these brands in the North
American market?
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Andre: Our expectations regarding the collaboration
with Alexander Institute are very high as they are an
established distributor with a great track record in
the mail order business and mainstream market in
the US. We trust that the traditional industry retailers
will also find their way to Alexander Institute. The
EDC Wholesale house brands have the potential to
be outstanding in the US market due to an
interesting price/quality ratio and a fresh look
perfect for online and offline retailers.
How would you describe the current situation in the
North American market? Is it hard for European
brands to gain a foothold over there?
Andre: I certainly don’t underestimate the process
of gaining a foothold in the US, but I think that
everything depends on the right partnerships.
Which basically comes back to the five most
important qualities we look for in a partner.
Alexander Institute and our other US partner have
over 40 years of experience in the industry, which is
extremely valuable if you want to get a foothold in
this territory. We are very pleased with this partnership and confident that it will be a success as this
was a conscious choice.
Is this your first foray in the North American market
or are there other EDC brands that are already
available in that territory?

Andre Visser (EDC
Wholesale), Meir
Sharony (Alexander
Institute), and Lennard Honebecke (EDC
Wholesale) at ANME
Show in July

Andre: We successfully introduced the EasyToys
Fetish Collection in the US about a year ago with a
highly valuable US partner. We met with several
interesting parties at ANME show in July that might
lead to future partnerships.
Boners, Sway, and FPPR have had their North
American debut at ANME in July. How did the trade
and industry respond to your brands?
Andre: The response was overwhelming, we didn’t
know what to expect when we first started this
venture. But we are very pleased with the first
results from the show. We received positive
feedback from the visitors. They took the time to
look at the brands and sat down with us to talk
about the products and possibilities. We are excited
to see what the ripple effect will be from presenting
our brands to the US industry.
Which market is next on your expansion to-do list?
Andre: First, we want to focus on stabilising the new
territories and supporting our partners with
introducing the brands to the retailers. Once that is
up and running, we can start making new plans. We
obviously already have new markets on our mind,
but we need to take things one step at a time.
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Subscription boxes carry an element of anticipation and

surprise that can‘t be found when purchasing individual products
T h e H a n d Pilo t p ro vides men with p ro ducts f o r better ma sturba tio n

e x c l u s iv e

Is there a correlation between the booming loot box business and the rapidly growing
sales of male sex toys? Probably not, but that doesn’t change the fact that the two things
go together rather well– as The Hand Pilot have demonstrated quite impressively with
their subscription boxes. These boxes are filled with products that take male masturbation to the next level, and they are bringing joy to more and more subscribers. The Hand
Pilot founder Dee Bertino shares some interesting insights in the company’s activities in
our EAN interview.

„

Since when has The Hand Pilot been online?
Dee Bertino: The Hand Pilot launched in
November, 2017. We are a subsidiary of Fantasy
Gifts NJ, a brick and mortar chain of stores
located in New Jersey, USA. We’ve been in adult
retail since 1980.
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What is the philosophy at the heart of your activities? And why did you decide to focus on men?
Dee Bertino: Our philosophy is to tirelessly
research the trends and technological advances
of the adult toy market so that we can offer our
customers the best products and experien-
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Solo use or couple fun, monthly
or quarterly – there are various
boxes to choose from

ce the toy industry has to offer. We also put a lot of
thought and effort into our store design and layout to
create an inviting and professional shopping experience to make everyone feel comfortable purchasing
products that are more personal in nature. For decades the main focus of the adult toy industry has been
on products to pleasure women. That’s where the
money was and mostly still is but that’s changing with
increased investments by manufactures into toys for
men. We decided to launch a subscription site for men
because 1. the products are great 2. sales of male
masturbation products was noticeably strong in our
stores 3. nobody else was doing it.
You want to lift the taboo that still surrounds male
masturbation. How much education will be necessary
before everybody truly understands that masturbation
is natural?
Dee Bertino: I am hopeful that everyone already
knows that masturbation is natural, but we’re trying to
remove the stigma surrounding masturbation. Male
masturbation in particular has an ‚ick‘ factor that I’ve
never quite understood. While female masturbation

is almost glorified, men will joke about masturbation
but rarely admit to doing it. Women will shop with their
girlfriends and discuss the best toys on the market,
whereas men will shuffle in, not make eye contact, and
almost shame-faced purchase a stroker or sleeve. The
education lies in teaching the customer that not only is
masturbation natural, but, as with almost everything,
there are tools to make it better! Unfortunately, until
we evolve culturally and religiously to remove the guilt
of masturbation, it will never be perceived as ‚normal‘
by all persons but I’m hopeful that will change as each
generation progresses,
Toys for men are highly popular, and we see more
and more entering the market. Can you confirm that
demand for these products has grown and continues
to grow?
Dee Bertino: Absolutely! That was one of the main
reasons for starting The Hand Pilot is the quality and
volume of toys for men that are now on the market.
Innovation is at the heart of so many of the toys for
men and whether it is companies like Fleshlight or
Tenga, we are seeing truly unique toys that incorporate technology with sexual satisfaction. We are also
pleased to see quality toys being manufactured in
different materials and different price points, so you no
longer need to spend hundreds of dollars for a male
toy. As price points have lowered, so has the barrier
to entry for many men. For us, it started with toys
like the Tenga egg, which is very well made and also
inexpensive. Once a man masturbates with a toy like
that and realises how much it improves his experience,
it becomes easier to encourage him to try different
toys. We are also starting to see a rise in prostate toys,
particularly marketed to straight men. Once a man

The Commander
Box for August
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realises that prostate stimulation is not only ‚natural‘
but truly orgasmic, he becomes much more willing to
try those types of toys.
Why did you decide to go for a subscription box
service instead of simply launching an online shop for
men?
Dee Bertino: Two trends led us to offer a subscription box service. One was the rise in subscription
boxes marketed towards men. Thanks to companies
such as Loot Crate, Trunk Club and The Dollar Shave
Club, 40% of subscription box subscribers are now
men. Second, millennial men are living at home longer and dating less. That combination of factors led
us to believe that the time was right for a masturbator
of the month club!
Why do your customers prefer having subscription
boxes sent to their homes instead of purchasing individual products online or in brick and mortar stores?
Dee Bertino: Subscription boxes carry an element of
anticipation and surprise that cannot be found when
purchasing individual products online or in brick and
mortar stores. Often a customer isn’t quite sure what
they want, and they rely on our advice and guidance
as to what products we recommend. We put all of
that information into our boxes!
Let’s open one of these boxes. What exactly can be
found inside, and how many different boxes do you
offer?
Dee Bertino: We offer two different tiers, three boxes
under each tier. So basically, if you’re flying solo, those are boxes for men to use alone. Each box contains
some type of male toy and a lube that is specifically
picked to coordinate with that toy. We feel that element is very important. The right lubricant can really
enhance an experience while the wrong lubricant can
ruin your toy. We also put in other products to surprise you. We are fortunate that after being in business
for almost 40 years, we have wonderful relationships
with a lot of vendors who are eager to have their
products featured in our boxes. Often we have brand
new products that are not found in stores yet. The
second tier is for men with a co-pilot or a partner.
These boxes are more about the romance and will
generally feature a toy, a lubricant or massage oil, and
some sort of game or directions. Our co-pilot boxes
are about pushing the envelope and maybe trying
something you haven’t tried before!
We’re also crazy about our packaging! Every ‚box‘

Dee Bertino, owner
of The Hand Pilot and
Fantasy Gifts, NJ
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comes in a hand-stamped muslin bag that is perfect
for discreet toy storage. We worked very hard on our
logo and are proud to feature it on our bags.
What can you tell us about the pricing of the different
boxes?
Dee Bertino: Our most popular option is our recreational box which is a monthly subscription for only
$19.00 USD a month with free shipping in the US.
Quarterly boxes (called Captain and Commander)
are also available and feature higher end products for
$49.00 and $79.00 a quarter.
How do you decide what goes in the box? Which criteria do you go by when choosing the contents?
Dee Bertino: Deciding what to put in the box is one
of the funnest parts of our job! With thousands of
products on the market, there is literally no shortage of
toys to choose from! We like to pick a theme for each
month and then work with our vendors to find toys to
fit that theme. We look for quality, value and innovation
when choosing items to go into each box.
You focus on brand products. Is that because your
customers actually know these brands, or is it just that
you want to offer them quality products?
Dee Bertino: For us, it’s more about the quality than
the name. Customers may not be familiar with a
particular brand, but we pick our brands very carefully
and every brand we carry is a company with whom we
have a relationship with. Our brands stand behind their
product, so our customers know that each and every
product is made with quality materials and ingredients.
It may not be a well-known brand to the average
consumer but is known to us. Right now, there are
many smaller manufacturers entering the toy market.
We enjoy introducing our customers to new brands.
There inevitably comes a moment when you can’t fit
any more sex toys in the drawer. How long do customers stick with your service on average?
Dee Bertino: That is very true! However, every time
we wonder how many sex toys does one person
need, the industry comes out with something new or
different and our customers are always looking for the
latest and greatest toys. With our monthly masturbators, we find these toys have a more limited life
depending on use so our customers are usually ready
for a new one by the time their next shipment comes.
With our higher end boxes, these toys can last a
lifetime if they are cared for carefully so we curate each
box so that it’s a different experience every time.
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Nasstoys of New York is

the ultimate love toy company
Albino Monkey is the exclusive distributor of Nasstoys of New York in the Scandinavian mar ket

e x c l u s iv e

„

Albino Monkey Wholesale is the exclusive
distributor for Nasstoys of New York in Nothern
Europe. Why did you choose to focus exclusively on Nasstoys?
Peter Østersø: It was a very easy decision. It
was love at first sight. I mean, excellent premium products and a reputable brand! Nasstoys
of New York has been putting the joy into adult
pleasure products for over 40 years! There is
a lot going on in the European and Scandinavian market and therefore, we felt the time
was perfect to take these markets like a wave.
We want to encourage more European and
Scandinavian retailers to provide their customers with products that offer 100% customer
satisfaction.

Looking back at a company
history that encompasses
more than 40 years, Nasstoys
of New York have truly earned
their reputation as one of the
great quality brands in our
industry. Distributor Albino
Monkey have made it their job
to bring this kind of quality
to consumers in the Scandinavian countries, as Peter
Østersø and his team are now
the exclusive distributor of
Nasstoys in these markets. In
our interview, Peter describes
why he decided to focus on
Nasstoys and how retailers
can ramp up their sales with
this brand.

Are you offering all of Nasstoys products or did
you make a selection of the bestsellers?
Peter: We start offering a selection of the
bestsellers, but we add new products all the
time to our stock. We have a full-line distribution partnership with Nasstoys of New York and
help retailers to get all the products they want
from the Nasstoys collection.
For those readers who are not familiar with
Nasstoys product portfolio, could you give us
an overview over their range?
Peter: Nasstoys of New York is the ultimate
love toy company. Their portfolio includes:
Bullets, Beads, Balls, Dolls, Dongs, Femme
Toys, Kits, Lotions, Lubes, Macho Man Toys,
Masturbators, Playful Accessories, Pumps,
Rings, Sleeves, Specialty Massagers, StrapOns, Taylor Wane Toys, Velvet Kiss Collection,
Vibes, the Whisper Collection, and MORE!
Which of the products or categories you‘re
offering do you expect to be the next big
bestseller?

Peter Osterso, founder of Albino
Monkey, believes that Nasstoys’
new Touch will be a big success
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Peter: This is an easy question to answer.
Nasstoys of New York’s big new product is the
Touch Extreme Vibrations Bullet. It is activated
by touching it. “You set it down, it turns off” just an amazing must-have product. I also see
huge potential for self-heating dildos and oral
vibes.
How would you describe the target audience
for Nasstoys products?
Peter: Definitely a quality-conscious audience. Award winning Nasstoys of New York is
a premium brand and a great success in the
USA. Nasstoys of New York products offer the
very best quality in premium pleasure. For 40+
years, Nasstoys of New York has been making
high-quality sex toys and pleasure products
to keep things fun and exciting in and out of
the bedroom. This year, Nasstoys of New York
won the XBIZ award (Best Powered Vibrating Product: Touch Extreme Vibrations) and
AVN Award (‚O‘ Awards Winner: Outstanding
Non-powered Product for the Spiked Chain
Whip from the Dominant Submissive Collection).
Will Albino Monkey continue to (almost) exclusively offer Nasstoys products or do you have
plans to extend your portfolio in the future?
Peter: Our business model is solely dedicated
to the sales and promotion of high-quality
products. We are a truly Scandinavian, Copenhagen-based distributor and we know our
northern area well; this gives us an advantage
over other companies who want to enter into
the Scandinavian market but don’t want to
open their own office/representation. We also
offer a so-called “hire us for an hour” plan
where a company can hire our multilingual staff
to take care of sales and marketing actions
or projects on an hourly basis, for instance
visiting retailers, taking part at trade shows,
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calling retailers, or just helping with a newsletter in a
Scandinavian language.
But back to question. The answer is: maybe. Our
mode of operation is to focus on the brands we represent and to bring only the very best to the market
to create strong sales.
Albino Monkey is a rather unusual name for a company. Is there a story behind the name?
Peter: Absolutely. Actually, the name Albino Monkey
has to do with my wife. My beautiful wife Maya comes from Finland and her skin is almost snow white
and her hair is very blonde. She just loves mirrors
and she can spend hours in front of the mirror when
doing her hair or make-up. Well, one day she spent a
long while in front of the mirror doing her lashes and
nails and I said to her, “Maya, look there is an albino
monkey looking from your mirror”. When I established
my company, it was obvious that the name of the
company had to be Albino Monkey.

late this year. We will see what happens, but so far,
many Scandinavian companies are not prepared for
the coming of Amazon.

“ M O R E TH A N A N Y TH I N G ,
W E LO V E TO S E E R E 

TA I L E R S D O I N G P R O F I TA 
BLE BUSINESS AND SUC

C E E D W I TH N A S S T OY S O F
N E W YO R K P R O D U C T S “
PETER ØSTERSØ

First and foremost, you cater to the Scandinavian
market. What distinguishes this market from the rest
of Europe?
Peter: Well, the Scandinavian market is mostly internet-based, and each of the Scandinavian countries
has 1-2 local market leaders in the online business.
Customers love to buy online, and they expect next
day delivery and 365-day return options for their
purchases.
The Scandinavian market is much smaller than other
European markets due to lower population. If one of
the market leaders in Scandinavia want to grow, they
have to do business all over Scandinavia or expand
to other parts of Europe to achieve growth.
One big player is missing from the Scandinavian
market: Amazon has not invaded Scandinavia, but
rumour has it that Amazon will launch in Scandinavia
Albino Monkey are
well-stocked and
eager to supply
their Scandinavian
retail clients
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Can retailers also contact you
for support and POS Materials
or product training?
Peter: Yes, they definitely
can. We are more than happy
to help retailers get to know
Nasstoys of New York products. More than anything, we
love to see retailers doing profitable business and succeed
with Nasstoys of New York
products. My friendly customer
service and sales team is ready
to answer all the questions
retailers might have.

Generally speaking, what are
the current trends in the adult
market? Which niches and
products dominate? Is there a category that is driving
the development the market right now?
Peter: I feel that there are more and more niches as
“one size does not fit all”. Also, the manufacturers
create demand in the market by providing new products and new versions of existing products in rapid
succession.
We can already see that demand for lifelike sex-doll is
increasing. In Denmark, they have opened a sex-doll
bordello where the “workers” are lifelike sex-dolls.
Customers also want more from sex toys: Quality,
look, and packing are very important parts of the
sex toy experience. I think that there will be fewer
and fewer sex toys that are of poor quality, and also
fewer one-time toys packaged in boxes with naughty
looking naked ladies.
So, I would say lifelike and natural feeling products
and private labelling, that is the trend right now. By
the way, I also think it’s good that there are more and
more sex toy choices for us men, too.
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Simply put, we combine

great products with great marketing opportunities
Vi br a tissimo co lla bo ra te with Lena Nitro

e x c l u s iv e

„

How did the collaboration with Lena Nitro
come about?
Arno Doll: The idea had been floating around
for a while. We kept a close eye on the market
to see who would be a good choice for such a
collaboration. In our opinion, it isn’t enough to
just use a well-known name and then produce
toys. There has to be interaction, a steady
exchange. Also, we were looking for a star
who is approachable, who likes the interaction
with the audience in social media or in person.
Lena is very close with her huge fanbase
online. Also, she is a very pleasant and
humble personality who has both feet firmly
on the ground in spite of her success in the
adult business. She wanted to play an active
role in bringing this project to life, which was
very important to us. Furthermore, she is one
of the most successful German performers,
with a huge fanbase in the social media
sphere. This is obviously a great advantage as
Lena’s close interaction with her fans opens
up many avenues for information and
advertising.

At eroFame, the Vibratissimo brand will present a
new product line which
was created in collaboration with German porn
actress Lena Nitro, who
will also be the face of the
collection. Arno Doll, who
is in charge of marketing
and distribution at
Vibratissimo, explains
why Lena Nitro was the
right choice for such a
team-up, and what
expectations are tied to
this new product line. And
then, Lena Nitro herself
tells us about her
experience working with
Vibratissimo.
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What makes Lena Nitro a fitting poster girl for
Vibratissimo?
Arno Doll: As I already mentioned, she is
down to earth, creative, and she is always
interested in new things. She is also very
smart, and she knows that a career as a
performer can only last so long. Therefore,
she is open to projects like this which help
establish her name in other areas. Working
with her has been a blast because she has a
lot to add to the mix, and she brings up points
that we ourselves may not even have thought
about.
Why did Vibratissimo decide to build a
product line on the reputation of an adult
starlet?
Arno Doll: We feel that this type of collaboration is not really existent in the German
market. Lena’s giant fanbase alone would be
enough to justify this decision. We believe that
working with her will have a positive effect on
our marketing efforts and ultimately also on
our sales figures.
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Arno Doll sees
great potential in
this collaboration
with Lena Nitro

What are your expectations regarding this product
line, also with respect to the problem brought up in
the previous questions?
Arno Doll: Right now, we are all very happy with this
collaboration – which is a new experience for both
parties. And we are excited to tap into the new
marketing opportunities that are tied to this project.
Of course, the goal is for this collaboration to pay off
for everybody involved.
What types of products are part of this collection,
and how many are there in total?
Arno Doll: At launch, there will
be four toys and two lubricants.

“ W E W IL L PRE SE NT THE

Please, tell us more about this cooperation. How is it
reflected in your products and the way they are
marketed?
Arno Doll: Simply put, we combine great products
with great marketing opportunities. Lena is also
ready to support the trade in a more hands-on
fashion, for instance by visiting distribution partners
for special events such as autograph sessions, etc.
Signature toys – i.e. toys that are created and
presented in collaboration with adult film stars – are
very successful in the United States, but not nearly
as successful in Europe. Why is that?
Arno Doll: We feel that most European signature
lines have been very half-hearted affairs. As far as our
collaboration with Lena is concerned, our man goal is
to establish a brand. The way I see it, combining
quality products and a strong personality – who is
also known outside the group of adult film fans – can
really help create a brand image, and there are many
products in many other industries that have become
successes due to similar strategies.
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Which qualities make the toys in
the Lena Nitro line special?
Arno Doll: The experience of
PRODUC TS AT E ROFAME ,
using the toys was the
FOL LOW E D BY A L AUNC H
single-most important criterion
for us. Lena had a wide
IN Q4 OF 2018.“
selection of toy types to choose
from, and the ones that pleased
ARNO DOLL
her the most were then selected
for the collection. Offering
unique selling points was
secondary for this project. The important thing was
to find products that Lena identified with. She had to
be behind these toys 100 per cent for the collection
to make sense and also for her to be able to
advertise the products in an authentic fashion.

Lena Nitro has a big
fanbase who also follows
her on social media
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When will the collection hit the shelves?
Arno Doll: We will present the products at eroFame,
followed by a launch in Q4 of 2018.
Will the Lena Nitro line be an important part of
Vibratissimo’s presence at eroFame?
Arno Doll: Yes, there will be a special Lena Section
at our stand. And of course, Lena will also be
present at the show herself, on Thursday, October 4
if our current plans hold.
Lena, some of our readers may not be familiar with
your name. What should they know about you? For
instance, since when have you been working in the
adult film business, etc.?
Lena Nitro: My name is Lena Nitro, I am 31 years
old, and I am from Berlin. I have been an adult
actress for about nine years. I have always had an
open mind when it comes to my sexuality. The first
time I shot a scene was at the beginning of 2009,
and I have kept doing it ever since. During that time,
I was an exclusive Videorama contract girl for five
years.
Your collaboration with Vibratissimo actually began
before the Lena Nitro product line. How did they
establish contact, and how did you contribute to the
creation of the sex toy collection?
Lena Nitro: Vibratissimo approached me last year
because they were looking for someone to talk
about their toys in a video. It felt like an interesting
project, so I said yes, and I got to describe the
Vibratissimo Licker in one video, and we also shot a
clip telling a little story revolving around the product.
Did the collaboration with Vibratissimo turn out the
way you expected?
Lena Nitro: The collaboration has been great fun.
Vibratissimo have a young and cool team. Everybody
is very open to trying new things. We laughed a lot
shooting the videos, and we all got along very well.
What was your first thought when Vibratissimo
approached you about creating a sex toy line under
your name?
Lena Nitro: I was very excited. I know that my
career as an actress will be over one day, and of
course, I would love to see my name and my brand
live on beyond that point. Also, my fans really look
forward to these products.
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Do you have a theory why there
are so few collaborations
between adult performers and
“ W HO BE TTE R TO
sex toy brands in Europe? They
TE L L YOU ABOUT THE
are very popular in the US …
Lena Nitro: In the United
QUAL ITIE S OF A TOY
States, porn stars are much
better known. America loves
THAN SOME ONE W HOSE
stars, I guess. In Germany, porn
is
still something that you only
DAILY BUSINE SS IS
partake in behind closed doors.
SE XUAL STIMUL ATION AND However, if you look around on
Instagram, etc. you can see
SATISFAC TION?“
how well-suited influencers are
to present brands – and that
LENA NITRO
also goes for adult performers
and sex toy brands. I mean,
who better to tell you about the
qualities of a toy than someone whose daily
business is sexual stimulation and satisfaction?
How much influence did you have on the development of the product line? After all, these products
bear your name.
Lena Nitro: I personally tested
and chose the sex toys that
are part of this collection.
Vibratissimo really trusted
me and my decisions.
We only wanted to
present toys in this line
that I would use myself
and that I would
recommend to my
fans. It has to be
authentic, that is the
main thing.
And you will be at
eroFame for the big
premiere of your
product line?
Lena Nitro: Of
course I‘ll be there! I
am already super
excited to present my
very own toy collection,
and I am looking forward
to seeing people’s
response to it.
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I like big butts and I cannot lie/ You other brothers can‘t deny/ That when a girl walks in
with an itty-bitty waist/ And a round thing in your face, you get sprung… Those are the
first lines of the 1992 hit song ‚Baby Got Back‘ by rapper Sir Mix-A-Lot, and it may well be
that the visitors of eroFame may get to hear this song at the show – performed by none
other than Brad Taylor. He already demonstrated his singing skills at this year’s SHOTS
Party, so why not try rapping?

At the SHOTS Party, you surprised the
crowd with your beautiful voice. Do you
have other hidden talents?
Brad Taylor: Well, beautiful might be a
little bit strong! That was a great day as it
was my fi rst ever SHOTS Party and wow,
what a spectacular day it was. As for other
hidden talents I suppose there are some
more musical ones. I know all the words
to Sir Mix-A-Lot’s 1992 smash hit “Baby
Got Back” – I would be happy to recite at
eroFame!

into account and you can really make a
difference.

What was your childhood ambition?
Brad Taylor: First a doctor, then a dentist.
My parents were a little quizzical when I
landed in this industry but over the years I
have been able to grow, enjoy successes
and travel to a lot of places in the world
– they are both very proud which is great –
plus I think I’m having more fun than looking
in people’s mouths all day!

What was the biggest step in your career?
Brad Taylor: I know it sounds like the
obvious answer but for sure it has been the
move to SHOTS. For many reasons though.
I have learned a massive amount in the
5 months I’ve been at SHOTS, the pace
which our team works at to ensure exciting
new products are released twice a year is
nothing short of incredible and of course
all of this comes without letting our service
levels slip. Not only that but it has allowed
me to move back to my home county of
Nottinghamshire and move in with my lovely
girlfriend – a big step and one that has been
great fun indeed. I am getting a little tired of
trips to IKEA though!

How did you get into the love toy industry?
Brad Taylor: I was pulled in as an extra
pair of hands in logistics for a UK distributor
back in 2013 – I was only supposed to be
there for the day and I ended up staying for
4 years! Over time I have had experience
in logistics, marketing and product
development and I think that basis has been
invaluable for building up my skill set. This
experience is perfect for a company like
SHOTS where everyone’s ideas are taken
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If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Brad Taylor: That’s a tough one. Not to
sound too dramatic but I think I would be
living at home with my parents still, probably
working a sales job in fi nance or property
that I didn’t enjoy very much and spending
far too much time in the pub. Safe to say I’m
glad to say that isn’t the case now!

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’
time?
Brad Taylor: I truly hope in 10 years’ time
I am still travelling the world with SHOTS,
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Brad Taylor
Questions & Answers

seeing places I would never have seen without
this job, meeting likeminded people and bumping
into old friends.
How do you envisage the future of the love toy
industry?
Brad Taylor: The future is bright! As someone
who is a little bit younger than most in the industry
I think it’s safe to say that my generation as a
whole are a lot more open to discussing sexuality
than the previous one. I think that will breed a
healthy interest in our industry. I’m not sure if
we are going to have a revolution of sorts but I
certainly think evolution is happening as attitudes
become more relaxed and policies follow suit. I
think we can all see the benefi t of that.

Who would you consider your role model and
why?
Brad Taylor: Oh, that one’s easy, my Dad!
He raised 8 children, had a successful business
all through those years which he built from
the ground up and he still had time to help get
us ready and take us to school every day.
He taught me all about work ethic and why it’s
important to be likeable, in business and in life.
He’s the best.
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Brad Taylor: I would award a medal to my Mum,
for services to cuisine, laundry and sarcasm.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Brad Taylor: My perfect working day would be a
day at a trade show! If only they could all be like
that! Wall to wall meetings, lots of business being
done, seeing my customers, so many of whom
are also my good friends. Then dinner, a glass of
wine or two with customers and colleagues and
then bed for a nice long, well-earned sleep.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Brad Taylor: I want to say my degree because
it took the most time (and cost the most
money!) but actually I think it might be winning
a gameshow on TV! I went on a show in the UK
called Tipping Point and won the grand prize,
it’s a very long story that I think most people
have heard now! But yes, that was a really
proud day.

How do you relax after work?
Brad Taylor: Monday to Thursday I keep it simple
– an hour in the gym a couple of nights a week –
me and my girlfriend love to cook so we will make
dinner together and then watch something on
Netfl ix. Friday night I like to either go out for dinner
or head to see my family and catch up on the
week’s events. Simple pleasures!

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Brad Taylor: It’s always diffi cult picking
something out about yourself that you like. If I was
being serious I would tell you something about my
sense of humour. But I also like the fact that I’m
not very hairy, I know that beards are very trendy
at the moment, but body hair is a lot of admin so
it’s quite nice not to have to worry about that!
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Which vice could you never give up?
Brad Taylor: Good quality Rioja.

Is there anything you would never do again?
Brad Taylor: Eat octopus – not good.

What song do you sing in the shower?
Brad Taylor: I’m really into a band called The
Horrors at the minute – they have a song called
“Something to Remember Me By” which I have
had in my head for the last couple of months –
check it out!

D o you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Brad Taylor: Be kind to everyone in bars,
restaurants or shops – even if you haven’t had
a great experience. The chances are it isn’t the
fault of the person who you’re talking to and as
someone who worked for 6 years in retail and
pulled pints for 8 years, you can make someone’s
day with a smile and by asking them how they
are feeling.

Who would you never ever lik e to see nak ed?
Brad Taylor: Is it too obvious to say Donald
Trump? He’s pretty disgusting with clothes on.
With whom would you lik e to go to the cinema and
what fi lm would you watch?
Brad Taylor: Anyone in the world who’s ever
existed ever?! I would take David Bowie to go and
see Labyrinth – we could discuss his codpiece,
sing along together to the musical numbers and
then hopefully go for ice-cream afterwards.
Y ou have a month’ s holiday. Where would you go?
Brad Taylor: I would go to South America, with
a backpack and a phone that only did calls and
texts and just immerse myself.

“ MY PE RFE C T W OR K I NG

DAY W OUL D BE A D AY AT A
TRADE SHOW !”
B R A D TAY LO R

Which three things would you tak e with you to a
deserted island?
Brad Taylor: Sriracha Hot Sauce (It goes with
everything, even fi sh!), a Swiss Army Knife and a
pair of Aqua Shoes.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Brad Taylor: It would have to be one of the
comedic greats – like Bill Murray – I want to see
the world through the eyes of a comedic genius!
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order away!

For more information and inquiries go shop.cobeco.nl/private-label

PRODUCT

Producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands
info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94
sales@cobeco.nl • shop.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 65 25
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BRE AST ENL ARGEMENT
Shop: wholesale.gayshop.com
Login: guest2018 Password: 97531
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Zur täglichen Anwendung geeignet, ideaa l
kombinierbar mit den Brust-Massage-Übungen. Zur Stabilisierung des Erfolgee s
ist eine dauerhafte und tägliche Anwendung empfehlenswert.
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A perfect building cream to stimulate breast enlargement with an unique ingredient
combination. Suitable for daily use, perfectly combinable with breast massage
exercises. To make the effect last, long-term and daily use is recommended.
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
KRAHO GmbH
Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
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KRAHO GmbH
Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0
F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available
bl att your wholesaler
h l l //// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista //// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA

office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9

WWW.HOT-PV.COM

MASSAGE
OIL
250 ml / 8.5 ﬂ.oz

Edles Massageöl für gepflegte, seidige Haut.
Erlesene Düfte verwöhnen die Sinne und
wecken erotische Stimmungen.
Fine massage oil for a nurtured silky skin.
Exquisite scents spoil the senses and
awake erotic feelings.
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes
hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA

office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
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IMPRINT
EAN is published monthly by
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GMBH
Große Kampstraße 3 • 31319 Sehnde
fon: 05138 - 60 220-0, fax: 05138 - 60 220-29
e-mail: info@mpnow.eu

Managing director
Christine Rüter (-13),
crueter@mptoday.de

XBIZ Berlin
09 - 12 September, 2018 • Berlin, Germany
www.xbizberlin.com

eroFame

Publishing director /
eroFame
Wieland Hofmeister (-15)
whofmeister@mptoday.de

03 - 05 October, 2018 • Hanover, Germany
www.erofame.eu

Venus

Editor in chief
Matthias Poehl (-23)
mpoehl@mptoday.de

11 - 14 October, 2018 • Berlin, Germany
www.venus-berlin.com

EroExpo

Editor
Randolph Heil (-18)
rheil@mptoday.de

19 – 21 October, 2018 • Moscow, Russia
www.eroexpo.ru

ANME Founders Show

Graphics
Fabian Laude (-24)
flaude@mptoday.de

13 – 14 January, 2019 • Burbank, USA
www.anmefounders.com

Immediate Fax Order

Graphics
Liam Labes (-26)
grafik@mptoday.de

05138-60 220-29
Yes, I/we order
EAN
Annual Subscription

Company

12 issues p.a. incl. combined issues

Subscription Price
180,- EUR

Contact /
Phone; Fax
Street Address / PO Box

(plus VAT and mailing expenses))
Note: The subscription is valid for the duration of a
year and will be renewed by one additional year if the
publishing house does not receive a written cancellation
at least six weeks before the end of the year.
Subscription/ mailing expenses for one year are to be
paid up front.
Warranty: I/we can revoke the subscription within 7 days
by sending a written cancellation to MEDIATAINMENT
publishing (letter: date of postmark).
I confirm this with my signature.

Cut out the coupon and mail it to:
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GmbH

City / Postal Code

Date / Signature

Direct Debit
Bank
Bank Code /
Account Number
Account Holder

Große Kampstraße 3 • 31319 Sehnde • Germany

Or fax it to: 05138-60 220-29

00

00

Sales
Huda Lutz (-14)
hlutz@mptoday.de

Date / Signature

S U B S C R I P T I O N
R E T U R N
C O U P O N

Administration
Sharon Lakomy (-22)
slakomy@mptoday.de
ad@@mptoday.de
Banking:
Bankhaus Hallbaum
Sorting Code: 250 601 80
Account: 122 044
Print:
Leinebergland-Druck GmbH & Co.
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N O W AVAILABLE!

www.orion-wholesale.com

1808-004

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

